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Abstract 

The presented work is focused on breeding blankets (BB), which are a critical 

system in a nuclear fusion reactor, as they have to shield magnets from plasma, 

breed tritium (T) fuel and exchange heat so it can be used to generate electric

ity. T self-sufficiency, the only sustainable solution for fuelling a deuterium

tritium fusion reactor, has still to be fully demonstrated. By now, T supply self

sufficiency principle can only be demonstrated by means of reliable simulations, 

e.g. predictive tools. The European Helium Cooled Lithium Lead (EU-HCLL) 

BB design is based on the flow of Pb15. 7Li eutectic liquid metal (LM) alloy, 

for T breeding and neutron multiplication, through a series of channels inside 

separated modules. All the modules or breeding units (BU) form together the 

BB. The nuclear reactions that take place in the LM generate T fuel and helium 

(He), that results in complex phenomena in the LM of the BUs. 

Large He production rates might have a significant influence on the system 

design. Low He solubility together with high local concentrations may create 

the conditions for He cavitation, which would have an impact in the compo

nents performance. A model based on the classical nucleation theory (CNT) has 

been developed, adapted and implemented in order to have a specific tool able 

to simulate HCLL systems and identify the key parameters and sensitivities. 

Bubble growth, assuming the process to be diffusion controlled, has also been 

implemented together with a He specific equation of state (EoS). Both, nucle

ation and growth models, have been implemented in the open source CFD code 

OpenFOAM® so that transport of dissolved atomic He and nucleated He bubbles 

can be simulated even for 3D complex geometries. 

Models for T transport phenomena in the LM and the structural material (SM) 

of a BB have also been adapted and implemented in OpenFOAM®. Such trans

port phenomena involves T absorption into He bubbles, He adsorption onto SM 



and desorption to system's cooling channels (CSC). The effect of T absorption 

into He bubbles on the volume of the bubbles is modelled and analysed through 

a combined EoS for He-T mixtures. 

Bubble transport has been implemented into OpenFOAM® adapting the mean 

radius approach (MRA) for bubble transport as a passive scalar (it is assumed 

that void fraction is small enough not to affect neither the hydrodynamics nor 

the properties of the LM), population balance equation (PEE) models (method 

of classes, MC, and methods of moments, MOM) and as a poly-dispersed phase 

(PDP) two-phase model in order to contrast results and to justify the bubble 

transport model. The aforesaid models have been modified to deal with the 

nucleation phenomenon and to take into account T transport. 

Following a classic computer simulation methodology, models have been imple

mented, debugged, tested, verified and validated whenever possible. The result

ing code is expected to provide a valuable insight in BB technology with the final 

aim to be a future key predictive tool for the T self-sufficiency concept demon

stration. Application to BB of the models developed within the scope of this 

thesis show that nucleation in the BB channels affect T transport significantly, 

reducing T permeation through structural materials (SM) and accumulating in

side hydrodynamic structures like vortices. Results show that nucleation and 

bubble transport should be taken into consideration for T transport and T in

ventory assessment. 

T transport in Permeators Against Vacuum (PAV) systems have also been stud

ied for the CIEMAT (Tecno_FUS®) PAV design case. Results show T profiles 

along the permeator and in the metallic membrane. Developed code has proven 

to be a valid tool for efficiency assessment of PAV for T extraction from Pb15. 7Li 

in cooling loops. 

All developed models have been integrated into a multifunctional solver under 

the name BelFoam© , which is also expected to be adapted to research fields 

other than fusion technology applications in order to validate its performance 

and expand its applicability. 



Resumen 

La presente tesis se centra en el estudio de !as envolturas regeneradoras de 

un reactor de fusion por confinamiento magnetico. Estos componentes criticos 

para este tipo de reactor, deben proporcionar blindaje a los sistemas magneti

cos frente al plasma, generar tritio como combustible de! reactor e intercambiar 

calor para la posterior generaci6n de electricidad. La producci6n autosuficiente 

de tritio, unica posibilidad sostenible para proporcionar combustible a un reac

tor de deuterio-tritio, aun esta pendiente de ser completamente demostrada. 

Por ahora, el principio de autosuficiencia solo es demostrable mediante el uso 

de herramientas predictivas de simulaci6n. 

El disefio de la envoltura regeneradora EU-HCLL (European Helium Cooled 

Lithium Lead), que es una de !as propuestas de disefio mas s6lidas de envoltura, 

esta basado en el flujo de! metal liquido aleaci6n eutectica Pb15.7Li para la 

regeneraci6n de tritio y multiplicaci6n neutr6nica en el seno de una serie de 

canales separados en m6dulos interconectados. Las reacciones nucleares que se 

suceden en el seno de! Pb15. 7Li generan tritio y helio produciendo una serie de 

complejos fen6menos fisicos. 

Las altas tasas de generaci6n de helio en el metal liquido pueden llegar a tener 

un efecto muy significativo sabre el disefio y operaci6n de! sistema regenerador. 

La baja solubilidad de! helio en el Pb15.7Li, junta con concentraciones puntual

mente altas, favorecen !as condiciones necesarias para la nucleaci6n de burbu

jas de helio, que pueden a su vez tener un gran impacto en el funcionamiento 

de la envoltura. En la presente tesis se ha desarrollado un modelo basado en la 

teoria clasica de nucleaci6n. Este modelo se ha adaptado e implementado con la 

finalidad de obtener una herramienta computacional capaz de simular sistemas 

HCLL y detectar parametros clave de los mismos. Tambien se ha implemen

tado un modelo de crecimiento de burbujas controlado por difusi6n junta con 



una ecuaci6n de estado especifica para este tipo de fen6meno. Los modelos ante

riores se han codificado para la herramienta CFD de c6digo libre OpenFOAM® 

de forma que se pueda simular el transporte de tritio y helio disuelto asi como 

la nucleaci6n y transporte de burbujas en geometrias complejas 3D. 

El transporte de tritio en el metal liquido y en el material estructural que 

conforma la envoltura tambien ha sido modelado y adaptado para el c6digo 

OpenFOAM® . Este modelo de transporte incluye la absorci6n de tritio en !as 

burbujas de helio, la adsorci6n de tritio en el material estructural, el transporte 

en el interior de! material estructural y la desorci6n de tritio hacia los canales 

de refrigeraci6n de! manto. El efecto de la absorci6n de T sobre el volumen de 

!as burbujas ha sido modelado y analizado mediante una ecuaci6n de estado 

especifica. 

El transporte de burbujas en el metal liquido ha sido implementado en OpenFOAM® 

mediante la adaptaci6n de! metodo de la aproximaci6n al radio medio para el 

transporte de burbujas como un escalar pasivo, asumiendo inicialmente que !as 

burbujas no tienen ninglin efecto sobre la hidrodinamica de! sistema. Tambien 

se han adaptado e implementado los modelos de balance de poblaci6n (metodo 

de !as clases y metodo de los momentos) y un modelo de fase dispersa para con

trastar resultados y justificar el modelo de transporte de burbujas. Todos los 

modelos han sido adaptados para tener en cuenta el fen6meno de nucleaci6n y 

el transporte de tritio. 

Siguiendo un metodo estandar de implementaci6n de modelos en herramientas 

de simulaci6n, se ha verificado, probado y validado el c6digo en todos los ca

sos posibles. El c6digo resultante ha producido informaci6n de gran valor para 

el diseno y operaci6n de !as envolturas regeneradoras y se preve que sea una 

herramienta clave para la demostraci6n de! principio de autosuficiencia en la 

generaci6n de tritio. 

La aplicaci6n de! c6digo a la tecnologia de fusion y en concreto a !as envolturas 

regeneradoras demuestra que la nucleaci6n en el metal liquido se puede dar 

bajo condiciones de operaci6n con un impacto significativo sobre la permeaci6n 

de tritio, que se ve reducida considerablemente. Asi mismo, se ha determinado 



que !as burbujas de helio se pueden acumular en estructuras hidrodinamicas 

tipo v6rtice con importantes consecuencias sobre el inventario de tritio. 

El transporte de tritio en permeadores contra vado se ha estudiado para el caso 

de! permeador desarrollado por CIEMAT (Tecno_FUS®). Los resultados mues

tran los perfiles de concentraci6n en este tipo de permeadores y aportan una 

valiosa informaci6n para su disefio y operaci6n. La herramienta ha resultados 

ser de gran utilidad para la estimaci6n de la eficiencia en este tipo de disposi

tivos. 

Todos los modelos implementados se han integrado en una unica herramienta 

computacional bajo el nombre de Be!Foam©, que se espera se pueda adaptar a 

multiples campos de investigaci6n y para el disefio y estudio de dispositivos de 

tecnologia de fusion. 
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Introduction 

1.1 Nuclear fusion reactors 

Nuclear fusion energy is being considered as one of the future possible alternative energy 

sources. In a nuclear fusion reactor two light atomic nuclei deuterium-tritium D-T fuse 

together releasing a large amount of energy (see Reaction 1.1). 

:n +; T -t iHe + n + 17.6 lvleV. (1.1) 

The energy produced by the nuclear reaction is removed through a cooling blanket around 

the confined plasma where the reactions take place. Fusion reactors are designed to be self

sufficient in T fuel production. Self-sufficiency is necessary even for the first reactors to be 

built; i.e. although there exist some available commercial T, produced in CANDU fission 

power reactors, it would be spent completely in the start-up of the first fusion commercial 

plant. Nathe that D-D type fusion reactors would be an alternative as they do not need T as 

fuel, but are technologically impossible for the near future (present century) as the needed 

temperature to set the fusion reactor between two D atoms is nowadays out of reach. In 

order produce their own T fuel, fusion reactor cooling blankets (hereinafter named breeding 

blankets, BB) are designed to breed T from lithium (Li) by means of the following reactions: 

:Li+ n -t iT + iHe + 4.78 lvleV. 

~Li+ n -t iT + iHe + n - 2.47 lvleV. 

1 

(1.2) 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

T production is, therefore, one of the main critical aspects of a nuclear fusion power plant. 

On the contrary, D is abundant and can be easily extracted from water by electrolysis, 

posing no supply problem. 

Although inertial confinement fusion is closely related to the H-bomb technology, magnetic 

confinement fusion, which is the most scientifically developed fusion technology, has very 

little in common with military applications. Hence, nuclear proliferation due to T produc

tion for power plants is to be avoided thanks to the fuel self-sufficiency production, provided 

no excess T is produced in a commercial fusion plant. 

Figure 1.1: Tokamak design.(Source: ITER) 

At the present time several fusion D-T magnetic confinement fusion reactor test devices 

(TOKAMAK design Fig. 1.1) have been built (TFTR, JET), but no commercial fusion reactor 

is expected before 2050. The ITER (International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor) 

research/engineering project is currently leading the effort towards a commercial fusion 

power plant (see Fig. 1.2). ITER project is the first step towards the design and construction 

of a demonstration commercial fusion reactor (DEMO). 

ITER's experiment main objectives are the following (Aymar et al. [9]): 

• To momentarily produce ten times more thermal energy from fusion heating than 

that supplied by auxiliary heating (a Q value of 10). 
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1.1 Nuclear fu sion reactors 

• To produce a steady-state plasma with a Q value greater than 5. 

• To maintain a fusion pulse for up to eight minutes. 

• To ignite a 'burning' (self-sustaining) plasma. 

• To develop technologies and processes needed for a fusion power plant (including 

superconducting magnets and remote handling maintenance by robot). 

• To verify T breeding concepts. 

• To refine neutron shield/heat conversion technology (most of energy in the D+T fusion 

reaction is released in the form of fast neutrons). 

Figure 1.2: ITER device design.(Source: ITER) 

Among the scientific fields involved in fusion reactor technology T breeding concept is the 

basis of this study. 

The total amount of available T (civil sources only) will be around 27kg at ITER start-up 

(late 2020s). According to the latest ITER design and nominal operation conditions, T in

ventory will be exhausted in 5 years assuming a 20% T total inventory availability (Sawan 

et al. [124]). This scenario leads to a complete lack of fuel for demonstration reactors like 

DEMO, which means that future plants will need to breed their own T fuel. 

If fission and military best technological T sources like APT are discarded (APT based 

on GeV-protons/Al target/spallation neu trons at 12kgT/GWth year, Lisowski [82]) turns 
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out not to match, in terms of power balance, T fuel production needed by a DEMO like 

3500MW", fusion reactor (50kgT/ GWth year) T will have to be produced by the fusion 

reactor itself Moreover, external production shows up to be a bad business, economically 

speaking, and a bad marketing for fusion energy as an alternative energy source in the 

future energy mix. 

In ITER, it has been estimated that burn-up will be less than 1 %, that is for every 140g of 

T needed per nominal short pulse on a 500MW,,, reactor basis, only 0.4g will react, leaving 

139.Gg of unburned T that needs to be reprocessed; T injection will be, e.g., around 1.4kg 

per day if l.4g ofT burn-up per day at 10 pulses per day is assumed (other pulse scenarios 

may give higher burn-ups). 

Extrapolating ITER's data, a 3500MW,,, reactor will burn 450g ofT per day, meaning 45kg 

ofT injection per day. Note that such amount ofT is larger than the total civil source ofT 

available. Under the later premises, T reprocessing time in T Plant System (PS) is a key 

parameter for fuel self-sufficiency as the shorter the reprocessing time is, the smaller the 

T inventory will be. Present reprocessing times are in the range of 8 hours, which implies 

a large T inventory and long doubling times (see [124] for more details on TBR vs doubling 

times requirements). 

Short reprocessing times in the range of fractions of hour could be achieved through high 

T breeding ratios (TBR> 1) and low residence times for BU s and auxiliary systems. In 

addition, high burn-ups in DEMO-like reactors will reduce the amount of T needed to be 

reprocessed. T self-sufficiency concept can be justified for a generation capability able to 

reach the reactor start-up inventory within twice the residence time in the reprocessing 

plant. 

The only viable solution for a DEMO like reactor T supply is, therefore, T production self

sufficiency by means of BBs, production principle that has still to be fully demonstrated. 

Providing that it is not feasible to build a demonstration reactor due to the cost of such 

project and the fact that necessary technology has not been developed yet, T supply self

sufficiency principle can only be demonstrated by means of predictive tools. 

Predictive tools, such as PFDs and CFD codes, will simulate in detail the necessary com

ponents for T breeding cycle and reprocessing, as well as auxiliary systems, with the final 
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1.1 Nuclear fusion reactors 

aim to demonstrate high TBRs, low breeding residence times, low reprocessing times and 

finally T self-sufficiency. The present thesis focuses on the development of a CFD tool able 

to simulate LM thermal-hydrodynamics and T solute transport including He production, 

which are of a great importance regarding T inventory control. 

1.1.1 Breeding blankets 

As has already been mentioned BBs are a critical system in a nuclear fusion reactor and 

one of the main concerns of the ITER project. ITER's Test Blanket Module (TBM) pro

gramme was conceived in order to develop, deploy, and operate DEMO-relevant TBMs. 

Figure 1.3: ITER's TBMs.(Source: ITER) 

The BB covers the interior of the reactor where the plasma is confined, providing shielding 

from the generated fast neutrons. These neutrons are slowed down by the blanket, where 

the aforementioned breeding nuclear reactions Eqs. 1.2 and 1.3, specially the exothermic 

reaction Eq. 1.2, take place. Two basic breeding concepts have been taken under consider

ation: solid (SB) and liquid breeders (LB). Both concepts have been proposed to be tested 

in ITER by the EU and other partners. 

Among the proposed designs, the main SB concepts were selected for developing in ITER 

are the following: EU, China, US and RF He cooled ceramic breeder designs and the water 

cooled ceramic breeder (Japan). 

Regarding LB concepts, five designs were also selected for developing in ITER: Pb15.7Li He 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

cooled (EU), Pb15.7Li dual functional (China), Pb15.7Li dual coolant (US), Li self-cooled 

(RF) and Li He cooled (Korea). 

A full in detail overview of the TBM concepts and designs can be found in Wong et al. [152]. 

BB design is based on three main aspects: radiation shielding, thermal efficiencies and 

breeding T ratio. Blankets must shield most of the radiation coming from the fusion re

action as well as extract neutron heat deposition and thermal load efficiently. Reduced 

activation structural materials (RASM) have to be chosen and coolant has to be compatible 

with such type of materials. Moreover, a neutron multiplier has to be taken into considera

tion for breeding and heat deposition maximization. T breeding ratio is the most important 

parameter as it has to ensure fuel generation self-sufficiency, so the T breeding material 

has to be chosen accordingly. In order to meet the aforementioned criteria the following 

material options have to be considered: 

• T breeding materials: 6Li enriched-ceramics as Li Orthosilicate/Metatitanate, 

pure Li, Pb-Li eutectic alloy, Li-salts as FLiBe. 

• RASM: ferritic martensitic steel, V alloy, SiCfSiC. 

• Neutron multiplier: Be. 

• Compatible Coolant: pressurized water, pressurized He, high velocity LM as Li or 

LiPb eutectic, Li salts. 

Despite the fact that there are about 60 possible combinations of the aforesaid materi

als only a reduced set of combinations is suitable to implement. Regarding shielding, some 

combinations do not meet shielding factor requirements nor TBR, e.g., He/Li-ceramic/SiCfSiC. 

In addition, neither Li-ceramics nor SiCfSiC are chemically stable in contact with metals 

or LMs. Self-cooled Pb15. 7Li blankets and Li/V are not electrically insulating coatings 

under irradiation and Be-Li or Be-water interaction result in safety related issues. Some 

other designs imply unavoidable difficulties in T inventory control and detritiation low 

efficiencies like, e.g., slow flowing Pb15. 7Li or Li-salts breeders. 

The material combination analysis lead to just a handful of feasible options, among which 

the dual coolant Li-Pb design is technically superior in most of its aspects. Present thesis 
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1.1 Nu clear fusion reactors 

is based on the He cooled Li-Pb (HCLL) design, which is a technologically conservative 

design, previous and necessary step, towards a DCLL. 

In the present work, the phenomena inside the European HCLL (EU-HCLL) TBM design 

(see Fig. 1.3) is exposed. However, the exposed work can be applied to other LB designs 

like the US-DCLL, that uses the same materials but different conditions. Depending on the 

flow velocity of the liquid Li-Pb eutectic alloy, BBs may have a dual function: T breeding 

and cooling (see Fig. 1.4 for detail on the cycle design). 

To ISS 

ToWDS 

ENVIRONMENT 

Pb- 15 .7Li 
Loop 

······.~.~ 

He Cool i ng 
Loop 

Figure 1.4: HCLL cycle. ISS (isotope separation system), TRS (T removal system), WDS (water detriti
ation system), TES (T extraction system), RC (recirculator), FW (first wall) , SG (steam generator), CPS 
(cooling and purification system), Q (hydrogen isotopes) 

The EU-HCLL TBM design is based on the flow of Pb15.7Li eutectic LM alloy, for T breed

ing and neutron multiplication, through a series of channels inside separated modules. All 

the modules or breeding units (BU) together form the BB. 

The EU-HCLL TBM, hereinafter called HCLL TBM for simplicity, has two fluid circuits: 

one for the He coolant and another for the Pb15. 7Li. Most of the thermal energy deposed by 

the generated neutrons is removed by means of cooling channels filled with pressurized He 

and built inside the structural material (SM), e.g. Eu'97, of each BU (see Fig. 1.5). Pbl5. 7Li 

flows slowly at velocities around lmm/s, in order to maximize the amount of generated T 

(long residence times), through a series of sub-modules with C-shape channels or ducts. 

Each sub-module is separated from the rest by a stiffening plate and each channel inside 

each sub-module is subdivided by parallel cooling plates (see Fig. 1.6). 
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Figure 1.5: HCLL TBM.(Source: Rampal et al. [118)) 

Figure 1.6: HCLL TBM BU.(Source: Puma. [116)) 

The main phenomena in a HCLL BU channel can be summarised as follows: 

• LM flow along the channel due to a pressure difference. Hydrodynamics of the sys

tem. 

• LM heat by neutron deposition. Thermal hydraulics of the system 

• Magnetic field effect on the LM flow. Magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) of the system. 

• He and T gener ation in the bulk LM. 

• T permeation through the SM. 
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1.1 Nuclear fusion reactors 

Other phenomena that may take place in a HCLL BU under specific conditions are the 

following: 

• He bubble nucleation in the bulk fluid and on SM surfaces. Two-phase dispersed 

phase flow. 

• T absorption into He bubbles. 

LM flowing inside the BU is affected by the magnetic field generated by the plasma con

finement system. MHD of the system is, however, out of the scope of the present work, 

which focuses in the complex He and T transport phenomena. Within the same BB pro

gramme efforts are being carried out on MHD modelling of the system by Mas de Jes Valls 

et al. (94]. 

Regarding T self-sufficiency concept demonstration, it is of paramount importance to de

termine the effect of all the aforementioned phenomena accurately. Such phenomena may 

have a huge impact on T inventory and must be, in a first step, analysed from a qualitative 

point of view in order to assess their significance. 

Low He solubility in LM together with high local concentrations in HCLL BUs may lead 

to the necessary and sufficient conditions for He cavitation. As a result, a two-phase PDP 

may be present in LM loops. Hence, He inventory may be dramatically affected as well as T 

permeation, hydrodynamics and T inventory. He gas phase in the form of small bubbles will 

absorb the dissolved T reducing the T bulk concentration. Moreover, bubbles may attach 

themselves to any SM LM's loop walls, reducing T permeation significantly. Bubbles will 

then act as a T sink in the LM. The possibility itself that this phenomena exist, supports the 

necessity of a reliable modelling and predictive tool. T and He transport models have been 

implemented in a CFD code in order to assess the significance of the already mentioned 

phenomena. 

He nucleation has been implemented following the classical nucleation theory (CNT), cal

culating bubble growth by diffusion with a specific equation of state (EoS). Some well

known models for solute absorption have been adapted and implemented so as to calculate 

T absorption into He bubbles. Moreover, a specific EoS has been developed for T-He mix

tures in order to take into account the effect of absorbed T on the bubble's volume. A 
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generalized conjugated mass transfer (GCMT) algorithm has been developed for calculat

ing T permeation through multiples materials, which allows to simulate LM-SM interfaces 

as well as G-SM ones. Multiple material coupling calculations improve the determination 

of T inventory with more accuracy, that is a better prediction for T self-sufficiency concept 

demonstration. 

Regarding He bubble transport, mean radius approach (MRA) and bubble population bal

ance equations (PBE) have been implemented so as to compare different models and to 

have a wide range of options for bubble transport simulation. Models also improve T in

ventory prediction. In addition, two-phase dispersed phase flow models are analysed and 

adapted to the LM system including He nucleation and T transport phenomena. Some 

adaptations are proposed for a better calculation of the He gas phase-LM interaction that 

allow a better understanding of the behaviour of such type of systems. 

Present thesis expose all the aforesaid model implementations and adaptations together 

with their verifications and validations whenever possible. Furthermore, a set of simula

tions analyzing HCLL TBM behaviour and other significant systems with a sensitivity to 

system key parameters analysis and their impact on T inventory are exposed together with 

an analysis of the results. 

1.2 Nuclear fission reactors 

Metal-cooled nuclear reactors are not limited to fusion. In fact it is a technology first 

developed for fast nuclear fission reactors. Water is a neutron moderator and makes im

possible to use it as a coolant in fast and breeder neutron nuclear reactors. Instead of 

water, metal-cooled nuclear reactor fluids, like Na (see USSR: BN-350, BN-600. France: 

Superfenix. US: Fermi-I), Pb or Pb-Bi eutectic (see USSR Alpha class submarines) have 

been used for decades in different types of fission reactors. Many thermal-hydraulic studies 

exist on these type of metal-cooled reactors, but very few on solute transport phenomena 

inside the LM coolants (for example see Ballinger et al. [10] and references there). Pb-Bi 

eutectic is one of the most studied coolants for fission fast reactors; a compilation of prop

erties and references can be found in OECD/NEA [108]. Other coolants like NaK have 

also been extensively studied (e.g. Carbajo [19]). In addition, LM coolants like liquid Na 
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1.2 Nuclear fission reactors 

have been employed for fission fast reactors in submarines like the US Seawolf (SSN-575). 

Some generation IV power nuclear reactors are being designed on the metal-cooled basis, 

for instance the lead-cooled fast reactor (LFR) and sodium-cooled fast reactor (SFR) (see 

Figs. 1. 7(a) and 1. 7(b)). Moreover, some experimental facilities exist for LM loop thermal

hydraulic tests; one example is the NACIE loop for Pb-Bi natural circulation (Tarantino 

et al. [138]). 

Despite the fact that the present work focuses on fusion reactor cooling and breeding tech

nology, as it deals with the phenomena inside neutron irradiated LM as a coolant, it can 

also be applied to fast neutron fission reactor cooling loops. 
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Figure 1.7: Reactor cycles. (Source: INL) 
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2 

Aims of the thesis 

The main goal of the present thesis is to study and understand the complex He and T 

breeding and transport phenomena that take place in LM BBs of a fusion reactor and it is 

intended to be a decided step towards reliable, accurate and realistic simulations of these 

systems. The development of a reliable, accurate and realistic (predictive) simulation tool 

is, indeed, one of the outcomes of the present Ph.D. thesis. 

T supply self-sufficiency principle can only be demonstrated by means of qualified and 

validated (i.e., pre<;lictive) simulation tools, being the CFD code developed in the thesis an 

important contribution in this direction. 

2.1 Preliminary aims 

Thesis preliminary aims are the following: 

• To understand the He nucleation phenomena in LM under fusion reactor conditions. 

• To implement the developed He nucleation, growth and transport models in a CFD 

code. 

• To understand T transport and its interactions in LM under fusion reactor conditions. 

• To implement the developed T transport and interaction models in a CFD code. 

• To develop a computational tool (CFD) suitable for the coupled simulation of the afore

mentioned phenomena. 
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• To verify and validate, whenever possible, models, implementations and results. 

• To apply the developed computational tool to a HCLL BU so as to detect and analyze 

key parameters. 

• To apply the developed computational tool to other LM systems. 

2.2 Final aim 

The final purpose or intention towards which the efforts of the present work are fully 

directed, is to make a first and decisive step towards the implementation of a multi physics 

computational tool capable of simulating the complex T and He breeding and transport 

phenomena that take place in a LM BB of a fusion reactor. The intention is the resulting 

code to be a predictive tool suitable for T self-sufficiency concept demonstration. 
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State of the Art 

3.1 Introduction 

In nuclear fusion reactor technology, fundamental studies on T behaviour and confinement 

are mandatory for safety evaluation, being T confinement in the fuel cycle system one of 

the most important safety objectives. As has already been pointed out in Chap. 1, T self

sufficiency (i.e. the capacity of the reactor to breed T in sufficient quantities to supply 

their own demand) is one of the most important concepts. The T cycle design of Pb15. 7Li 

blankets for a DEMO type reactor is analysed in Sedano [127]. 

T self-sufficiency requirement ofD-T fusion technology implies large He production rates 

(reactions 1.2 and 1.3) in the BB of future D-T fusion reactors. He, like other noble gases, 

is essentially insoluble in LM. In fusion technology there is a large and well-established 

database on He bubble formation from atomic He clustering (few atoms) in diverse type 

of solids from 3 He and 4 He produced in transmutation reactions (see Evans [35] and refer

ences therein) or 'H decay (see Cowgill [24]). Although He solubility in LMs is quite larger 

than in solids, the He atomic fraction in a reference case of a LM under breeder conditions 

can be very high (as compared to its solubility) because of the large production rates (of the 

order of0.1-0.2 mol/(m3 day) for a 3000 MW," DEMO reactor). To compare with, He solubil

ity (Henry's constant) for Pb15. 7Li is estimated to be of the order of 2.0x l0- 4 (mol/m')/bar 

[127, 94]. The formation of He bubbles in Pbl5.7Li was detected in the LIBRETTO 2 tests 

analyses 3.1 (see, e.g., Conrad et al. [23]). So, it is anticipated that He bubbles may form 

somewhere in the Li or Pbl5.7Li circuit of the BU and the ancillary systems. The possi-
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ble existence of bubbles moving along the LM circuits of a fusion reactor has already been 

pointed out also by Sedano [128]. 

Figure 3.1: LIBRETT0-2 bubbles.(Source: Sedano (128] 

In systems like the HCLL BB design (see, e.g., Poitevin et al. [115]), the large He produc

tion rates, together with the low He solubility in LM, moderate pressures and long LM 

residence times, create the conditions for supersaturation (i.e., the overpassing of the gas 

solubility limit in the liquid). Supersaturation is a necessary but not sufficient condition 

for He cavitation. Concentrations far greater than saturation are needed to induce homo

geneous nucleation (HON). Nevertheless, fluid discontinuities (e.g.: impurities, radiation 

induced displacements, etc.) and porosity of surfaces create the conditions for heteroge

neous nucleation (HEN) at not so high solute concentrations. Once formed, the bubbles will 

evolve along the system, affected by mass transfer of He and T due to diffusion, buoyancy, 

coalescence, coarsening, break-up (depending on bubble concentration) and LM hydrody

namics. 

The nucleation of gas dissolved in LMs could cause serious operational problems in nuclear 

fusion and fission reactor cooling and breeding loops, but as far as the author knows, very 

few studies on LM transport phenomena involving solute transport and nucleation exist. 

Consequences of He cavitation in fusion technology systems can be diverse and may en

compass a wide range of effects. For instance, MHD flow regimes could be perturbed by a 

change in fluid bulk properties, and the heat transfer coefficient between the LM and the 

SM could be seriously reduced. Channel over-pressurisation and performance degradation 

of the electro-magnetic pumping systems might also occur [127]. Formation of a gas phase 
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in contact with the SM would modify the T mass transfer rate through the SM. Moreover, 

the existence of a large number oflong residence time nano- or micro-bubbles moving along 

the channels and the system's conduits might act as an effective T sink; T concentration 

in the LM would be reduced along with permeation fluxes through the SM, as has already 

been pointed out [127]. The issue of He bubbles formation is, hence, highly relevant to T 

inventory control and recovery. 

Other than LM blankets, He might impact the conceptual design of diverse fusion tech

nology systems such as stripping targets, free-surface LM first wall concepts. Stripping 

reactions will also produce net amounts of He in the International Fusion Materials Ir

radiation Facility (IFMIF) Li jet targets. He entrapping in, pumping out and recycling 

from a free-surface LM first wall depends on the He state of solution in the LM (either 

Pb15. 7Li or Li). T self-sufficiency requirement of D-T fusion technology is bound to large 

He production rates in the BB of future D-T fusion reactors. 

In the present chapter gas nucleation, growth and transport literature review is presented 

together with a review on solute absorption into gas bubbles, solute adsorption and des

orption, and T transport and permeation. CFD implementation techniques for dispersed 

phases two-phase models are reviewed as well, paying special attention to bubble nucle

ation and transport. 

3.2 Gas bubbles nucleation and growth 

The study of the formation of gas voids in liquids began with the pioneering work of Gibbs 

[48]. CNTwas formulated by Volmer and Weber [149], Farkas [37], Becker and Doring [12], 

Zeldovich [155] and Frenkel [ 43] for HON. Theory for HEN can be found, among others, in 

Turnbull and Vonnegut [147], Fletcher [39] and Sigsbee [132]. CNT has been reviewed by 

Blander and Katz [15], Oxtoby [Ill], Wu [153] and Gunton [55] among others. 

Epstein and Plesset [33] developed a model for bubble growth in liquids under supersatu

ration conditions (and bubble shrinkage in under-saturated liquids), neglecting bubble ad

vection. Liebermann [81] and Manley [88] studied experimentally the growth and shrink

age of air bubbles in water; both authors propose an expression to explain the evolution 
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of the bubble radius with time, which is a simplification of Epstein et al.'s. Scriven [126] 

formulated a bubble growth model incorporating both diffusive and convective effects. 

Many studies on gas cavitation in solid metals exist (e.g. Glam et al. [50] or Donnelly [27]). 

However, cavitation and bubble transport phenomena in LMs have not been extensively 

studied. Despite the fact that some literature can be found on metal foams (see Banhart 

[11] and references therein), most of it cannot be applied to LM loops. Radiation induced 

nucleation mechanisms and bubble behaviour in LM are not known for the studied systems 

in the present work. At present, regardless of some efforts on multiphase flow of LMs for 

metallurgic processes (see Laux et al. [77] and Johansen [72]), a combined model that can 

deal with the complex transport phenomena in LMs does not exist, which represents an 

open field for further R& D. 

3.3 Tritium transport 

Studies on T transport phenomena in LM, specifically in Pb15. 7Li, are scarce; nevertheless, 

abundant literature can be found on the other H isotopes. 

Reiter [119] measured the solubility and diffusivity of H isotopes in Pb15.7Li. Solubility of 
1H in Pb15.7Li has also been studied by Aiello et al. [4] in the SOLE experimental device. 

A review on solubility and diffusivity of H isotopes can be found in Mas de les Valls et al. 

[94]. Terai [140] investigated T release behaviour from liquid breeding materials (includ

ing Li-Pb alloys) using the Rotating Target Neutron Source II (LLNL, USA). Terai et al. 

[142] determined the T mass transfer coefficient from molten Li-Pb to environmental gas 

by in-situ T release experiments under neutron irradiation. Sedano et al. [129] evaluated T 

permeation and extraction for the LIBRETT0-3 experiment (irradiation of Pb15. 7Li cap

sules coated with different permeation barriers). In-situ experiments on T release from 

molten Pb15. 7Li were carried out using the fast neutron source reactor YAYOI (Univer

sity of Tokyo); diffusion coefficient, mass-transfer coefficient from Pb15.7Li to purge gas 

and mass-transfer coefficient of T permeating through SMs were obtained by Terai et al. 

[143] (see references therein for other experimental measurements of T transport param

eters). Some permeation experiments have been done in the University of Tokyo using D 

[144, 141]. Measures of H permeation have been carried out in the ENEA research center 
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3.4 Models implementation into a CFD code 

at Brasimone, in the test sets Corelli II [2] and Vivaldi [6, :3], where permeation barriers 

in contact with Pbl5. 7Li have been tested; experiments will continue in the TRIEX facility 

[5]. 

An extensive review of H and T permeation barriers for metal SMs in fusion power plants 

can be found in Hollenberg et al. [66]. T permeation barriers in contact with liquid Pb15. 7Li 

in stainless steel tubes were studied by Forcey et al. [41]. Nakamichi et al. [106] conducted 

several in-pile experiments on T permeation through ferritic steel, with and without ce

ramic coatings, at the research reactor IGV. 1 M, in Kazakhstan, using liquid Pbl5. 7Li 

alloys as the T source. 

Fukada et al. [ 44] analytically modelled the permeation of H isotopes through a plate type 

metal window, for LM in laminar flow. Pisarev et al. [11·1] modelled the T release from 

molten Pbl5.7Li and compared results with experimental data (Terai et al. [142]) with 

good agreement. 

Farabolini et al. [36] evaluated the main T flows in a fusion plant with HCLL BB, using 

a FEM code with a 2D simplified representation of a BU to analyze the blanket system 

(see, as well, Gabriel et al. [ 45]). Gastaldi et al. [ 46] developed a general model to analyze 

T release to the secondary circuit in a HCLL; FEM models were used to determine shape 

factors in order to correct for geometrical simplifications. These works didn't take into 

account the fact that He bubbles may have a significant impact on T inventory within a 

HCLL breeding blanket module. 

3.4 Models implementation into a CFD code 

Nucleation of dissolved gases is not inherently implemented in any open CFD code as far 

as the author knows. Many commercial codes allow the user define source terms for gas 

generation, but none of them has implemented a nucleation model. 

T transport (including diffusion, adsorption and absorption into bubbles) can be modelled 

with many commercial codes, however, none of them has a specific implementation able to 

deal with all the phenomena present in LM breeders at once. 
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The availability of a computational tool for T inventory evaluation within each sub-system 

of a fusion reactor, particularly in BUs, is of great importance regarding design and opera

tion. Key parameters affecting the fuel cycle design may be detected and, after experimen

tal validation, models could be adjusted and T inventory quantified. The code TMAP7 has 

proven to be helpful for OD and lD simulations involving permeation processes and has 

been validated for T transport (see Longhurst (85] and Ambrosek [7]). However, TMAP7 

lacks the capabilities and flexibility of a CFD code, and it does not take into account nu

cleation. A preliminary model for a HCLL BU channel was developed with TMAP7 and 

directed by the present thesis' director and the author of this work, showing the limita

tions of the code for 2D simulations despite the good results (see Bermudez [13]). Other 

works have been done in this direction at CIEMAT (Martinez et al. [93], Moreno et al. 

[105]). 

Regarding multiphase flow, many approaches exist for CFD implementation involving bub

bles: passive scalar approach (PSA), Population Balance Equation (PEE) for Poly-dispersed 

Phase (PDP) flows and volume of fluid (VOF) among others. He in LM breeders under ir

radiation is supposed to eventually nucleate producing small bubbles (< 10-·'m). When 

this is the case, two-phase CFD simulation with VOF method or Lagrangian methods may 

fail or be computationally unaffordable; Eulerian approach is more suitable for this kind 

of PDP systems involving a huge number of particles or bubbles. Moreover, when bubbles 

have no effect on fluid flow, the problem can be simplified to a scalar transport (PSA). 

Multiphase flows are of special interest in many fields like nuclear and chemical engineer

ing. For example, a large effort has been done in the field of chemical reactors in order 

to model bubbly flows: a review of bubble column modelling can be found in Dudukovic 

et al. (30]. In nuclear engineering some papers on multiphase flow CFD simulation for 

water-vapour systems can be found (e.g. Yadigaroglu [154]). Regarding LM multiphase 

flow, Saito et al. (122], Hibiki et al. [62] and Mishima et al. (102] studied the flow in liquid 

Pb-Bi and some flow visualization techniques in order to develop the SIMMER-III code 

for safety analysis of LM fast breeder reactors (LMFBRs). However, SIMMER-III code is 

not a CFD code at all, but as far as the author knows, it is the only LM multiphase flow 

dedicated code. 

The PEE concept was first presented by Hulburt and Katz (67] and developed by Ramkr-
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ishna and Mahoney [117], Marchisio et al. [92] [92] and Bove et al. [lG] among others. 

An extensive review of PEE approaches and its history can be found in Jakobsen et al. 

[70]. Silva et al. [133] implemented and validated for a simple case the direct quadra

ture method of moments (DQMOM) using the CFD code OpenFOAM®. Some commercial 

codes like CFX® or Fluent® and free codes like OpenFOAM® have implemented PEE for 

multiphase flows, however, to the best knowledge of the author no PEE solvers have been 

implemented for LM systems under fusion reactor conditions with embedded nucleation 

(see OpenFOAM [110], CFX [21]). 

Two main methodologies can be distinguished when modelling two phase flow, Lagrangian 

approach, that consists in tracking the position of the particles particles (droplets or bub

bles) along their paths, and Eulerian approach, that consists in considering inlet and outlet 

flux in a given volume. In the present thesis, the Eulerian approach (Ishii [68], Drew et al. 

[29] and Serizawa et al. [130]) is adopted due to the nature of the studied system. The 

present implemented model follows the PDP transport model developed by Hill [63], ex

tended by Weller [150] and Rusche [121]. 

To the best knowledge of the author there is no code capable of simulating radiation in

duced nucleation coupled to bubble growth and transport as a passive scalar or a two-phase 

PDP and the interaction with a solute like T. A computational tool for T and He inventory 

evaluation within each sub-system of a fusion reactor, particularly in BBs, is of utmost 

importance regarding safety, operation and T self-sufficiency concept demonstration. 
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4 

Methodology 

The programming, testing and real system simulation of the phenomena that takes place 

in a LM BB channels has been done following a strict methodology. Computer simulation 

methodology of physical or real systems has been analysed by many authors like Shannon 

[131], Emshoff and Sisson [32], Adkins and Pooch [l] and Bratley et al. [17] among others. 

The main idea that can be found in the literature, which is widely used and followed in 

the present thesis, is the study of the real system as designed, the precise formulation 

or modelling of the phenomena taking place in the system, the translation of the model 

into a computer program, the testing of the implemented code through verification and 

validation and the interpretation and use of the simulation results. The aforesaid stages 

can be developed as shown in Fig. 4.1, and have been summarized in the following sections 

of this chapter. 

4.1 Modelling 

A model can be defined as a description of a physical or real system. The aim of the model 

is to predict what happens in that system when it evolves or when a certain action is 

taken. Models are simplifications or idealizations of the real system, that is, most forces or 

phenomena acting on the system are neglected to keep the model manageable. It should 

be pointed out that the phenomena can be neglected even if there is no rigorous proof that 

justifies that neglect as a preliminary approach towards a predictive tool. Otherwise, model 

wouldn't be practical and it would be very hard to implement without errors. It is a matter 
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Figure 4.1: Simulation methodology. 

of successive steps, from the most simplified model involving a reduced set of inputs to a 

complex model close to the real system, to reach a useful model able to describe the real 

system with acceptable accuracy. Resulting models are then implemented into predictive 

tools for the simulation of real systems. 

In the present thesis the real system intended to be studied has such complexity that the 

model development has to be carefully planned in order to verify and validate its behaviour 

with confidence. As has already been pointed out, the phenomena taking place in the LM 

of a BB under operation conditions may involve thermal, hydrodynamic, magnetic, electric, 

nuclear deposition, solute transport, and nucleation calculations. All the aforementioned 

phenomena may happen at the same time and may interact with each other, which makes 

mandatory not only to implement models for all the phenomena, but also to implement 

them coupled. 

The implemented phenomena have been separated in modules depending on its nature 

and tested as a first step. Once each module has been verified or validated an integration 

process has been made in order to test model interactions and to verify and validate the 

whole code whenever possible. As every model involves approximations and inaccuracies 

in its input and coding, it must be noted that models are no panacea. Reducing the error 

below a very small tolerance may often require a huge number of tests and runs. The 
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present work has the purpose to be a first step toward a reliable and accurate code able to 

simulate the phenomena in LM BBs of a fusion reactor. 

4.2 Verification and validation 

Implementation of a model into a code can be checked in two main stages: verification and 

validation. 

Verification of a code can be defined as the process of checking that the code operates the 

way the implementer thinks it does. The coded program is tested in order to find bugs and 

to be consistent with the model. It is sometimes difficult to verify a code, specially when 

it is a complex one, as there are many calculations to check and the final results (tests 

performed to check the code) are rather subjective as most of them do not correspond to 

physical systems (mathematical and programming verifications). Moreover, some errors 

might compensate each other resulting into false, but correct verifications, that lead to 

errors when simulating different systems or real systems. 

Validations consist of checking that the model, correctly implemented, is an approximation 

closer enough to reality or with a result that lays within a pre-set tolerance. Due to the 

simplifications and approximations made, it is known in advance that an error is being 

introduced; therefore, validation involves again a subjective decision. Whenever an ana

lytical solution to a real system exists, it will always be a simple one, the model can be 

validated against it. However, this validation is limited by the simplicity of the case and 

it must be kept in mind that any added complexity may invalidate the model. This is not 

the case, though, when the model is validated against experimental data. Whenever ex

perimental data is available the model can be validated at least for the experimental set 

up system. Extrapolation to other real systems is sometimes dangerous without further 

experimentation and cross validation. 

It should be noted that both, verification and validation processes, overlap to a consider

able extent despite their obvious differences. When a simulation outputs non reliable or 

inaccurate data it is difficult to know whether it is a bug or a modelling error. In this case 

the subject over which actions should take place could be verification, validation or both. 
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In other words, while validating a code, bugs may be detected, switching the process to a 

verification one. 

In the present work, code has been debugged as it was being coded in order to verify that 

all implemented equations are being computed correctly. Many efforts and a huge amount 

of time has been committed to deal with bugs and to verify the code with simple cases 

and sensitivity analyses. Regarding validation, the code has been validated against some 

analytical solution for very simple cases whenever possible. Due to the lack of experimental 

data on most of the phenomena it has not been possible to fully validate the results. Despite 

this latter fact, the code has been programmed in order to be easy to modify and with a set 

of parameters that will let the user adjust the simulations to the experimental data when 

available. 

Whenever experimental data is available, data inversion can be performed. This process 

involves the data analysis and interpretation so as to be able to obtain model parameters 

or modifications. This process takes into account data acquisition errors and statistical 

fluctuations. It is of great importance to obtain and invert accurate and appropriate exper

imental data. However, it is usually time-consuming and extremely costing. The present 

studied system has not been tested yet, and there are very few experiments regarding the 

phenomena that take place in the LM. As a result, no validation against experimental data 

has been done. The implemented code, though, can be applied as a computational tool to 

design experiments from a qualitative point of view and to detect important parameters. 

4.3 Simulation 

A simulation can be defined as driving or running a model with certain inputs and ob

serving and analysing the outputs. Once a model is verified and validated, numerical 

experiments are conducted in order to understand the behaviour of the system or to eval

uate its operation. Simulation of complex systems can yield valuable insight into which 

parameters are more important than others and how variables interact. In order to use 

a simulation as a reliable virtual experimental device (predictive tool), many simulations 

must be done to account for any possible configuration and statistical fluctuations, as well 

as code (numerically) induced behaviours or errors. 
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4.3 Simulation 

In the present work no quantitative simulations have been performed, since the code has 

not been fully validated, specially against experimental data. However, some simulations 

have been done in order to verify the code and to show its capabilities. 
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5 

Gas Bubbles Nucleation and 
Growth 

5.1 Introduction 

For He and other volatile mono-atomic gasses dissolved in a LM, nucleation may occur due 

to local concentrations. He has a very low solubility in LM such as Pb15. 7Li eutectic al

loy, so the necessary and sufficient conditions for cavitation may be reached in the BB of 

a fusion reactor, where neutron induced He generation may lead to He high local concen

trations. In the present chapter models for He gas nucleation in LM as well as He bubbles 

growth models are exposed and adapted for their implementation in a CFD code. 

CNT [149, 37, 12, 155, 43, 147, 39, 132] predicts the necessary and sufficient conditions for 

HON and HEN, as well as the minimum size of a stable cluster of He atoms. Once a stable 

cluster is formed it will quickly develop into a gas bubble. Therefore, a new gas phase in 

the form of nano bubbles will grow through the incorporation of more gas atoms driven by 

a diffusion mechanism. The model of Epstein and Plesset [33] predicts bubble growth in 

liquids under supersaturation conditions and bubble shrinkage in under-saturated liquids, 

neglecting bubble advection. 

The developed model takes into account gas phase compressibility by a specific He EoS, 

which is integrated into nucleation and growth sub-models. 
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5. GAS BUBBLES NUCLEATION AND GROWTH 

5.2 Gas bubble nucleation 

5.2.I HON 

Firstly, LM He saturation should be reached as a first condition for nucleation. Saturation 

concentration of He in the LM can be obtained after Henry's law: 

(5.1) 

where x~;;,LM is the dissolved gas atomic fraction, k~l,ifr is Henry's constant and p1M the 

pressure of the LM. Eq. 5.1 can be expressed in terms of saturation concentration: 

(5.2) 

where PLM is the density and M 01 the molar mass of the LM. 

For bubbles to exist in a stable form, two conditions are necessary: supersaturation and 

mechanical equilibrium (i.e., bubble size is such that inner pressure balances surface ten

sion plus outer pressure). Mechanical equilibrium can be expressed by the well known 

equation of Young-Laplace: 
2 <TG L/11 

Po= P1,A1 + ' (5.3) 

'" where rb and p, are the radius and the inner pressure of the bubble respectively. 

Second condition, nevertheless, can not be used to establish the critical size of the bubbles, 

because a circular relationship would arise from the equations. 

CNT treats the precipitates as spatially homogeneous so that the work of formation of a 

cluster ofradius r, is given by the sum of the gain in free energy of the new stable phase and 

the cost in free energy due to the introduction of the interface (capillarity approximation). 

For HON it takes the form: 

(5.4) 

where 6g"'' is the driving force for nucleation per unit volume of the new phase (i.e., it 

represents the free energy difference between the cluster and the dissolved states of one 

He atom divided by its volume). The driving force can be expressed by [ 43, 153, 55]: 

-kBT 
/:;g"'' = -- ln( ?jJ) 

Vo 
(5.5) 
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Figure 5.1: Nucleation free energy barrier for HON and HEN. 

where k 8 is the Boltzmann constant, T is the LM bulk temperature and v0 is the volume 

of one He atom in the cluster. 'I/; is the supersaturation ratio, relating He concentration in 

LM (CHe,LM) with the saturation concentration (eq. 5.2): 

(5.6) 

Maximum of eq. 5.4 with respect to re (.6.G•) is the barrier height to nucleation (see Fig. 5.1), 

a magnitude strongly sensitive to v 0 and the surface tension (O"c,LM). When a cluster sur

mounts the nucleation barrier it becomes stable and grows . 

.6.G" - 16-rrO"~ ,LM (a) 
HON - 3 _6.g2 

vol 

r• = - 20"c,LM (b) 
c .6.gvol 

(5.7) 

Note that Oxtoby [111] arrives to the same expression in a different way. 

Hence, the number of He atoms in a critical cluster is: 

• 47r(r;)3 2 .6.G~ON 
nHoN = 3v

0 
= k

8
T ln('l/;) · 

(5.8) 

The rate at which bubbles form can be estimated by the CNT. The expression for HON 

takes the form: 

(5.9) 

Where S~ON is a pre-exponential factor that depends On the kinetics Of the system. An 

expression for the pre-exponential factor, deduced by Oxtoby [111], is used: 

30 = Vo N~ CJ-1e ,L ( 20' ) I /2 

H ON 'I/; 7rmo 
(5.10) 
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Figure 5.2: Active sites examples: (a) flat surface, (b) particle, (c) pore. 

where m 0 is the mass of one He atom. Similar analytical expressions for S~oN can be found 

in Wu (153] and Kwak (75]. 

CNT for liquid-gas cavitation may fail to predict reliable nucleation rates due to the diffi

culty of estimating the pre-exponential factor (see i.e., Talanquer (137] and Oxtoby (111]). 

However, CNT is a valid framework as a theoretical approximation to nucleation in the 

absence of experimental data. 

5.2.2 HEN 

HEN bubbles are formed at preferential or active sites, like pores in the walls or impurity 

particles (Fig. 5.2). 

For spherical cap shape bubbles on a flat surface (Fig. 5.2-a), eq. 5.4 is modified to take 

into account the volume and the area of the two different surfaces of the spherical cap. 

Therefore, energy barrier to nucleation is modified by a shape factor f(B) ((}is the wetting 

angle in Fig. 5.2): 
* l61l"O"b,LM 

f::::..GH EN = 3 /::::.. 2 f((}). 
9 vol 

(5.11) 

(5.12) 

Note that Eq. 5.12 only takes into account the effect on the volume. When the effect on the 

surface area as well as on the volume is taken into account, the shape factor in Eq. 5.11 

reads, 
/::::.. Q* _ l6'1rO"b,LM f surJ ((}) 3 

HEN - 3 f::::..g2 j ((})2 . 
vol vol 

(5.13) 
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5.2 Gas bubble nucleation 

where fm 1(0) and f,,1(0) are functions of the contact angle for the surface and the volume 

respectively. 

If bubbles nucleate on a spherical particle (Fig. 5.2-b) the nucleation barrier is modified, 

as well. In this case Fletcher [39] and Liu [83] among others found the expression for the 

shape factor f(m, x): 

!( ) _ l 1(1-mx)' 1 '[ 3(x-m) ('c-m)'] 3 ·'(x-m 1) m.x --+- +-x 2- -- + -- +-mx --- . 
'22 w 2 w w 2 w' 

with, 

rn 

w 

cose 
R 
r 

(1 +a:' - 2xm)'I' 

(5.14) 

(5.15) 

(5.16) 

(5.17) 

For active sites like pores, the geometry may be simplified to Fig. 5.2-c, so the shape factor 

can be expressed as follows: 

1 sin(O,, - !1) cos'( OP - fJ) cos(O,,) 
= - - + ' . 2 2 4ITTnp . 

(5.18) 

Note that e,, and e are supplementary angles. 

The number of atoms in the critical cluster is, in this case: 

, 2 t:,.G;, EN 

nil EN = k13Tln(1/J)' (5.19) 

The expression for the nucleation rate takes the form: 

(5.20) 

where S?, BN is the pre-exponential factor, proportional to the number of active sites. 

The surface tension balance among the phases reduces the work of formation of new sur-

face (see Fig. 5.3). Hence, the energy barrier for HEN is lower than for HON (6G;noN < 6G;10N) 

(Fig. 5.1). Normally, HEN should take place at quite lower He concentrations than HON 

and, thus, be the preferred form of bubble formation. 

Surfaces, as well as liquid impurities, have to be experimentally characterized in order 

to have a representative active site distribution, which makes difficult to predict reliable 

nucleation rates. 
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CTLM·He 

Figure 5.3: Surface tension among phases for a spherical cap bubble on a flat surface. 
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Figure 5.4: Trinkaus [146] EoS. Compressibility factor vs density. 

5.2.3 He EoS 

Ideal gas law is not valid for micro- or nano-bubbles. A specific EoS based on a four term 

expansion of the virial EoS proposed by Trinkaus [146] might be u sed. However, numerical 

evaluation of the EoS would slow down calculations; h ence, a polynomial fit as a function 

of the molar density p'fie, proposed by Glasgow et al. [51] (see Fig. 5.4), is used here: 

z = zHe + ZHe pm + ZHe (p"' )2 + Z He (pm )3 
0 1 He 2 He 3 He (5.21) 

where P'!Ie is expressed in mol/dm3 , and the zi are: 

z(/e = (T/ 1300)004 

Z~e 5.83(1/ T)0
·
58 

z!/e log10(T/800)/(0.69T)°'65 

and 8.6(1/ T)144 
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Figure 5.5: Newton iteration on density EoS function. 

Combining eq. 5.22 with eq. 5.21 a function of the molar density is found (eq. 5.23) how

ever, inner gas pressure of the bubble is still unknown, and molar density dependant on 

pressure, so it can not be solved for a given temperature, liquid pressure and number of 

mols in a bubble. 

z Pc (5.22) 
P!ieRT 

! ( m ) _ m RT( He + He m + He ( m )2 + H e ( m )3) _ 0 
PHe - PHe Zo zl PHe Z2 PHe Z3 PH e - Pu1'1 - (5.23) 

Inner bubble gas pressure Pc can be found combining the Youg-Laplace equation (eq. 5.3) 

and bubble volume equation, hence eq. 5.23 becomes eq. 5.24, that can be solved easily 

with a root finder procedure (e.g. Newton Fig. 5.5). 

!( m ) _ ( m )-2/3 + ( m )-1 + + m + ( rn )2 + ( m )3 0 PHe - z-2/3 PHe Z_1 PHe Zo Z1 PHe Z2 PHe Z3 PHe = (5.24) 

where coefficients z_i are: 

Z- 2/3 = 

(5.25) 

nc is the number of gas moles in a single bubble. 
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5. GAS BUBBLES NUCLEATION AND GROWTH 

The use of the EoS is not justified when the bubble radius r 0 is not significantly larger than 

the He atomic radius. This is the case when bubbles are formed. A curvature correction 

proposed by Glasgow et al. [51] may be applied for extremely small bubbles: 

1/3 

p,,, = 1 + 0.6:':'2_. (5.26) 
PG r,, 

where p,.,, is the actual pressure inside the bubble and v0 is the atomic volume of He. 

Finally, a system with the same number of equations and unknowns with a single solution 

arises. The radius of a bubble can be calculated by knowing the amount of He in the bub

bles, the LM bulk pressure and the temperature, together with the He and LM properties. 

5.3 Bubble growth 

In order to simplify the growth model, it is hypothesized that once one cluster reaches 

its critical size (given by the number of atoms n') it becomes instantaneously a bubble of 

radius r;, calculated using the aforementioned He EoS. 

In low-viscosity LMs (e.g. Pb15. 7Li) the volume of a growing bubble is determined by the 

mass of gas it contains and the Young-Laplace mechanical equilibrium equation (c.f Slezov 

et al. [134]). 

It is assumed that bubble size is so small that growth is controlled by diffusion and inertial 

effects can be neglected. Thus, the rate at which He is added to or removed from a bubble 

Ju,,& is calculated as follows: 

J _ ,2 D (()CHc,f,M) 
He,b - 47f7 b He,LJ\1 Or r=ri, 

(5.27) 

where DHc.LM is the diffusion coefficient. The concentration gradient (8CH,,L/8r),._,.,, 1s 

found by solving the microscopic mass balance of one sole bubble: 

( 
OC1fr,LM )- D ( 0

2
CHr.LM 2 [)CIIr.LM) 

"t - l1 c,J,M C. 2 + C. u ur rv ur 
(5.28) 

Assuming that at a sufficiently large distance from the bubble the effect of the growing 

bubble is negligible, so that the concentration at any time is nearly equal to the LM bulk 
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5.4 Bubble detachment from nucleation sites 

concentration, and that the concentration at the interface is in equilibrium, the concentra

tion gradient is found: 

( ac,fc,l.M) (C C·'"' ) ( l 1 ) Dr = !Je,Llvl - Hc,LA! -:;: + J D. t 
1·=-ri, b 1( Iic,Df\1 

(5.29) 

Last term of eq. 5.29 can be neglected as it quickly becomes much smaller than the inverse 

of the bubble radius. Hence, the concentration gradient can be approximated to: 

(5.30) 

which is a simplification of the Epstein et al. [33] model (found as well in Liebermann [81] 

and Manley [88]). Using the He EoS the bubble radius can be updated from the amount of 

added or removed mass. 

Equation eq. 5.30 is a gross simplification of reality, but it can be accepted when bubbles 

are large enough (above the micrometric scale) so that He pressure inside the bubble is 

of the order of magnitude of the pressure in the liquid metal. For smaller bubbles that 

approximation is not correct, but it compensates for the assumption that critical clusters 

immediately transform in bubbles. The exposed growth model makes the CFD implemen

tation perfectly suitable and straightforward, due to its validity, simplicity and stability 

from a numerical point of view. 

5.4 Bubble detachment from nucleation sites 

Bubble detachment from a wall in a stagnant or flowing liquid has been modelled or calcu

lated by many authors. In the present work a simplified model for nucleated He bubbles in 

a LM on a surface, suitable for a CFD code implementation, is exposed. 

Bubbles are formed at a preferential or active site on a solid surface as presented in 

sec.5.2.2. For a bubble growing on a wall (see Fig. 5.6) the force balance can be written 

as 

F 8 +Fg+Fc+F0 +Fu+ 1,.Tc·ndS=O (5.31) 

where Fa is the buoyancy force, F. is the weight of the bubble, F c is the capillary force due 

to surface tension, F 0 is the drag force exerted by the fluid velocity on the bubble and Fu 
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UL ,',',' ,,,, ,' . ,' 
,,,/ __,./ 

,,'' 

is the unsteady force as a result of added mass (i.e. inertia force), non-stationary motion, 

migration forces due to bubble deformation and interaction with the velocity gradient; last 

three terms stand for the hydrodynamic forces. Sb is the bubble surface and TL is the stress 

tensor on the bubble surface. 

Buoyancy, drag and unsteady forces promote bubble detachment, whereas weight and cap

illary forces keep the bubble attached to the wall. LM viscosity is rather low, therefore, 

viscous stress force acting on a bubble (last term in eq. 5.31) may be neglected. 

Buoyancy force and weight can be combined and expressed as follows, 

(5.32) 

Capillary force can be expressed as a function of the contact angle function, 8( </>) respec

tively: 

F c -12

"' rws(</>)CTc-Lt (<f>)d</> = 

-12

"' r LGS ( </> )CT G-L sin 8( </> )d</> j - 12

"' r LGS ( </> )CT G-L cos 8( </> )d</> i 

(5.33) 

where rws(</>) is the radius function of the triple contact line between the liquid, the gas 

and the solid and </> is the polar angle; i and j are the unitary vectors and t is the tangent 

vector to the surface. 

Some assumption has to be made in order to integrate eq. 5.33. Klausner et al. [74] 

obtained the following expression assuming that the contact angle evolves linearly from 

8 </>= 0 = 8 Ad to 8 </>=n = 8Rc and that r ws(</>) is Constant (i.e. Circular Shape Contact area): 
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"2rwscra_1,1T(OAd-eR,)(. . )' 
Fe l.2o 2 - (e - e )' smeAd + smeRc I 

7f Ad Re 

2rwsC!a .. 1.1T( e e )" 
(e _ e ) COS Re - COS Ad J 

Ad J?c 

(5.34) 

A different solution is found when assuming an elliptic shape contact area (see Fig. 5. 7) 

and a parabolic evolution of the contact angle from Oq, •. o = eAd toe, ... ,= elln however, to the 

best knowledge of the author, the integral has no analytic solution. 

Polar coordinates. 

The equation of an ellipse in polar coordinates, where a is the major axis, b is the minor 

axis and n, = a/b, can be expressed as follows: 

(5.35) 

(5.36) 

Combining eq. 5.33 with eq. 5.35 and eq. 5.36 yields, 

1
2

"--r.====c=n=,b=;====;== 
0 v(cos</J)' + (nsin</J)' 

(5.37) 

(5.38) 

Capillary forces on a bubble for an ellipsoidal shape contact area are shown in Fig. 5.8 for 

an arbitrary set of parameters in order to show the force distribution (maximum red to 

minimum blue scale). 
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\ 

\ 
Figure 5.8: Capillary forces acting on the triple contact line for an ellipsoidal cap bubble. 

Despite the fact that the expressions for the hydrodynamic forces are generally unknown 

for bubbles growing on a wall, for low Re,, (bubble Reynolds number) and low viscosity, 

assuming here a spherical cap for simplicity, the Newton's drag force may be used: 

(5.39) 

where Cv is the drag coefficient, which is 0.47 for a sphere, and u,. is the relative velocity 

between the bubble center of mass and the LM near the wall. Note that F 0 is not a function 

of the viscosity, which would be the case for a viscous liquid (stokes drag force). 

For a viscous fluid the stokes law applies: 

(5.40) 

The relative velocity u,. can be calculated from the laminar or turbulent velocity profiles 

near the wall. In the present work, laminar flow, with a parabolic velocity profile, is as

sumed. 

(5.41) 

where Du is the hydraulic diameter. 

Vertical velocity component can be estimated as follows: 

(5.42) 

Then, by knowing the mass added to the bubble and the EoS to cast rb, the vertical velocity 

component can be calculated. 

Assuming that inertial forces due to bubble growth and unsteady forces Fu can be ne

glected, the force balance on the bubble can be solved, by knowing the growth rate (sec. 5.3). 
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5.4 Bubble detachment from nucleation sites 

A simple criterion for bubble detachment is needed in order to implement the model in a 

CFD code as a detachment rate. When the resulting force of attachment become smaller 

than the resulting force of detachment the bubble will begin to detach. An approximated 

criterion for detachment could be the overcoming of the attachment forces (see Duhar and 

Colin [31] for more details on this phenomenon). Other possible criteria can be adopted; 

e.g. lag time functions, shape and LM velocity functions etc. The implementation of the 

detachment model will be fully discussed in Chapter 8. 
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6 

Tritium Transport Models 

6.1 Introduction 

T dissolved in LM behaves as a non volatile gas with a relatively high solubility, which 

means that it may not nucleate unless extreme temperature and pressure conditions are 

met. T will diffuse in the LM bulk until it eventually reaches a solid surface or a gas phase 

(e.g., He nucleation Sec. 5.2). 

If atomic T reaches a gas phase, for instance a He bubble, it will be absorbed, and as long 

as it stays in the gas phase it will be in its most stable form: a diatomic molecule T,. 

Therefore, a recombination reaction takes place at the LM-G interface. 

Gas bubbles have the tendency to nucleate, if nucleation conditions exists, at active sites on 

any available surface in contact with the LM (see Sec. 5.2.2). Moreover, bubbles may attach 

to any wall, which means that the probability that absorbed T into gas bubbles will even

tually get in contact with a solid surface is high. If this is the case, T 2 will be chemisorbed 

onto the surface and it will dissociate into atomic T. Once T2 has been dissociated at the 

solid surface, Twill diffuse through the bulk solid. 

Dissolved atomic Twill eventually get in contact with a solid surface (e.g., SM holding the 

LM). Given this condition T will be adsorbed onto the surface and it will permeate through 

the bulk solid. 

The scarce amount of experiments set up to determine the governing parameters of hydro-
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gen isotopes mass transfer phenomena within LM have yielded some interesting results 

(see Sec. 3.3) but the scattering of the data makes difficult to relay on any prediction. 

Thus, all the phenomena described in this chapter have been modelled from a theoretical 

point of view. It must be pointed out that all the exposed models have to be implemented 

in a CFD code, which implies that the models must be easy to implement within the com

plex structure of the code. Moreover, models must be simple enough not to slow down CFD 

calculations, which are usually time and computational resources consuming, i.e. compu

tationally affordable. The phenomena have been modelled and coupled, but their relative 

importance can only be assessed when the models' parameters can be determined against 

experimental data. 

6.2 T absorption into a gas phase 

Absorption of diatomic gases in LM follows Sievert's law, i.e., in equilibrium 

c - k 1/2 
T,Ll\'1 - s,r .... J,f\IJJT2 

(6.1) 

where Cr.r,M the concentration ofT in the bulk LM, Pr, the partial pressure ofT, inside the 

gas phase and k,.T-LM the Sieverts' coefficient for Tin the specific LM. 

In a non-equilibrium situation, a T flux will exist between the LM bulk and gas phase. In 

the general case, both surface recombination-dissociation reactions and diffusion in the LM 

may be limiting the mass transfer process at the same time, i.e. the overall resistance to 

mass transfer is the addition of recombination-dissociation and diffusion resistances. It is 

assumed that the liquid phase and the surface resistances are much stronger than the gas 

phase resistance, which is a reasonable assumption for gas-liquid mass transfer processes. 

The flux across a boundary layer from the bulk LM to the LM-G interface can be written 

as: 

(6.2) 

where km.T-LM is a mass transfer coefficient considering only diffusion in the LM and Cr.LMi 

is the T concentration in the LM-gas interface. 
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6.2 T absorption into a gas phase 

At the LM-G surface the recombination-dissociation flux can be expressed as follows: 

J T,LMi-G = -kd,T,G-LMPT2 + kr,T,LM-Gc~,LMi (6.3) 

Assuming steady state at the LM-gas interface, the T concentration at the interface C r,LMi 

can be calculated by solving the following quadratic equation: 

A 2 DT,Llvl c -
k r,T, L M-G c T,LMi + k m,T-LMC T,LMi - kd,T,G-LMPT2 - --0- T,LM - 0 (6.4) 

where kd,T,G-LM is the dissociation reaction constant. 

Note that in equilibrium ( J r,LM-LMi = Jr,LMi-G = 0) the Sievert's law is found, 

kdTG-LM ~ 
Cr,LMi = k ' ' P r 2 = k s,T-LMV Pr2 

r,T,LM - G 

(6.5) 

Experimental data suggest that the absorption process is diffusion limited at T pressures 

above 1 kPa and recombination reaction limited below 0.1 kPa [142]. 

combination 

dissociation 

(a) Diffusion limited (b) Recombination limited 

Figure 6.1: Simplification of the mass transfer phenomena for both limiting process separately. 

For a liquid diffusion limiting process the recombination-dissociation mechanism can be 

considered as immediate, so the flux reads, 

Coefficient km,T--LM can be predicted by using simplified models. The simplest one, the 

so-called Film Theory (FT) (eq. 6.7) [80], assumes that a thin layer of fluid in contact with 

the gas phase acts as a r esis t ance to the mass t ransfer, whereas in the bulk liquid T con

centration is uniform. 
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kFT _ 
m,T-L1\J - (6.7) 

where Dr.Mi is the atomic tritium diffusivity coefficient in the LM, o is the FT stagnant 

layer thickness through which T diffuses to the interface. Note that (eq. 6. 7) is similar 

Epstein et al. [33] formulation in eq. 5.30, so that for a spherical geometry o co: r, (being rb 

the radius of the He bubble). In any case, km,T-DM should be determined experimentally. 

The (negative) source term for T (i.e, the amount ofT removed by absorption from the LM 

per unit volume and unit time) can be calculated by using the specific area ai.M-a, that 

takes into account the interfacial area of all the bubbles in the LM per unit volume. The T 

source term for the LM phase reads, 

Sabs = k,n,T-L1H aL1\l-G (Cr,1,,,1 - ks.,T-L]IJ]J;,~2 ) (6.8) 

where s~b, has mol/(m3s) units. 

If mass transfer between LM and He bubbles is recombination-dissociation limited at the 

interface, the T source term T (mol/m3s) can be expressed as follows: 

(6.9) 

where k,.,r,ui-c is the recombination coefficient at the LM-G interface. 

6.3 T surface adsorption 

Dissolved atomic T can be adsorbed onto the SM wall's surfaces (Fig. 6.2(a)) and can diffuse 

through the solid walls to the surface at the CSC side. 

In the case that the LM-SM surface offers a resistance to flux, the process can be modeled 

as follows: 

(6.10) 

where .lr,sM .. /.M is the T flux in (mol/m's), km,T,DM-SM is the mass transfer coefficient for the 

LM-SM interface and Cr,sMi is the T concentration at the interface SM side. Parameter n 
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6.3 T surface adsorption 

depends on the conditions of the LM-SM interface. For a clean surface n = 1, while for an 

oxide surface 1 ::; n ::; 2 [ 44]. 

If the LM-SM surface does not offer resistance to the mass transfer, the following equilib

r ium boundary condition applies: 

C r, LMd k s,T-LM = Cr,sMd ks,T-SM (6. 11) 

In the presence of He bubbles attached to the SM walls, T, previously absorbed from the L M 

and combined into T2 , is chemisorbed onto the walls (Fig. 6.2(b)), dissociated into atomic 

T and then diffused through the SM. Chemisorption (eq. 6.12) is characterized by a strong 

interaction between the solid surface and the adsorbate. T 2 is adsorbed onto the surface as 

a precursor state T*, that is, chemical bonds between the solid atoms at the surface and 

each Tatom keep the molecule attached to the surface weakening the T2 molecular bond. 

(6.12) 

where * is a surface chemisorption site. 

After being adsorbed T* diffuses into the solid, breaking the molecular bond in the process. 

Chemisorption is modeled as follows: 

(6.13) 

where l r,sM is the flux ofT in (mol/m2s) and km,r- sM is the mass transfer coefficient for the 

G-SM system. 

LM 

I 
LM 

s S chemlsorptlon * t * 
4'1 

(a) Tritium adsorption (b) Tritium chemisorption 

Figure 6.2: Adsorption phenomena 
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Once the T has diffused through the SM to the CSC surface it is recombined and desorbed 

into the cooling He stream at the CSC. Although T transport is limited by diffusive phe

nomena, surface effects can have a significant effect (Esteban et al. [34]). Desorption can 

be modelled assuming that T 2 concentration in the CSC is negligible: 

(6.14) 

where Jr,csc is the flux of T in (mol/m's), k,.,.1.,csc is the recombination coefficient on the 

SM-CSC surface and Cr,su; is the atomic T concentration at that surface. The assumption 

of negligible T, concentration in the CSC is supported by the high He velocity (Laffont et al. 

[76]). If He is doped with H, (Salavy et al. [123]), T would recombine in HT form and flux 

would be directly proportional to Cr,sM;· Modelling of such type of phenomenon has not 

been included as it is out of the scope of the present thesis. 

6.4 T trapping into solid phase 

Atomic T dissolved in a solid phase can be trapped into grain boundaries, dislocations and 

precipitates, increasing the amount of gas absorbed. T trapping is modeled following the 

approach of Esteban et al. [34], that uses a modification of the T Sievert's coefficient and 

diffusivity for the solid. As a consequence of trapping, diffusion becomes slower leading 

to a decrease of the effective diffusivity coefficient and increasing the effective Sievert's 

coefficient. The phenomenon is modeled as follows: 

(6.15) 

(6.16) 

where N, is the trap site concentration, N, is lattice dissolution site concentration and E, 

is the trapping energy. 
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6.5 Soret effect 

6.5 Soret effect 

Thermo-diffusion or S6ret effect consists in the diffusion of a solute due to a thermal gra

dient. The relative strength of the S6ret effect can be assessed through the Lewis number: 

D 
Le= -

a 
(6.17) 

where D is the concentration diffusivity and a is the thermal diffusivity (note that Le is 

often expressed in literature as the inverse ratio of diffusivities). The smaller the Lewis 

number, the weaker the effect is 

Thermal diffusivity in solid and LMs is usually much higher than concentration diffusivity 

of He or T as a solute: 

Le1.1\J Dr,LM ~ O(l0- 3 ) 

Cl: Li\J 

(6.18) 

DT,SM ~ 0(10-") 
O'.si\J 

(6.19) 

which means that temperature profiles are mild enough, supporting that thermo-diffusion 

can be neglected. 

6.6 He-T mixture EoS 

IfT is absorbed into a He gas bubble, it might change the bubble's volume significantly. As 

mentioned before in Sec. 5.2.3 an specific EoS is used to calculate the volume of the gas 

bubbles. It can be assumed that the amount of T absorbed is so small that the volume of 

the bubbles stays unaffected, so the He EoS is still valid. However, at the very beginning 

of He nucleation or in the presence of extremely small bubbles T may affect the volume of 

the bubbles. Moreover, if dissolved T concentration is high, absorption may also have an 

impact on the volume of the bubbles. 

As fas as the author knows there are very few He-T EoS and none of them can be used for 

engineering purposes; most of the EoS are for extreme temperatures and pressures (e.g., 

He-H mixtures by Militzer [99]). In the absence of a suitable He-T EoS, one possible option 

is to assume that T behaves as an ideal gas. Another option is to combine a T with He 
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EoS under the assumption that they behave as a mixture of real non-interacting gases. 

The latter option together with its implementation into the calculation of the volume of a 

bubble is exposed below. 

A specific EoS, developed by Mills et al. [100], could be used (see Fig. 6.3) for pressures over 

2 kbar in order to take into account bubble growth due to T absorption at the very begining 

of nucleation. State properties ofT2 as a real gas can be expressed by Mills et al. [100] EoS 

in a Berlin -like form. 

(6.20) 

where V is the molar volume and P, is the bubble inner pressure. This last equation can 

be fitted into a Leiden form, that will make easier the combination with a He EoS and its 

implementation (note that He EoS is also expressed in Leiden form eq. 5.21). 

where Zr, is the compressibility factor, p~; is expressed in mol/m3 and the zf' are: 

z~' 6.15449 - 0.01371T + 1, :31181 x 10-'T' 

-4.39053 x 10-9 y:i, 

0.01407 - 0.27437 x 0.9963'1', 

0.00425 - 1.36286 x 10-'r + 2.00322 x 10-sT2 

-1.40488 x 10-uy:i + 3. 79781 x 10- 15T\ 

2.60566E - 7 + 2.28499 x lo-'T - 3.84744 x 10" 12 '.1'2 

+2.77354 x 10-15y 3 
- 7.48742 x 10-·"T4

• 

(6.21) 

For Berlin and Leiden forms of EoS see Holborn et al. [65] and Onnes et al. [109] respec

tively. 

For pressures below 2 kbar the Abel-Noble EoS (eq. 6.22) for T, could be used (see Fig. 6.3). 

The Abel-Noble EoS constant parameter b for T 2 has been determined to be 15.5 with an 

error less tha 1 % (Marchi et al. [89]) with respect to experimental data. Hence, this EoS is 

perfectly suitable for engineering design purposes. 

Pb 
z'l',=l+RT 
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... -T=623.15K 
·--T=723.15K 
-T=823.15K 
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Figure 6.3: T EoS. 

6.6 He-T mixture EoS 

For a mixture ofT and He the overall compressibility factor Z,.. can be expressed as follows: 

(6.23) 

where Yi,b are the molar fractions ofT and He inside the bubble. 

Combining eq. 6.21 and eq. 6.22 with eq. 6.23, eq. 5.3 and eq. 5.21 an implicit expression 

for the mixture EoS is found for each T EoS. 

RT(~He + ZIIc p111 + ~He (p"' )2 + zllc (p"' )3 4 0 1 l!e 4 2 He 3 He 

+j( + _T('p"' + J(3(p"' )' + z.,.(.'(a"' )') ""o 4 1 JJc. Nz . I-Jc 3 1- Jlc 

_ 2cr ( 3( nu,nr) )-l/'(l + () 1; 3 ( m )-2/3 _ PLM = O 
4 Puc p"' 

1f H> 

(6.24) 

with, 

(6.25) 

where n.,. and n 1,. are the number ofmols for each species. 

RT (z1Je + z1h p"' + z.11e (p"' )' + z_1,. (p"' )' + nr ) 
O 1 He 2 llc 3 He r1 +bn pin n-1 

·He ·T lfc Jic 

_ 2cr(3(nu,nr))-'
1
'((,.. )_ 21 _, )1;3 _ !hM = O (6.26) 

4 Puc J!-lc,b p"' 
'Tr 11 c 

Following the same procedure as in Sec. 5.2.3 the radius of a bubble can be calculated by 

knowing the He and T concentrations, the LM bulk pressure and the temperature, together 

with the He, T and LM properties. 
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7 

Two-phase Transport Models 

7.1 Introduction 

The already exposed models for He nucleation, growth and T absorption, adsorption and 

dissociative chemisorption have to be coupled to the governing equations of a multidomain 

system, that is, liquid , gas and solid domains where diffusion and convection of T or He 

occur. Coupling has been done through explicit source terms for each governing equation. 

There exist many approaches for multiphase transport phenomena involving bubbles. In 

the present chapter two different approaches, their transport phenomena and implemen

tation into a CFD code are exposed; namely: the Passive Scalar Approach (PSA) and the 

Poly-Dispersed Phase (PDP) two-phase model. 

7.2 PSA 

7.2.1 Introduction 

Main assumption of this approximation is that gas phase, in the form of nano- to micro

bubbles, does not affect either the hydrodynamics or the properties of the studied system, 

so that it is transported as a passive scalar. N avier-Stokes equation for the LM is decoupled 

from the gas phase governing equations, which means that there is no G-LM interaction. 

Gas phase is assumed to move at the same velocity than the LM. PSA is a reasonable as

sumption for nanometric and even for micrometric bubbles. Nonetheless, for bigger bubbles 
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or for high void fractions the G-LM interaction can not be neglected. 

Furthermore, it is assumed that gas phase does not diffuse through the LM. However, it 

must be noted that Brownian diffusion in nano bubbles may not be negligible, but as it will 

be shown later, in Sec. 9.2.1 bubbles grow very quickly reaching micrometric sizes. Hence, 

it is reasonable to neglect the overall effect of the Brownian diffusion. 

7 .2.2 LM governing equations 

For a stationary volume, assuming that a LM is a continuous Newtonian fluid, mass con

servation reads: 

(7.1) 

Momentum balance equation for the stationary volume assuming that the LM is an incom

pressible fluid and viscosityµ is constant, is expressed through the Navier-Stokes equation: 

(7.2) 

where D / Dt is the substantial derivative and g is the acceleration due to gravity. 

In case of thermal induced small density changes, differences in density are negligible 

except in the buoyancy term. Using this approximation, known as the Boussinesq approx

imation, the N avier-Stokes equation reads: 

(7.3) 

where Po.LM is the density at the reference temperature To,LM and /3o,LM is the thermal 

expansion coefficient. TLM stands for the LM temperature. 

The energy balance equation in the stationary volume for an incompressible fluid as a 

function of the temperature T is written: 
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7.2 PSA 

(7.4) 

where 6,,,Lu is the heat capacity at constant pressure and ku1 is the thermal conductivity. 

Mass balance equation for dissolved He is expressed as follows: 

where 811, is the rate at which He is formed (by nuclear reactions), 8,,.," is the rate at which 

He is removed from the LM by nucleation and 8
9

, is the rate at which dissolved He is added 

or removed from the LM due to precipitation or redissolution (bubble growth, shrinkage or 

collapse). 8,,,,, reads, 

(7.6) 

Mass balance equation for dissolved Treads, 

DC2',LM ( c ) ( 'C ) 8 S' 0 at + ULM . \7 'J',J,f\I - Dr,Li\J \7 T,Lkl - T + abs = (7.7) 

where Sr is the rate at which T is formed (by nuclear reactions) and 8 0 ", is the rate at 

which atomic T is added or removed from the LM by absorption into the gas phase. 

7.2.3 Gas phase governing equations 

There are many models proposed for deriving the governing equations of the gas phase. 

The simplest way to take into account nucleation and bubbly flow is the mean radius ap

proach (MRA). This model averages the radius of the new-born bubbles with that of the 

existing ones; its major drawback is that all bubbles have the same size so any rate de

pending on bubble size may be missestimated (e.g. JH,). As will be shown later, for PSA 

the MRA gives reasonably good results. 
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If there are many different bubble sizes, MRA may not be suitable for predicting the correct 

dynamics of the system. Under this circumstances the Population Balance Equation (PBE) 

concept, first presented by Hulburt et al. (67], may give better results. 

Among the PBE methods the most representative ones are the MC and the method of 

moments (MOM), developed by McGraw [96]. The PBE MC, rather than transporting only 

one averaged size of bubble, it divides the population of bubbles into classes, each class 

containing a range of sizes. Hence, each class is transported separately, which results in 

a better prediction of the bubble size distribution. Generally the MC main disadvantage 

is that it is computationally expensive, due to the fact that large number of classes are 

needed to have good accuracy. 

The MOM and specially one of its closure cases, the quadrature method of moments (QMOM), 

by Marchisio et al. (92], has proven to be computationally affordable. Moreover, the num

ber of classes needed to have a good accuracy is dramatically reduced as compared to the 

MC. Other variations of the method, DQMOM developed by Marchisio et al. (91] and sec

tional QMOM (SQMOM) developed by Attarakih et al. [8], are analyzed and taken into 

consideration for their implementation in a CFD code. 

For all the exposed methods under the PSA, no breakage, coalescence or coarsening has 

been considered because bubbles sizes are assumed to be small enough to ensure no inter

action among them. 

In the following subsections the MRA, together with the MC and an adapted to nucleation 

QMOM (nucQMOM) are exposed. 

7.2.3.1 MRA 

Under the PSA, the mass balance equation for He gas phase is written: 

iJCu,,c; "C S' S 0 ()t +ULM ' Y !Jc,G - gr - n1ic = (7.8) 

where C11 ,;c is the concentration of He in the gas phase expressed per unit of total volume. 
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7.2 PSA 

Note that there is no diffusion term and that velocity in the convection term is that of the 

LM. Mass balance is independent from bubble size distribution. Moreover, there is only one 

averaged size of bubbles in the MRA, only one equation is needed for the He concentration. 

The bubble concentration N, balance equation reads, 

iJN, 
iJt +ULM· \7 N, - SJJBN - SuoN = 0 (7.9) 

S9 , is the rate at which dissolved He is added or removed from the LM and in for this case 

reads, 

(7.10) 

Again, there is only one bubble size, therefore, just one transport equation is needed. 

T, in the gas phase is modelled from a macroscopic point of view, that is, concentration is 

averaged all over the bubble volume. Note that the concentration is expressed per unit of 

total volume. Mass balance equation for T 2 is written: 

(7.11) 

7.2.3.2 MC 

Let N be the number of classes in which the bubble size continuum distribution is sub

divided. For each class the balance equations for He, T and bubble concentrations are 

expressed as follows: 

iJC N,ih,G C , S Ot +ULM· \7 .-'N,He,G - SN,gr - N,n11c = 0 (7 .12) 

(7.13) 

(7 .14) 
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Note that source terms are calculated for each class (denoted with the N subscript) de

pending on the class size, e.g. Sabs = I::: 1 SN,ab• · Despite the fact that the amount of He 

removed from the LM due to nucleation has been generalized to each class, as well as 

the nucleation source terms SN,H EN and SN,IIo N , nucleated bubbles have the smallest sizes. 

Hence, nucleation will only affect the lowest class. 

When a bubble grows or shrinks it is averaged in size with those bubbles in the correspond

ing size class, ensuring mass conservation and gas phase compressibility effects. Other 

alternatives arise regarding the way bubbles are transported between classes, for instance 

a specific bubble size distribution (BSD), can be assumed inside each class or classes can 

be dynamically changed as a function of its population. 
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Figure 7.1: Examples of different distribution of classes for a typical PDF 

The way the probability density function (PDF) representing the BSD is divided into classes 

varies depending on the application (see Fig. 7.1). For very different sizes of bubbles it may 
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7.2 PSA 

Figure 7.2: Example of PDF evolution, representing a BSD, through time for a non convective case with 
nucleation 

be difficult to use dynamically changing classes because averaging on transport between 

them would not be accurate enough. Strong nucleation may produce very different sizes 

as new-born bubbles can be nanometric, whereas already exiting ones quickly grow to the 

micrometric scale (see Fig. 7.2). Many orders of magnitude separate the new and the old 

bubbles which could cause averaging errors. For this special cases a static class division 

may be more suitable. 

7.2.3.3 QMOM 

The QMOM (see Marchisio et al. [92]), rather than transporting the bubble concentration, 

it transports the statistical moments mk of the BSD, which represent the sizes of the pop

ulation of bubbles. In fact, the zeroth central moment of the BSD is the total number of 

bubbles, that is also transported by the MRA and the MC after Nb. The moments of the 

BSD are calculated as follows: 

(7.15) 

where n(~) is the BSD function,~ are the abscissas of the BSD (e.g., radius, area .. of the 

bubbles) and k the order of the central moment. The closure of the method replaces the 

integral with its quadrature: 
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Figure 7.3: DQMOM delta functions replacing the classes 

N 

mk = :L: wi~t 
i = l 

(7.16) 

where wi are the weights of the BSD, that is, the number of bubbles in each of the N QMOM 

classes. Note that QMOM also uses classes in order to calculate the moments. 

The balance equations for each moment reads, 

(7.17) 

where S k,nuc is the HEN and HON contribution to the moments. Note that there are no 

other source terms except for the nucleation, which is a consequence of the assumption that 

because bubbles are so tiny no breakage, coalescence or coarsening (Oswald ripening) take 

place. Bubble growth is taken into account separately for each of the N QMOM classes, so 

S9 r = I:: 1 S N,9,. as exposed in the following Chapter. 8. 

In addition to the moment balance equation, the mass balance equation is also needed to 

ensure mass conservation and the effect of the compressibility of the gas phase. Expres

sions for the concentration balances of He and T are identical to Eq. 7.12 and Eq. 7.14. 

Bubble concentration has also been taken into account through the zeroth moment. 

DQMOM, instead of transporting the moments of the BSD, it transports the physical vari

ables like the radius or the area by replacing the classes by delta functions (Fig. 7 .3). The 
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relationship between QMOM and DQMOM is completely transparent because they are 

mathematical interpretation of the same concept: they are equivalent (see Marchisio et al. 

[91]). Differences arise when solving the transport equations. For DQMOM, nucleation 

processes lead to a singular matrix that can not be solved directly. QMOM also encounters 

a problem whenever there is nucleation, but the problem is easily solved without any non

physical aid, such as the introduction of seeds or small perturbations that are used in the 

DQMOM. The main advantage of the DQMOM over the QMOM is that bivariate BSDs are 

easily implemented and results are more accurate. As long as it is assumed that there is 

no breakage, coalescence or coarsening, BSD is monovariate with respect to the radius, the 

area or the volume. However, ifthere is coalescence, radius and area of bubbles change in 

different ways, so a bivariate BSD would be necessary. 

Other method is the SQMOM (see Attarakih et al. [8]), which is a combination of the MC 

and the QMOM. The BSD is divided in M classes, each class is then transported with 

the QMOM (N classes). As a result, more information of the BSD is transported and, 

therefore, better accuracy is obtained. The computational cost of SQM OM is higher than 

that of the QMOM, but its implementation is straightforward once implemented the MC 

and the QMOM separately. For monovariate BSDs, absence of breakage and coalescence 

phenomena, SQMOM is equivalent to a MxN QMOM. 

7 .2.4 Solid phase governing equations 

The energy balance equation in a stationary volume for a solid, as a function of the tem

perature T reads: 

• DTs ' 
PS C 5--- - k 0 \7 T 5- = 0 • p,. Dt ·O • 

(7.18) 

where 6,,,s is the heat capacity at constant pressure and ks is the thermal conductivity. 

Assuming isotropic media, mass balance equation as a function of T concentration can be 

expressed as follows: 

acT,8 Dcff'7 ("c c Q "1··)- 0 at - T,8 v v T,s + T,s ksT' v - (7 .19) 
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where q is the S6ret coefficient that has to be experimentally determined (See, e.g., Longhurst 

[84]). 

7.3 PDP two-phase model 

7.3.1 Introduction 

PDP models define two phases: a continuous phase or carrier and a dispersed phase, con

stituted of unconnected regions of a phase other than the continuous one. In the present 

studied system LM is the continuous phase and bubbles are the dispersed one. 

Main PSA assumption is no longer valid for a PDP two-phase model; bubbles may affect 

the hydrodynamics and the properties of the studied system. Navier-Stokes equation for 

the LM is coupled to the gas phase governing equations. 

In the present section a PDP two-phase model is exposed together with its coupling to the 

previously exposed models for nucleation, absorption and permeation. 

7.3.2 Basic properties of a PDP 

Void fraction is one of the most representative parameters of a PDP and is defined as the 

volume of dispersed phase over the total volume. The liquid fraction is defined as the 

volume of the continuous phase over the total volume: 

O:Lkl = 

where v; is the total volume. 

(7.20) 

(7.21) 

(7.22) 

Bulk density or apparent density is defined as the spatial averaged density of each phase 

so the mixture density p"'can be expressed as follows: 
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(7.23) 

Density ratio C (see e.g., Crowe et al. [25] Sec.2.2) is defined as the ratio of the dispersed 

phase density to the continuous phase one, 

C= Pa 
P LM 

(7.24) 

and loading A represents the ratio of dispersed phase mass flux to the continuous phase 

mass flux: 

where u0 is the gas phase velocity. 

A= PaUa 

continous 
phase (LM) 

Figure 7.4: Lb/ Db PDP scheme 

Relative velocities between two phases read, 

(7.25) 

(7.26) 

The mean spacing of bubbles Lb/ Db (see Fig. 7.4) is other important parameter as it tells 

whether the system is continuum or not. If aa is very small, Lb/ Db » 1 and the bubbles 

can be treated as isolated with no interaction among them. 

In the PSA gas phase is assumed to move at the same velocity than the LM as there is no 

LM-G interaction. However, in a PDP flow bubbles may be affected by the fluid velocity 

field and the other way round. This interaction can be characterized with the response 
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time ,,-,,, which is the time that a bubble needs to respond to a change in the flow velocity 

of the continuum phase. Solving the equation of motion for a particle in a Stokes flow (see 

e.g., Crowe et al. [25] Sec.2.4 for details on response times derivation) yields, 

(7.27) 

The Stokes number (see e.g., Crowe et al. [25] Sec.2.5) is defined as the ratio of the stopping 

distance of a particle to a characteristic dimension of the obstacle, which corresponds to the 

behaviour of particles suspended in a continuous phase, and can be expressed as follows: 

S't = T11ULkl 
' v d (7.28) 

where dis the characteristic dimension of the obstacle that changes the fluid flow. 

For St,, » 1 bubbles have no time to respond to changes in flow velocity whereas for St,, « 1 

there is velocity equilibrium and bubbles flow with the continuous phase as assumed for 

the PSA (dilute dispersed phases). 

The aforementioned parameters give a description of the PDP and can be used as criteria 

to switch between PSA and PDP model applicability. 

In the present studied system with absence of phase change or combustion, nucleation 

(dissolved gas removal from the continuous phase) impact on continuous phase mass can 

be neglected due to low C < 0(10- 3
), so no mass coupling is needed. 

As will be discussed in the following chapters, Pb15. 7Li systems with nucleated bubbles 

under fusion reactor conditions, show that resulting dispersed phase-Pb15.7Li interaction 

may be neglected as the maximum load Amax «1, the maximum Stokes number reaches 

values always much higher than 1 (St"·"'"" > 10) and there is no interaction among bubbles 

as spacing is also always much greater that the unit((£,,/ D,,)"'"·' > 10). 
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7.3.3 Transport PDP model 

The simulation of gas-liquid or PDP flows involving bubbles is based on Euler-Euler two

fluid methodology with conditional averaged mass and momentum equations for each phase. 

Both balance sets of equations are solved assuming adiabatic and compressible gas phase 

conditions. The present model follows the PDP transport model by Hill [()~)], extended by 

Weller [150] and Rusche [121], applied to the present G-LM studied system and modified 

for the MRA and the MC under fusion conditions. 

Continuity equations read, 

(7.29) 

(7 .30) 

where SN is the source term taking into account nucleation and growth. N accounts for 

the class to which the equation applies. Note that for one sole class (N =1), equations turn 

into the MRA model. 

LM's momentum equation reads 

3 
~O:L1HflL!HULM 
ot 

\7 O'.LJ.I PLJ.I ULM ULM 

0!1.Ai'\l(pr,M) 

+ V'ctr,MµLM(V'uLM + (V'uLMrl 

= 0 (7 .31) 

where MLM is the force acting on the G-LM interface and Sm,LM stand for the rest of mass 

source terms such as absorption and nucleation among others. 

In LMs under fusion conditions, buoyancy due to thermal differences has a large impact 

on fluid flow. As in Eq. 7.3, two phase flow liquid phase momentum equation (Eq. 7.31) has 

been modified with the Boussinesq approximation: 
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[) 
8t aLl..JPLkluLM 

°'LM \l(pr,M) 

+ \laLM/hM(\luLM + ('VuLM)'r) 

+ ll'1,,wPo,LJ.Jgf30,1,,w(T1,i\1 - To,L1w) + MLM + S1n,LM 

0 (7.32) 

Gas phase momentum equation reads, 

D 
()t O:N,GPN,GUN,G 

aN,G \l(pN,G) 

+ \lrxN,GµN,G(\luN,G + ('VuN,G)T) 

0 (7 .33) 

where MN,G are the forces acting on the G-LM interface. MLM and MN,G are related 

through the following expression: 

(7.34) 

where FN,D is the drag force, F N,L the lift force, F N,vM the virtual mass force and F N,p the 

interface pressure force. Note that Basset force, that takes into account the time dependent 

variation of the boundary layer around the gas phase, is neglected as it is of many orders 

of magnitude smaller than the drag force for gas-liquid systems. 

Drag force on a bubble is usually expressed as a function of its projected area, its relative 

velocity and a dimensionless drag coefficient, 

(7.35) 
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where AN is the projected area of the bubble, CN,D is the drag coefficient and uN,.- is the 

relative velocity between the Gas and the Liquid phase. 

For spherical bubbles the drag force reads, 

(7.36) 

There is a complete lack of experimental data or correlations for LM-He systems so bubbles 

drag coefficient in Eq. 7.35 can be modelled following the Peebles et al. [ll3] correlations 

for air bubbles in water, oils and alcohol. It is worth mentioning that some experiments to 

validate LM flows have been done replacing the LM with mineral oil (see McCreery et al. 

[95]). Peebles et al. [ll~l] correlations read, 

24 
ReN 

R-eN 
< 2 

18.7Re·;,,''"8 2 < F/.CN < 4.02a-o 214 

C"N,D = 
3.lQ-025 

(7.37) 
0.0275GRe~ 4.02c- 0 2

" < ReN < 

0.82G0·25 ReN 3.1a-o.25 < ReN 

where 

(7.38) 

and ReN is the Reynolds number expressed as follows, 

(7.39) 

where d", is the equivalent diameter of the bubble. 

Other models can be applied, like Ishii et al. [69] correlations for bubbles and droplets 

under different flow regimes, which read, 
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24 
Stokes Regi.rnc 

Rent,N 

CN,D = 

24 
-- (1+0.1Re075

) 
Re111 ,N m. 

4d·"'f( . ) g(PLM - PN.G) 
- ClN,G 

6 ()"Lf\J-·G 

Undistorted Particle Regime 

(7.40) 
Distorted Particle Regime 

~(1 - CXN,G)
2 Churn Turbulent Regirn.e 

where Rem,N is the Reynolds number expressed as follows, 

(7.41) 

and the mixture viscosity, also by Ishii et al. [69], is expressed as: 

f.Lin = µ/,kl(l - 0:1,!u) (7.42) 

The function f(aN,a) depends on the relative viscosity of the gas and liquid phases and is 

given by 

(1 - O:N,c)-0 5 

f(ao) = (1 - (XN,G)-1 

(1 - aN.a)- 15 
µLi\1 <</Le; 

(7.43) 

For the present studied system, phases viscosity ratio is 0(10-") so Eq 7.43's first correla

tion applies. 

Another widely used drag coefficient expression for spherical PDP particles, due to its 

simplicity and accurate results, is the Schiller et al. [125] correlation: 

{ 

24 (1 + 0.15. Reo.os1) 
Re 

CND = 
' 0.44 
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Virtual mass force F N,vM is the additional force required to accelerate a bubble due to the 

mass of the fluid surrounding it. He gas phase has a very low inertia that allows the bubble 

to rapidly accelerate, if the F vM is not taken into account, resulting into loss of accuracy 

and numerical instabilities: 

(7.45) 

where DLM / Dt and De;/ Dt are the material derivative related to the LM and the G phase 

and G N,v M is the virtual mass coefficient. 

Again, no experimental data exist for LM-He systems, hence, the following correlations are 

used for the virtual mass coefficient: 

~(1+3aa) + O(<Y~,c;) Milne-Thomson [101] 

GN,FM = ~(1 + 2.78<Yc) + O(<Y~,c) Wijngaarden et al. [151] 
1 
2(1 + 4.2<YN,G) Mokeyev [103] 

(7.46) 

The lift force F N,L is the force experienced by a bubble subjected to a shearing flow field or 

due to its own rotation and it can have a large effect on phase distribution. 

Drew et al. (28] derived an expression for the lift force assuming low phase fraction and 

laminar regime: 

(7.4 7) 

where GN,L is the lift dimensionless coefficient usually adopted to be 0.5 (classic value) for 

gas-liquid systems. Hill (63], in view of the uncertainty surrounding GN,L adopts a value of 

0.25 for G-L systems. 

The pressure force FN,,, is the net force due to the difference between gas and liquid pres

sures. For a bubble in an inviscid liquid Stuhmiller [ 1:35] obtained the following expression 

for the pressure force: 
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(7.48) 

The aforementioned interfacial force models give closure to the momentum equation Eqs. 7 .31 

and 7.33. 

The two-fluid model coupled with nucQMOM model is not straightforward to implement 

and many problems arise when it is coupled to the nucleation model as well; the calculation 

of moments velocity of the gas phase is cumbersome and inaccurate for those cases in which 

the velocities of the BSD have a significant variance. The two-fluid model coupled to the 

nucQMOM model has not been implemented as it is out of the scope of the present thesis. 
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8 

Models Implementation into a CFD 
Code 

8.1 Introduction 

To solve the model's governing equations exposed in chapter. 7, discrete approaches need 

to be used. A physical domain, represented by a mathematical domain 0, is subdivided in 

a finite number of discrete entities on which the equations are sought to be satisfied. The 

obtained discrete variable solution is an approximation of the exact or analytical one, if it 

exists. 

The most common and widely used discretization techniques are the well known finite 

difference, finite volume and finite element methods. In this work the finite volume tech

nique has been chosen to solve the model's governing equations. In the present chapter, 

algorithms and methods for solving the exposed models are presented and analysed. 

8.2 Finite volume method 

Finite volume method (FVM) subdivides a mathematical volume in a finite number of dis

crete volumes VP where the PDEs representing the model are solved (see Fig. 8.1). Each 

control volume (CV), with a measure volume LI \Ip, is represented by an internal node at 

position P where the PDEs are evaluated. 
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Figure 8.1: Mathematical domain (left) and space distretization of the domain (right). 

A general balance equation for a quantity 'P can be written as 

a<p(r. t) at + V'. (J) - V'. [u(r, t)<p(r, t)J + s~ = 0 (8.1) 

where J is the diffusive flux, u is the velocity field and S~ is the source term. 

The Integration of eq. 8.1, applying the Gauss' theorem, using the mean value integral 

theorem, approximating the surface mean values and the source term as linear functions 

of the volume mean values, yields a linear system of algebraic equations that can be written 

in explicit form (see Versteeg et al. [148] for more details on the discretization method): 

l-!-1 - t + ""' t + b' ap,ti{Jp - apipp ~ a.NBifJNB p (8.2) 
NB 

where a, are the coefficients at position i, b is the source term coefficient, t is time and 

subscript NH stands for the neighbour CVs of P. 

8.3 Implementation in OpenFOAM® 

OpenFOAM® (Open Field Operation and Manipulation) is an open source multiphysics 

CFD code (OpenFOAM [110], Jasak et al. [71]), which uses the FVM. The code is produced 

by OpenCFD Ltd and is freely available and open source, licensed under the GNU General 

Public Licence. As an open source code, OpenFOAM® is a good alternative to commer

cial CFD codes like Fluent® [ 40] or CFX® [21]. One advantage over the commercial codes 

is that the source code can be modified, so models can be coded in a rather simple way. 

OpenFOAM® is a flexible and easy to upgrade code, consisting in a set of efficient C++ 
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modules, that let the user add as many physics as needed, i.e. transport equations or EoS. 

For instance, the unsteady, convection-diffusion balance equation for a scalar s 

a8 [ I ' at + V' · us - DV' s = 0 (8.3) 

where u is the velocity field and D the scalar's diffusivity, can be easily implemented as 

follows: 

solve 

fvm: :ddt (s) 
+ fvm: :div(phi, s) 
- fvm: :laplacian(D, s) 

) ; 

Figure 8.2: OpenFOAMq.) code snippet for solving a scalar transport equation 

The PtrList < vo!ScalarField > OpenFOAM® template is used to declare a list of concen

tration fields, and then, simply by looping through the list, all the transport equations are 

solved. 

8.3.1 Thermalhydraulics 

Solution of governing equations for fluid flow is complicated due to the fact that there is 

not an independent equation for the pressure, whose gradient contributes to each of the 

momentum equations. Pressure has to be determined so that total continuity is conserved. 

To this end Patankar [112] developed the semi-implicit method for pressure-linked equa

tions (SIMPLE), which is one of the most common algorithms used. Many other algorithms 

based on the pressure correction methods exist, like SIMPLEC [112, 148] or PISO for tran

sient large time step simulations, though only the SIMPLE method will be exposed as it is 

the simplest one and the best to help understand how the method works. The development 

of these methods, exposed in the author's master thesis (Fradera [ 42]), is out of the scope 

of the present Ph.D. thesis. 

The SIMPLE algorithm (Fig. 8.3) can be summarized in the following steps: 

1. Initial guess p 0 ,uo. 
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2. Solve the momentum equations in terms of the guessed values. 

3. Solve the corrected pressure equation p', which is defined asp= p * +p'. 

4. Correct pressure and velocity. 

5. Check convergence. 

6. If convergence criterion is not satisfied, computed pressure and velocity are the new 

guessed values. 

7. Otherwise, the final solution is available. 

P* -+ U* 

u = u* 

NO 

Figure 8.3: SIMPLE algorithm. 

The energy equation is discretized and solved for the temperature as every other scalar. 

Nevertheless, if temperature affects the velocity field through the buoyancy term (Boussi

nesq approximation in Sec. 7.2.2), temperature field has to be coupled. The SIMPLE algo

rithm is then modified by solving the energy equ ation between steps 3 and 4. Every other 

scalar (e.g concentrations) that may h ave a significant impact on the flow field should be 

solved th e same way. 

SIMPLE and PISO algorithms solvers are available as a standard OpenFOAM® solver 

'simpleFoam' and 'pisoFoam'. Boussinesq approximation is also implemented as 'bu oyant

BoussinesqSimpleFoam' and 'buoyantBoussinesqPisoFoam' (see OpenFOAM® [110] docu

mentation for more information on these solvers and validation cases). 
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LMs have a high specific heat conductivity (low Prandtl numbers) which in numerical sim

ulations causes many problems, since the viscous and the thermal length scales separate. 

In the present implementation k-w, k-w SST, and Lien Cubic turbulence models are used 

because of their low Reynolds number (Low-Re) formulation. k-w, k-w SST, and Lien cu

bic give good results and realistic boundary layer velocity distributions (see Gordeev et al. 

[53]), however, other models like the TMBF (Lefhalm et al. [79]) are known to give better 

results for LM (Carteciano [20]). In OpenFOAM® k-w, k-w SST, and Lien cubic are avail

able for the 'buoyantBoussinesqSimpleFoam' and 'buoyantBoussinesqPisoFoam' solvers, 

however, TMBF is not. 

For the present work OpenFOAM® solvers for laminar and Low-Re turbulent regimes have 

been taken as a code basis and have been modified for the specific applications. 

8.3.2 MRA algorithm 

As it has already been stated, new nucleated bubbles' size is averaged with that of the 

existing ones in each CV. For nucleation processes, instead of averaging the bubbles size 

(radius, area or volume), what is averaged is the mass of bubbles. The method ensures 

mass conservation by averaging the mass. Moreover, bubbles can in this way be treated as 

a compressible gas phase. 

The MRA algorithm is quite complex due to the fact that many scenarios have to be taken 

into account. Firstly, it is assumed that once the nucleation barrier (HEN or HON) has 

been overcome a stable cluster becomes immediately a bubble. The critical mass of the 

stable cluster is used to compute the size of the new-born bubbles through the specific EoS, 

instead of using the critical radius. Otherwise there will be a size jump or discontinuity 

between the nucleated bubbles and the existing growing ones. Specific EoS for He and for a 

He-T mixture have been implemented as separate subroutines in OpenFOAM®. The New

ton method is used to solve both implicit EoS. Secondly, the extracted mass from the LM 

due to nucleation is averaged with that of the existing bubbles. Growth is then calculated 

from the averaged mass and the absorbed mass with the specific EoS. 

Source terms for T and T 2 calculation may introduce numerical instabilities when solv

ing the corresponding governing equations (see Sec. 7 .2.3.1). The fractional step method 
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(see Ferziger et al. [38] for more detail on this method), first introduced independently by 

Chorin [22] and Temam [139], is used to avoid such instabilities and to have a more flexible 

and scalable code. A two step fractional step method is used for each transported variable, 

first solving the source terms (eq. 8.4 and eq. 8.5) and afterwards the convection, diffusion 

and generation terms (eq. 8.6 and eq. 8.7) of the governing equations as follows: 

DCr,r.M 
Dt 

DCr,.G 
---

at 

ac'J',J.M 
Dt 

DCr,,G 
Dt 

(8.4) 

(8.5) 

(8.6) 

(8.7) 

Note that for Cr,,c neither diffusion nor generation terms exist, as bubbles are treated as 

a passive scalar and only atomic T is generated, in the LM, by nuclear reactions. 

Moreover, T absorption model solution with the fractional step method can also be numeri

cally unstable, specially when the absorption source terms are large. The resulting system 

of stiff OD Es (eq. 8.4 and eq. 8.5) can be solved explicitly through a Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg 

of orders 5 and 4 adaptive time step method (RKF54). This method solves the system in a 

sub time frame, that is, from inital time equal to the MRA time to the final time equal to 

the MRA time plus the MRA time marching time step. RKF54 time step is adaptive as a 

function of the error committed, which results into stable calculations, but may slow down 

the process. OpenFOAM® let the user define C++ functions out of the CFD environment, 

that is as a standard separated function. RKF54 was coded as a standard C++ function 

and then added to the MRA solver. 

Explicit methods are known to be time step restrictive, so an implicit method has also been 

implemented. Hence, larger simulation time steps can be used. Eq. 8.4 and eq. 8.5 are 

solved implicitly and coupled with a first order Taylor expansion to approximate the ODEs 

and the Newton-Raphson (NR) method. It must be noted that with one NR iteration the 

solution becomes as accurate as that obtained with the explicit method. 

When comparing both methods it turns out that the implicit method is more expensive 

computationally, so the explicit method, even with a severe time step restriction, has a 
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better performance. Implementation of both methods is, however, justified from the time 

step standpoint, as there can be simulation scenarios where the explicit method may reduce 

the time step below acceptable computational limits. 

If mean radius becomes smaller than critical radius, bubbles collapse, so the He and T 

concentration is added to the LM. A collapse threshold has been implemented in order 

to fit bubble collapse experimental data in the future, when available. OpenFOAM® can 

operate directly with scalar or vector fields so that no nested loops are need, making the 

implementation of the absorption process straightforward. 

Finally, governing equations for concentrations of He, number of bubbles and T are solved 

with the already computed source terms. The implemented algorithm is shown in Fig. 8.4. 

Figure 8.4: MRA algorithm. 
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When calculating adsorption onto any surface, void fraction is needed to determine the 

chemisorption contribution. For a given scalar scalar (e.g. He concentration) OpenFOAM® 

defines different scalar fields for the bulk phase and the boundaries. This feature is neces

sary for computing the boundary conditions and MRA takes advantage of it making possi

ble to calculate the bubble concentration at the surfaces or boundaries. 

8.3.2.1 Wall specific HEN MRA algorithm 

The MRA nucleation solver for HEN due to impurity particles or induced by radiation 

cannot be applied directly to surfaces, which are commonly set as boundary conditions. 

A separated solver with an specific formulation has been coded in order to sweep walls, 

replacing the BC values with the HEN solver solution. Pore nucleation model and spherical 

cap nucleation model have been implemented in the wall nucleation solver as well as the 

detachment model. Forces acting on a mean radius bubble are computed every time step 

and whenever the force balance is positive with respect to the wall normal (detachment 

criterion) bubble concentration field is updated. 

It is worth to mention that neither wall HEN solver nor detachment model can be imple

ment in a straightforward manner. Code structure in OpenFOAM® lacks direct mecha

nisms to update fields after detachment and the implementation of the models on BCs is 

a hard coding process. Despite the aforesaid problems, all models were successfully imple

mented through a BC sweep mechanism and updated with an inverse cell search method. 

Implemented models for a wall or surface have only been developed for the MRA. Other 

transport models like multi-class methods may give better results; however, its implemen

tation is far beyond the scope of this Ph.D. thesis. 

8.3.3 PBE algorithm 

The algorithm for PBE is even more complex than the MRA algorithm. For the MC the 

algorithm can be understood as a multiple MRA where each class follows the MRA algo

rithm separately. Computationally speaking it is an extremely expensive method, whose 

implementation for 2D or 3D cases may be unaffordable. However, for lD cases it can be 
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a very suitable and useful tool due to its better accuracy. QMOM on the other hand is 

computationally affordable, but its implementation is complicated and at some point can 

be cumbersome. QMOM accuracy is comparable to that of MC for lD cases; for 2D or 

3D cases QMOM may give worse results than MC depending on the case. In the present 

section both algorithms are exposed. 

8.3.3.1 MC algorithm 

As has already been pointed out, the MC can be thought as a multi MRA. Absorption and 

growth is computed for every class, which is transported separately in each CV. Source 

terms are also computed for each class separately. The main difficulty arises when bub

bles have to be transported from one class to another. Among the possible solutions (see 

Sec. 7.2.3.2) the internal averaged radius for each class has been implemented. The algo

rithm sorts the bubbles by its size and redistribute them among the classes. Therefore, 

each class has an averaged radius so mass conservation is ensured. Bubbles nucleated at 

each time step are always placed in the lower class corresponding to the smallest radius 

whereas bubbles nucleated in the previous time step are placed in the rest of classes. The 

implemented algorithm is shown in Fig. 8.5. 

Implemented MC solver uses the flexibility of OpenFOAM® to dynamically define the fields 

for each class. Otherwise, every transport equation would have to be coded separately. The 

PtrList < vo!ScalarField > template is used to declare a list of scalar fields, and then, 

simply by looping through the list, all the transport equations are solved. 

8.3.3.2 QMOM algorithm 

The statistical nature of the QMOM makes its implementation even more complex and 

complicated than MRA or MC. In addition to this complexity, implementation of nucleation 

is difficult because of the mathematics involved. The QMOM solution with nucleation 

processes lead to a singular matrix that can not be solved directly. Unlike DQMOM, QMOM 

can avoid the singular matrix easily. In this section a novel algorithm for QMOM with 

nucleation is presented (nucQMOM). 
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NO 

Figure 8.5: MC algorithm. 

Regarding QMOM, one way to overcome the singular matrix that nucleation source terms 

yield is to add seed particles or just force elements of the matrix to be equal to non-zero 

values. Here, a new approach is made with the implementation of the MC for the first 

nucleation time steps, leading to a non-singular matrix that can be solved for the rest of 

time steps with QMOM. It can be thought that the implementation of the MC is computa

tionally unaffordable and will slow down calculation, but this is not the case as MC with A1 

classes runs only for the firsts N time steps (being N « M). QMOM only needs N classes 

so MC only has to fill N of its M classes, that is, in N time steps, nucleated bubbles fill N 

classes being computationally affordable. From that time on, MC N classes become the N 

QMOM classes and no singular matrix arises. 

Every time step, the weights (bubble concentration) and abscissas (He concentration) have 

to be determined from the transported 2N lower order moments from the N QMOM classes. 

This process is done through the inversion of the linear system of moment equations. 

Firstly, the product-difference (PD) algorithm (Gordon [54]), is applied and a N x N tridiag

onal matrix is obtained. Secondly, the tridiagonal matrix is diagonalized by conventional 

methods to obtain the weight and abscissas. In the present work the Jacobian matrix 
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transformation (JMT) has been used to invert the system. Both algorithms PD and JMT 

have been implemented in OpenFOAM® as external functions. 

The MC algorithm has been implemented in a way that more MC classes can be used at 

the beginning of nucleation to improve accuracy. The PD algorithm ensures that all the 

MC classes will be converted to N classes minimizing the error. Once the N weights and 

abscissas have been determined, nucleation, absorption and growth are calculated, as well 

as the new moments that will be transported for each CV. 

Every time step, nucleated bubbles become the N + 1 QMOM class, which are converted 

with the PD algorithm and JMT back into N classes, avoiding again a singular matrix. The 

implemented algorithm is shown in Fig. 8.6. Note that most of MRA and MC algorithms 

are part of the nucQMOM one. 

Figure 8.6: Nucleation QMOM algorithm. 

Implemented nucQMOM for monovariate BSDs can not take T absorption into account. 

Bubble volume has to be determined from the T and He concentrations, which makes the 

BSD bi variant. The amount of T absorbed has been found not to significantly affect the 

volume of a bubble, so T absorption can be decoupled from the algorithm. 
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8.3.4 Domain coupling 

T adsorption and permeation through solid walls in contact with the LM or the gas phase 

has not been implemented as a BC. Instead, a multi domain conjugation algorithm is used. 

Two main strategies exist when solving mass transfer between different domains. One 

procedure consists in solving the whole set of governing equations taking into account 

interfacial conditions implicitly. This approach requires all domains to be in the same 

framework, i.e. same numerical schemes, unified mesh etc. Another approach solves the 

governing equations separately with their respective BC. Mass transfer between domains 

is then achieved by coupling the BC at the interfaces through an iterative procedure. De

spite the high efficiency of the first method, the coupled method allows different numerical 

approaches and different types of meshes, which entails more possible configurations and 

a better adaptation to the simulated system conditions. 

Regarding the coupled approach, the flux forward temperature back (FFTB) and tempera

ture forward flux back (TFFB) algorithms (see e.g., Kassab et al. [73]), solve the conjugate 

heat transfer (CHT) between different domains. Being concentration, like temperature, 

a scalar, both FFTB and TFFB can be used for diffusion and permeation mass transfer 

simulations. However, mass transport can be of such complexity that none of the above 

algorithms may be adequate. In the present work an adaptation of the FFTB and TFFB al

gorithms, a generalized coupled mass transfer (GCMT) algorithm, is exposed for the FVM. 

The new algorithm not only allows multidomain coupling, e.g. solid-LM-solid, but also 

takes into account the existence of micro-bubbles or other micro-phases at the interfaces 

under equilibrium or non equilibrium conditions. 

8.3.4.1 Implemented model for the GCMT algorithm 

Let n, be a domain, where i. E {1, .. ., n}, being n the total number of domains. Each domain 

may have a series of interfaces r,,;, where j E {1, .. ., m,} being rn, the maximum number of 

interfaces inn,. In all i domains the maximum number of interfaces a single domain has 

is: 

rn = max(m,) (8.8) 
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8.3 Implementation in OpenFOAM® 

Figure 8. 7: System domains and interfaces. 

Furthermore, let nk be another domain, where k E {l, ... , n} and k f:. i , with a common 

interface r k,t with Di, where l E {l, ... , mk}· 

Provided that ni and nk share a common interface, for an especies E, transported between 

both domains, e.g., solid phase domains, the following conditions assuming equilibrium 

must be met at the interface: 

D -{)Ci I -Dk {){)~k I (8.9) 
i on r - . 

"' 
rk ,1 

Ci,j = KC;,1 (8.10) 

where D stands for the binary diffusivity coefficient, C is the concentration of E and n 

denotes the normal to the interface. K is a partition coefficient between domains and s is 

an exponent coefficient, both dependent on the material properties and conditions of each 

domain. 

Each domain may have a different phase domain placed at an interface, e.g., micro bubbles, 

which hereinafter will be denoted as w, with interfaces I as shown in Fig 8.7. Note that for 

ni the micro-phase domain at the interface is denoted as wi. 

In the presence of such domains Eq. 8.10 is not adequate to describe the system; the fol-
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lowing equations are set at the interfaces: 

Ci,j-k,1 
= J( Cs; ·i-1.- 1 

i,j-k,l k,1':...i,/ (8.11) 

(8.12) 

C1.:,1-w; (8.13) 

(8.14) 

(8.15) 

(8.16) 

If n, is a liquid phase, w, is a gas phase where E exists as E, and mass transfer obeys the 

Henry's law, Eq. 8.12 is replaced by 

(8.17) 

where k;1!,, is the Henry's constant and p is E, partial pressure in w,. 

For n, being a solid phase domain and mass transfer following the Sievert's law, Eq. 8.12 

is then replaced by 

(8.18) 

where k 8 ,, is the Sievert's constant in n,. 

Other possible example is that n, and nk were both solid phases. Assuming equilibrium 

and that mass transfer obeys the Sievert's law, Eq. 8.11 is replaced by the solubility law as 

follows: 

C - k,_, c 
i,j - k k,I 

s,k 

Governing equations for E in n, and nk can be expressed as follows: 

ac_, = -(U·. \lC) + (D 'V'C) + s fJt I t 1 t t 

ack ( ) ( , ) , 
-n- =- Uk . \?Ck + Dk \7 ck + sk 

of; 
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Figure 8.8: Interface transfer diagram. 

C, 
• 

where u is the phase velocity (e.g. liquid phase) and S is a source term that may take into 

account, e.g., chemical reactions, nuclear reactions, etc. 

Governing equations for E in wi and wk> assuming that these phases are stuck at the re

spective static interfaces and that concentration in these micro- ph ases is spatially h omo-

geneous, can be expressed as follows: 

(8.22) 

(8.23) 

If a micro phase is not in equilibrium, that is e.g., a surface limited phenomenon, Eq. 8.9 

and Eq. 8.10 do not apply at the interfaces. FFSB and SFFB are conceived for domain mass 

transfer coupling assumin g equilibrium only, so a different approach h as to be taken. 

Mass transfer between domains can be handled through the source terms in Eqs. 8.20-
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8.23, which will only modify the BC of each domain. The flux at each interface read, 

(8.24) 

(8.25) 

(8.26) 

(8.27) 

(8.28) 

where re is a mass transfer coefficient in m/s. 

If, e.g., the w, is a gas phase and the mass transfer phenomena is surface limited by a 

recombination reaction E+E-tE, at w, - k, l, Eq. 8.24 becomes, 

(8.29) 

where kT is a coefficient that accounts for the surface recombination process. Note that 

the surface limited homonuclear reaction has been used for simplicity. However, other 

expressions can be derived if a different process takes place at the interface. 

The source term in molls at the interface can be expressed as follows: 

Sw·-k / = ,Jw·-k_/A,.,.. ·'··' = -/3k,l-w, ' , ' . iw; ~ 
(8.30) 

(8.31) 

(8.32) 

(8.33) 

(8.34) 

where A, are the exchange areas at the interface for each phase. 
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8.3.4.2 Domain connectivity 

Let A be the adjacency matrix representing the connection between discretized domains 

n, 

[ "' ai,2 a1,n 

A= 
a2,1 a2,2 a2,n 

an,l an,2 an,n 

Note that A is an x n symmetric matrix with zero diagonal elements. 

Let B be the connection binary matrix representing the connection between interfaces ri.j 

of discretized domains, 

B= 
b1,m: b,;,,, 

bn,m 

The connection binary adjacency block matrix D holds the connectivity information for the 

interfaces, representing which interface in a domain is connected to which other interface 

in another different domain. 

dn,n 

Note that Dis an x n matrix of m x m matrices d;,k with zero d;,k matrices 0,,,,, in the diag

onal elements. It is also worth mentioning that matrix symmetric elements are transposed 

so that, e.g., di, 2 T = d 2 ,,. D elements d"" matrices read, 

[ d, 

d1,2 d1,ni 

di,k = 
d'., d,,, d2,1n 

drn,1 dm,2 dni,m 

Note that for i = 1, k = 2, d1 , 1 is zero ifthe interface r 1•1 is not connected to 1'2 ,1 and equal 

to one otherwise. 

A 4 domain example with a maximum number of interfaces in each domain of5 and differ

ent connections between interfaces has been chosen to clarify the connectivity setup (see 

Fig 8.9). 
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... ·········" .. 
.. ···· .. .. ··· .. 

r 24 

Figure 8.9: Graph example 

The connectivity matrices read, 

[ ~ 
1 0 

r 1 
A = 0 1 

1 0 
1 1 

B = [~ 
0 0 0 

~] 0 0 1 
1 0 1 
0 1 1 

8.3.4.3 Domain coupling 

In the exposed model both Di and Dk can be discretized, but wi or wk have such a small 

size that their discretization is computationally unaffordable, not practical or it may lead 

to numerical instabilities. Hence, the system is characterized as follows: 

• Discretized domains: Di, Dk 
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[~ 
0 0 0 

!l 

0 0 0 
05,5 0 0 0 05,5 Os,5 

0 0 0 
0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

!l [! 

0 0 0 

!l 

() () () 0 0 0 0 
d1,2T 05,5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 () 1 0 () 0 
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 

D= 

!] 

(8.35) 

[~ 
0 0 0 
0 0 1 

05,5 d2,3T 05,5 0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 

05,5 d2,4 T d3,4T 05,5 

• Nondiscretized domains: wi, w, 

As a result Cw;, Cw, are not evaluated in the wi, w, nodes as they do not exist. ni, n" 
boundary nodes hold the information of the non discretized domains wi, w". These nodes 

are then mathematically divided in sub nodes or ghost nodes with no physical location, 

representing the non discretized domains as shown in Fig 8.8. 

On one hand, the rather simple model exposed in Eq. 8.9 and Eq. 8.10 can be solved 

with the flux forward scalar back (FFSB) and scalar forward flux back (SFFB) algorithms 

(Alg. 8.3.l and Alg. 8.3.2). These algorithms are adaptations of the FFTB and TFFB algo

rithms. 

Algorithm 8.3.1: FFSB (n = 2, rn = 1) 

fort <·- 0 to endTime 

do 

solve ·--> momentum - pressure (e.g. 81 M P LE) 
while error > tolerarice 

l 
solve -> Eq. 8.20 
set -> Eq. 8.9 

do set ·-> Eq. 8.21 
set-+ Eq. 8.10 
check -+ error 
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Algorithm 8.3.2: SFFB (n = 2, m = 1) 

for t <- 0 to endTime 

do 

solve-> momentum-presBure (e.g. SIMPLE) 
while error > tolerance 

l 
solve -> Eq. 8.20 
set ·> Eq. 8.10 

do set-> Eq. 8.21 
set-> Eq. 8.D 
check --t error 

Note that momentum-pressure coupling is solved assuming there is no interaction between 

the transported species and the velocity field. In case there was an interaction, momentum

pressure coupling would be solved within the while nest. 

On the other hand, in the presence of non discretized phases at the interface (micro

phases), FFSB and SFFB algorithms have to be dramatically modified, specially for the 

limit case when w, and w, fully cover the interface. 

Boundary node values at the interfaces, as well as interface phases values, are calculated 

as a function of the interface areas ratios, which can be defined as follows: 

Interface Areas: 

Ari:.1 =A,n .. 1 -i.j + A.l~·.1- ~-~- + Al.wi..--w; 

Al',,j =A/'i.J-k.I + A/',.:1 ·i,.,,"k + A'Yw,-w1; 

where A 1• is the total area at the interface. 

O, Ratios: 

r . =A /A i,J-k,I "h,.7- k·,I ri.;i 

n, Ratios: 
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Hence, the averaged equations read, 

(8.44) 

(8.45) 

Regarding stability, FFSB and SFFB algorithms are stable depending on the simulation 

conditions. Tom et al. (145] exposed that the FFTB algorithm is stable for Bi <1 whereas 

the TFFB is stable for Bi. > 1, where Bi is the Biot number. Kassab et al. (73] states that 

stability of the FFTB method has to be attained by applying relaxation factors R to Eq. 8.9 

(see Eq. 8.46) and by changing the mesh configuration. To the best knowledge of the author 

there is no clear stability criterion for coupled heat or mass transfer methods. One possible 

procedure is to assume that a temperature analogy for the Tom et al. (145] criterion would 

be valid. Hence FFSB algorithm would be stable for Bi,,, <l whereas the SFFB would be 

stable for Bi,,, >1, where Bi"' is the Biot mass number. 

(8.46) 

In the presence of micro-phases Tom et al. (145] criteria might still be valid under some 

conditions. A series of simple simulations for n =2 with a micro-phase placed at the inter

face has shown that Tom et al. (145] criteria fails for high interface area ratios. Results 

show that FFSB is stable for I<= r;,;.-k,1I<,,; ... k,l + (1- rw,-k,1)Kw,-k,l >l whereas the SFFB is 

stable for I< <1, where I< is the averaged partition constant between domains. It must be 

noted, though, that other parameters like the mesh configuration or the diffusivity affect 

the stability significantly, so mesh cell sizes at the interfaces and relaxation factors (see 

Eq. 8.46) have to be tuned to obtain stable calculations. A full stability analysis must be 

carried out for this type of algorithms, but due to its complexity and extension, it is out of 

the scope of the present thesis. 

A generalized algorithm for CMT using the coupled FFSB and SFFB procedures, taking 

into account possible non equilibrium interfaces and the stability criterion is exposed in 

Alg. 8.3.3. Note that the algorithm is controlled by two flag variables, domainFlag and 

equilibriumFlag. These variables are n and m x n arrays respectively, that set whether 

an interface is considered in equilibrium or not and avoid calculation repetitions due to i 
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and k definitions. It is worth to be mentioned that the code solves transport equations only 

once per domain in each equilibrium iteration. If a domain has an interface in equilibrium 

and another one in non equilibrium, then the transport equations for that domain are 

calculated equilibrium iterations + 1 times. 

The proposed algorithm combines the FFSB with the SFFB and solves the momentum

pressure algorithm, e.g, SIMPLE[112]. This iterative procedure loops through the domains 

and its interfaces setting the fluxes in Dk and the concentrations back in ni or the other way 

round depending on K. The procedure uses the connectivity matrices to avoid repetitive 

combinations of domains and interfaces as well as to avoid non interfacial boundaries or 

non connected ones. Despite the complexity of the code, performance is perfectly acceptable 

in terms of run time. 

It is worth to be mentioned that in order to set a concentration gradient at an interface 

(mass conservation) the BC has to be of Neumann type, whereas to set a concentration 

law it has to be of Dirichlet type. If the stability criterion is not known or simulation 

conditions change over time, setting a case to one of the aforementioned BC may result 

in the calculation to diverge. In order to avoid this problem a mixed BC is set for every 

interface as follows: 
8C 

exC +(ex - 1) on = (3 (8.47) 

where ex =1 for a Dirichlet BC and ex =0 for a Neumann BC. (3 is the value of the gradient or 

the concentration value imposed by the law at the interface. Depending on the simulation 

condition ex is changed so as to suffice the algorithm stability criterion BC requirements. 

Regarding OpenFOAM® implementation, the PtrList < volScalar Field > template is used 

here to declare a list of domains and its concentration fields, and then, simply by accessing 

the list, all the transport equations can be solved. Interfacial conditions are set by looping 

through the list of boundaries in a domain following the connectivity matrices. 

8.3.5 PDP two-phase model 

OpenFOAM® standard solver 'twoPhaseEulerianFoam' treats both phases with an Eu

lerian model: two incompressible fluid phases with one phase dispersed as detailed in 
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Algorithm 8.3.3: GCMT (n, m ) 

for l b 0 to endTime 

do 

solve -t momentum - pressure (e.g . SIMPLE) 
while error > tolerance 

set a ll -t domainF lag[i] = false 
for i b 1 to n 

if a ny equilibriumFlag[i] = true 

{

solve -t E q. 8.20 
then solve -t Eq. 8.22 

set -t domainFlag[i] = true 
for k b i + 1 to n 

if ai,k > 0 
for j b 1 to m 

if bi,j > 0 
for l b 1 to m 

do do 

do 

then do then do 

if a ny equilibriumFlag[i) = true 
& domainFlag[k) = false 

then { solve -t E q. 8.21 
solve -t Eq. 8.23 

check -t error 
for i b 1 to n 

if a ny equilibriumFlag[i) = false 
set -t domainFlag [i] = true 
for k b i + 1 to n 

if ai,k > 0 
for j b 1 to m 

if b;,i > 0 

if d;,k[d;,t] > 0 
& J( < 1 

set -t Eq. 8 .11 
if equilibriumFlag[i][j] = true 

then 
then {se t -t Eq. 8.12 

to Eq. 8.16 
set -t Eq. 8.44 
set -t Eq. 8.45 
set -t Eq. 8.9 

if d;,k[d;,d > 0 
& J( > 1 

then 

set -t Eq. 8.9 
set -t Eq. 8.11 
if equilibriumFlag[i][j] = true 

then {se t -t Eq. 8.12 
to Eq. 8.16 

set -t Eq. 8.44 
set -t Eq. 8.45 

do then do 
{

for l b 1 to m 
if d1,k[d;,t] > 0 

then do { & equilibriumFlag[i][j) = false 
then {se t -t Eq. 8.30 

to Eq. 8.34 

do 
then 

if domainFlag[k) = false 
then { solve -t Eq. 8.21 

solve -t Eq. 8.23 
so lve -t Eq. 8.20 
so lve -t Eq. 8.22 
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Sec. 7.3.3. In the present section a first step towards a fully developed dispersed phase 

solver is exposed together with some guidelines for future work. 

For incompressible fluids the phase continuity equation Eq. 7 .30 is implemented (see Rusche 

[121]) in its re-arranged form by Weller [150] for 0 < ctG :S: 1: 

i] 
-
3 

O'.c + \l(acu) + \l(u,.ac(l - etc:)) = 0 
t 

where u = acuG + aLMuLM· Both phases are coupled more implicitly through u, .. 

(8.48) 

A k-E turbulence model is implemented in the 'twoPhaseEulerianFoam' with all needed 

closure as presented in Rusche [121]. As has already been exposed k-E is not suitable 

for LMs (see Sec. 8.3.1), hence, this solver has to be restricted to LM in laminar regime. 

Upgrading the solver with k-w-SST is out of the scope of the present thesis and must be 

considered for future development. 

A PISO modified algorithm is available in 'twoPhaseEulerianFoam' and a modification of 

this solver for DQMOM without nucleation exists (Silva et al. [133]). In the present work 

'twoPhaseEulerFoam' has been modified in order to take into account nucleation and T 

transport models in Be!Foam© . 

Eq. 8.48 is then modified to account for nucleation, 

(8.49) 

where S 0 n,y•· is the rate at which void fraction changes (grows) due to He absorption and 

S""""" is the rate at which void fraction changes due to nucleation. 

An analysis of BelFoam© implementation so far shows that N&, Cu,,L and Cu,,c are the 

only transported magnitudes and no void fraction is transported for solving the continuity 

equation. Rusche [121] expose the major drawbacks of the phase continuity equations and 

their solution procedures finding that Weller (150] notation is the most suitable regarding 

coupling, boundedness and stability. In the present thesis and due to the architecture of 

BelFoam© , a different approach for continuity, other than Weller (150], has been chosen. 
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Gas phase continuity is achieved by solving N,,, C11 ,,c, Phase velocity coupling is done by 

casting a 0 with the EoS and iterating, This solution procedure is equivalent to solve one 

of the phase continuity equations in its original form (see Eq. 8.50) as N,, is directly related 

to the void fraction. 

(8.50) 

The main limitation of this procedure is that o·0 can be easily bounded by zero, but bounded 

by one (maximum value) cannot be guaranteed due to non conservative flux calculations. 

This can lead to numerical instabilities in transient calculations as has already been pointed 

out by Hill [63]. Void fraction in the studied system is very low, which may keep the calcu

lation stable even for transient simulations. 

Buoyancy term in momentum equation is discretized and transferred to pressure equation 

in the original solver, together with the drag terms. Following the same approach, the 

temperature equation was added to the solver so as to calculate the buoyancy term with 

the Boussinesq approximation, which has been included in the pressure equation; no two

phase PDP solver with the Boussinesq approximation existed previously for OpenFOAM@ 

. It must be noted that the mixture density variation that is induced by the void fraction 

may have a stronger impact on buoyancy than that due to temperature variations. 

Virtual mass correlations in Sec. 7.3.3 for diluted dispersed phases yields CvM -i0.5 as 

etc -iO, so CvM is modelled as a constant value of 0,5 assuming that void fraction will 

always be very small. 

A significant issue for hydrodynamics calculation is the accumulation of bubbles at solid 

surfaces due to a no-slip boundary condition set for the gas phase velocity. This accumu

lation problem, that may result in the crash of the simulation, can be avoided by setting 

a free slip BC, though, it could lead to an underestimation of the drag reduction on the 

liquid phase; i.e, fluid may no longer be represented by a no slip BC with uLMlr=O due to 

the bubble induced friction reduction. 

One possible option to avoid drag underestimation is the use of a partial-slip BC, however 

it depends on a slip length l,,,,,, defined as the distance behind the boundary (wall) at which 
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Figure 8.10: Partial slip boundary condition. 

the fluid velocity linearly extrapolates to zero (see Fig. 8.10), that has to be estimated or 

adjusted experimentally. The slip velocity u,1ip at the surface is defined as follows: 

(8.51) 

where ubulk is the velocity outside the boundary layer. 

Assuming that bubbles behave as a thin gas layer on the surface, the slip length can be 

approximated as (see De Gennes [26] model and effective slip length model of Hendy et al. 

[60]): 

l (
µL/oi/ ) 

slip = µG - 1 r G (8.52) 

where µL111 and µc are the LM and gas layer static viscosities and re is the bubbles radius. 

Note that this effect depends on the concentration of bubbles at the surface, which is taken 

into account by averaging the bubbles coverage. 

This last approximation has been coded as a new wall function in order to take into account 

drag reduction due to bubble accumulation on walls. 

More complex BC for patterned bubbles (bubbles on the surface positioned following a 

known pattern) attached to a surface exist (Hendy et al. [59]), but they relay on the bubble 

pattern and are cumbersome to implement. Hence, for simplicity, Eq. 8 .52 has been chosen 

and adapted to calculate the effective slip length. It has to be noted that most of the 

simulations that can be found in the literature assume an infinite or free slip BC (see Neto 

et al. [107] review and references there) in the presence of bubbles or gas films on surfaces. 
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8.3 Implementation in OpenFOAM® 

Another issue that has been detected arises from the buoyancy of the dispersed gas phase 

in the LM. The density ratio between gas phase and liquid phase is so high that bubbles 

are propelled upwards at around 10 times the velocity of the liquid phase as will be shown 

in Chapter 10. As a result of this high relative velocity, bubbles accumulate at any up

per surface generating gas layers and crashing the simulation even with a gas free slip 

BC. However, LIBRETTO experiments [129] suggested that bubbles stay in the liquid bulk 

rather than be pulled upwards as the designed plenum of the experiment's capsule had 

no effect on degassing. Due to the uncertainty surrounding the cause of the experimental 

behaviour, the drag force in the gravity direction has been modified through a simple coeffi

cient that will be adjusted to experimental data in the future. Note that so far LIBRETTO 

experiments do not provide the necessary data to model the observed phenomena. 
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9 

Models validation, verification and 
analysis of results 

9.1 Introduction 

He nucleation and T transport phenomena have not been extensively studied, therefore, 

experimental data is scarce (e.g. Sedano et al. [129] and Terai et al. [144], Terai [141]) 

or non-existent for the studied system. As a result of this lack of data, the implemented 

code is almost impossible to validate as a whole. However it can be verified for most of 

the phenomena, separately. Some of the implemented models can be validated against 

analytical solution for several simplified cases. 

In the present chapter, BelFoam., implemented code verification and validation is pre

sented whenever possible for OD, lD, 2D and 3D (2D axisymmetric) cases. In addition, 

an analysis of the results and its implications on BB design has been performed. 

9.2 He related models 

9.2.1 OD He nucleation in Pb15.7Li: MRA 

Nucleation model is verified for a single CV containing Pbl5. 7Li, simulated using the ex

posed algorithm for MRA (See Sec. 8.3.2). Velocities are set to zero (no convection) in order 

to analyse the nucleation code and the effect of the algorithm on the solution. Atomic He 
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generation rate is set to a constant value of 10- 1 mol/(m3 s) so as to have a significant but 

not too strong nucleation event. Pressure and temperature are set to constant HCLL nom

inal values of 2 bar and 723.15K. Diffusivity and solubility, together with other material 

properties, have been taken as presented in App. A. 

As for the He atomic volume v0 , needed to calculate the pre-exponential factor in 5.10, 

to which the nucleation model is highly sensitive, quite different values are found in the 

literature, ranging from less than l.15x 10- 29 m3
, calculated with the Van der Waals radius, 

to the measured value of 2.38x 10- 29 m3 for He clusters in aluminium (Glam et al. [50]) and 

even larger. A v0 value for He clusters in Pbl5. 7Li can not be found in literature. For a 

base case calculations, in the present work He atomic volume is set to 1. 7 10- 29 m 3
, within 

the range of empirical values for solid metals (see, e.g., Donnelly [27]). 

For S<j,EN = 0 (no surfaces and no seeding particles in the domain) only HON occurs. Nu

cleation begins at 'I/; = 16.79, depleting dissolved atomic He in a short time. Onset rate 

threshold has been arbitrarily chosen to be 1 m- 3s- 1 (setting an arbitrary threshold over 

which nucleation rate is considered significant is needed by the nature of equations 5.9 

and 5.20; e.g., Goldman [52] uses 1 cm- 3 s- 1 
). Bubbles start growing (see Fig. 9.1) and a 

concentration equilibrium between He precipitation and generation rates is reached. 
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Figure 9.1: HON and HEN cases. 
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Figure 9.2: Fig. 9.1 HON Detail. 

For a HEN pre-exponential factor of 1021 bubbles/(m3 s) and a contact angle between the 

nucleation substrate and bubble e = 7f /2 (i.e., surface tension between LM and substrate 

and between He and substrate are equal , or both are very small when compared to tJHe ,PbLi ), 

HEN begins at 'I/; = 9.16, long before HON onset. HON will never occur, as HEN largely 
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reduces dissolved atomic He concentration. 

Fig. 9.3 shows the final number of bubbles created by HEN and HON mechanisms as a 

function of S~EN· Note that at a certain range of values, HON and HEN coexist, competing 

for the dissolved atomic He. 

He in the solution can generate new bubbles or simply contribute to the growth of pre

existing ones. Bubble size grows quickly at onset but, as dissolved atomic He is removed 

from the Pb15. 7Li, growth rate slows down. Fig. 9.1 (solid lines) shows the mean radius 

evolution. A change in the slope of the mean radius curves during nucleation is clearly 

seen. Fig. 9.2 is a detail of the HON nucleation in Fig. 9.1. At the nucleation onset, bubble 

radius increases rapidly; when nucleation rate is high, the small (nano metric) size of new

born bubbles contribute to slow down the increase in the mean radius; when nucleation 

has stopped, growth is controlled by diffusion. 
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Figure 9.3: Nb vs pre-exponential factor. Figw·e 9.4: Void fraction for HON and HEN. 

Void fraction rises quickly when nucleation begins. Later, when dissolved atomic He is 

depleted, void fraction increases steadily due to the constant He generation and diffusion 

into the existing bubbles (see Fig. 9.4). 

9.2.2 OD sen sitivity analyses for He nucleation in Pb15. 7Li : MRA 

A series of sensitivity analyses to some key parameters have been performed by means of 

zero-dimensional calculations. 
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Fig. 9.5 shows how a change often orders of magnitude in S~EN produces a change ofless 

than one order of magnitude in the final value of Nb. 

Figs. 9.6 and 9.7 illustrate the change in the final bubble density if the magnitudes of 

DHe,L and k~f are changed. In the former case, higher values of DHe,L are related to a lower 

number of nucleated bubbles (this is consistent as growing and nucleation mechanisms 

compete for dissolved He). In the latter, it is not only the final value of Nb that is strongly 

dependent upon k-:l but also the onset time. Given a constant He generation rate, the 

model should predict a linear relationship between the nucleation onset time and Henry's 

constant, as it does (Fig. 9.8). 

The sensitivity of the nucleation model to v0 is shown in Figs. 9.9 to 9.11. The larger v0 is, 

the larger the number of atoms needed to form a critical cluster is (it can be inferred from 

Eqs. 5.8 and 5.19); as a consequence, onset is delayed as v 0 increases (Fig. 9.9). Larger 

values of v0 correspond to fewer nucleated bubbles (Fig. 9.10) with larger mean radius 

(Fig. 9.11). 

Finally, the growth model has been tested imposing a pressurization at time 6 x 104 s (pres

sure of the system is increased in a 100 s ramp). In this specific case, initial supersatura

tion and bubble concentration have been set, respectively, to 1/; = 10 and Nb = 0; long before 

t =6 x 104 s nucleation has completely stopped. Pressure increase leads to He re-dissolution 

and eventual bubble collapse (except for mild pressurization, when a new equilibrium is 

reached). Fig. 9.12 illustrates this phenomenon. 
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9. MODELS VALIDATION, VERIFICATION AND ANALYSIS OF RESULTS 

9.2.3 OD wall HEN and bubble detachment: MRA 

The implemented specific HEN and detachment models exposed in Sec. 5.4 and Sec. 8.3.2.1 

are verified for a non-convective case. The same conditions and geometry used in Sec. 9.2. l's 

case are set in the present case. A constant and HEN pre-exponential factor 8° has been 

set to a value of 1021 bubbles/(m3 s) for spherical cap bubbles with angles (} = "/2. 

A detachment parameter has been implemented in order be able to fit future experimental 

data. The parameter multiplies the buoyancy force so it can be used to alter the detachment 

criterion. This parameter is arbitrarily set to a value of 20 in order to cause periodic 

detachments and verify the solver performance. He concentration in Pb15. 7Li has been 

set to an initial value of 5x10- 4 mol/(m3
) in order to avoid the collapse of the detached 

bubbles in a He depleted medium .. This way bubble survival is ensured and bubbles will 

accumulate in the Pbl5.7Li after they detach from the surface. 

Bubbles accumulate in the Pb15.7Li growing periodically in number as detachment events 

take place (see Figs. 9.14 and 9.13). Note that MRA causes the stair-step shape in Fig. 9.14 

as all bubbles grow at the same rate and therefore detach at the same time. Detached 

bubbles are averaged with those in the Pb15.7Li. Mean radius of the detached bubbles 

is smaller than that of the bulk liquid; so, whenever a detachment event occurs, Pb15. 7Li 

mean radius suddenly decreases (see Figs. 9.16 and 9.15). 

Force balance and detachment criterion are shown in Fig. 9.17; bubbles detach when F'"'"' 

becomes positive. 
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9.2.4 OD He nucleation in Pb15.7Li: MC 

The MC is tested with the exact same case as in Subsec. 9.2.1. A logarithmic scale class 

size distribution consisting in 200 static classes was set up in order to ensure that BSD 

fits within range. One of the main problems of a MC implementation is the conservation of 

mass. Bubble radius is averaged within each class jumping to other classes whenever mean 

radius falls outside the range of a class. These jumps might cause mass discontinuity errors 

if not handled with accuracy. As shown in Fig. 9.18 BelFoam<> MC is mass conservative: 

bubbles jump from one class to another without changing the total He concentration Cu,, 10 ,. 

Bubble concentration in Fig. 9.19 is consistent with respect to MRA results as shown in 

Fig. 9.3 for S?rnN =1021 bubbles/(m3 s). 

Radii are consistent as well with respect to MRA results in Fig. 9.1, but in the class method 

the mean radius is smaller. New nucleated bubbles are added to the lower class and grow 

less because of a smaller specific area while in the MRA new bubbles are averaged with 

those that already exist, which have a bigger radius and larger specific area resulting in 

higher growth rates. 

The method takes into account the BSD, therefore, results are more accurate and realistic 

when compared to the MRA. The more classes are used the better results are obtained; 

however, computational cost becomes quickly unaffordable. Analysis of key parameters for 

the MC case leads to the same conclusions as for the MRA. 
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9.2.5 OD He nucleation in Pb15. 7Li: nucQMOM 

Exactly the same case as for MRA and MC is set for testing the nucQMOM algorithm (see 

Sec. 8.3.3.2). Mass balance is here a main concern, not only because there are different 

classes, but because what it is transported are the moments of the BSD. The PD algorithm 

and the Jacobi transformation must be very accurate in order to minimize the numeric 

error due to round off Four classes resulting in 8 transported moments where used as a 

base case. As shown in Fig. 9.21 BelFoam© nucQMOM is mass conservative: moments are 

transported and inverted into classes without changing the total He concentration CHe,tot · 

Bubble concentration for S?-1eN = 1021 bubbles/(m3 s), shown in Fig. 9.22, is consistent with 

MRA and MC results, shown in Fig. 9.3 and Fig. 9.19. 

Radii are also consistent with respect to MRA and MC results, but the mean radius is 

smaller. Like in the MC case, new nucleated bubbles are added to the lower class and grow 

less because of a smaller specific area while in the MRA new bubbles are averaged with 

those that already exist, which have a bigger radius and larger specific area resulting in 

higher growth rates. However, in this case classes are not static and are inverted from the 

moments of the BSD, which means that abscissa can freely move without the restriction 

of a scale. As a result nucQMOM is even more accurate than MC, which will need an 

enormous number of classes to match nucQMOM accuracy. 

The combined algorithm nucQMOM avoids the generation of a singular matrix due to nu-
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cleation. Results are more accurate and realistic when compared to the MRA and MC. The 

more classes are used the better results are obtained; however, round off errors and stabil

ity of the PD algorithm crashes the solver for N > 6. Despite this limitation, N = 3 has 

been proven to give very good results as has already been pointed out by Marchisio et al. 

[90]. Analysis of key parameters for the QMOM case leads to the same conclusions as for 

theMRA. 
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Figure 9.23: Radius of bubbles. 

9.2.6 OD He nucleation in Pb15.7Li: PSA models comparison 

All the three tested models (MRA, MC, nucQMOM), have been proven to be mass conser

vative. Results show the same tendencies and key parameters lead to similar or identi

cal conclusions. When comparing the averaged radius (see Fig. 9.24) it is shown that all 
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three models yield similar values, hence, being qualitatively and quantitatively consistent 

among them. 

Solvers behave as expected for the OD case and show that MRA, the less accurate model, 

introduces an error with respect to the most accurate models, MC and nucQMOM, which 

is less than 15%. 

Due to the lack of experimental data none of the models can be validated ; however, simula

tions show a classical nucleation and growth behaviour and have been numerically verified. 

BelFoam© has been implemented in such a way that the nucleation model can be adjusted 

to experimental data without changing the source code. So, realistic results can be achieved 

with the correct experimentally determined parameters (see Chapter. 5 for more details on 

the nucleation model's parameters). 
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Figure 9.24: Mean radius comparison. 

9.2.7 ID MRA bubble transport model verification in Pb15.7Li 

A simple lD case consisting in 500 cells r epresenting a 0.5m length horizontal domain 

is simulated in order to verify the MRA, MC and QMOM methods for different BSDs. A 

constant inlet He bubble concentration of 105 bubbles/m3
, a He supersaturation ratio 'I/; =5 

and a velocity of 10- 3 m/s are set at the inlet. Note that the bubbles' velocity is that of 

the LM for the aforementioned models. Atomic He generation rate is set to zero to inhibit 

nucleation phenomenon so as to test bubble transport only. Pressure and temperature are 
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set to constant HCLL nominal values of2 bar and 723.15 K. Material properties have been 

taken as presented in App. A. 

Three different BSDs (Gaussian, Exponential and Flat) have been chosen in order to test 

the behaviour of the methods and to compare results (all three cases have been set to 

equivalent conditions). 

For the MC case, the bubble population has been distributed in 11 classes as shown in 

Fig. 9.25 (note that the abscissas are expressed per volume of a bubble). Initial radius of 

each class has been computed with the He EoS (Sec. 5.2.3). Classes are set to be static in 

order to have always a constant number of classes: in this simple case there is no need 

to redistribute the classes by their size or mass as there is no nucleation and because the 

total number of classes is low. 

For the QMOM case, six BSD moments, calculated from the 11 MC classes, have been 

inverted with the PD algorithm so as to obtain 3 QMOM classes. In this case, classes 

cannot be static because the QMOM method does not transport them, but the moments of 

the BSD. 

The steady state BSDs at the end of the channel (x=0.5 m) for the simulated case are shown 

in Fig. 9.26. 

For the MC case, classes with a bigger radius grow faster resulting in a wider BSD. Due 

to this latter fact, the larger the radius is the smaller the difference between neighbour 

classes becomes. This effect, that can be observed for the three tested BSDs, has less impact 

on the exponential BSD as the lowest abscissas class holds the most of the population. It 

must be noted that lower classes have no time to absorb enough He so as to jump to the 

following higher classes. 

The QMOM case reproduces the same behaviour, but the lowest class increases its weight 

on the solution due to the fact that bubbles with smaller radius have absorbed more He 

than those with smaller ones. As a result, the Gaussian and exponential BSDs show very 

low values for the highest class when compared to the other classes (omitted in Fig. 9.26 as 

NQ.b <10- 5
). It is worth to be noted that the inversion of the MC's BSDs give the QMOM 

BSDs with less than a 5% of error. 
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Figure 9.25: lD case initial BSD for MC and QMOM. 

When comparing the Gaussian and the exponential BSD for the QMOM case it can be 

observed that steady state solutions are very close, but not equal. The inversion of the 

initial BSD moments leads to a distribution with similar statistical moments. Another 

interesting detail is that the inversion of the flat BSD moments gives a Gaussian-like 

QMOM BSD with the same exact statistical moments as for the MC BSD, which may lead 

to numerically correct, but unrealistic results. 

Comparing the radii as predicted for the three methods in Fig. 9.26 it can be seen that 

despite QMOM is not transporting the bubble concentration, it has the same tendency 

within the same range. All three methods give similar results, but very different BSDs. 
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When comparing the mean radius (averaged per number of bubbles) for each BSD some 

differences arise. For the Gaussian BSD both, QMOM and MC give a larger mean radius 

than that of the MRA, which seems to underestimate bubble growth. On the contrary, MC 

and QMOM take into account the faster growth rate of the highest classes. This tendency 

changes for the exponential distribution, which has the most of its population placed in the 

lowest classes. It turns out that both the MRA and the MC methods give similar results, 

while QMOM predicts smaller bubble sizes. The reason of this later effect is the fact that 

QMOM freely moves the abscissas without any static boundary, which may result in more 

realistic bubble sizes for sharp BSDs. Finally, for the flat BSD mean radius, a similar 

tendency as that of the exponential BSD is found. In this case, however, the MRA mean 

radius is higher than that of the MC case, but the difference is almost negligible. 
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Figure 9.27: Gaussian BSD mean radius comparison. 

It can be concluded that the three methods give qualitatively similar results, specially 

MRA and MC, but QMOM seems to give better results for sharp BSDs, which is the most 

probable case under nucleation conditions. It also has to be pointed out that radius evolu

tion along the channel give similar results showing no significant dependency on the initial 

BSD. 

The impossibility to validate the results, together with the conclusions derived from the 

performed simulations show that it is very interesting to build experimental devices and 

to continue developing and verifying numerical tools as the one presented in this thesis. 
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Figure 9.28: Exponential BSD mean radius comparison. 
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Figure 9.29: Flat BSD mean radius comparison. 

9.2.8 2D PDP two-phase transport model verification in Pb15.7Li 

A plume 2D type case has been chosen to verify BelFoam© code. This kind of simulations 

are widely used to verify and validate PDP model implementations in CFD codes because 

experimental devices for such set-ups are easy to build and operate, and due to the fact that 

data acquisition is rather simple. Some examples can be found in Rusche [121], Jakobsen 

et al. [70], Suzuki et al. [1:)6], Hibiki et al. [62] among others. 
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outlet 

gas inlet 

Figure 9.30: Plu1ne simulation scheme. 

A Pb15.7Li column has been simplified to a 2D domain O.lm width and 0.5m high, dis

cretized in 150000 cells (see Fig. 9.30). He bubbles are injected at the bottom of the column 

at a constant rate. Mesh has been refined near the walls and at the center of the domain 

matching the gas inlet in order to improve accuracy. LM is static at the begining of the 

simulation and gas velocity is set to a constant value of O.lm/s at the inlet with a mean ra

dius of 1.015x 10-·1 m. System is pressurized to 2 bar and velocity BCs are set to no slip BC 

at the walls and zero gradient BC at the top outlet. Transient simulation towards steady 

state is run for 10 seconds. 

Material properties, have been taken as presented in App. A for an isothermal case at 

723.15 K. No nucleation condition is achieved by setting the He concentration slightly 

above saturation, which at the same time avoids bubble collapse. 

Velocity fields at the end of the simulation (10 s) are shown in Fig. 9.33. System reaches a 

quasi-stationary state after 7 s of simulation. After this point the plume changes with very 

small oscillations along the X axis, reaching a stable periodical state in about 2s. 

Bubble velocity reaches a very high value with respect to the liquid, that remains almost 
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He INLET 

Figure 9.31: Mesh detail at the bottom of the column. 
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Figure 9.32: Central bubble velocity profile for Y axis. 

unaffected by the dispersed phase. This behaviour was expected as bubbles are very small 

and Pbl5.7Li viscosity is very low. Dispersed phase-Pb15. 7Li interaction may be neglected 

as the maximum load Am.a., =1.15x 10-2
, the maximum Stokes number reaches values al

ways much higher than 1 (St.«,max =36.25) and there is no interaction among bubbles as 

spacing is also always much greater that the unit ((L,/ D,),,w, =4.29): the assumptions 

previously made for the presented case hold. 

He dispersed gas phase rapidly accelerates along the column as shown in Fig. 9.32, without 

reaching the constant terminal velocity uP&Li,=- Two interesting effects can be observed 

when analyzing the Pb15.7Li velocity field in Fig. 9.33(a). At the bottom, close to the lower 

wall where the inlet is placed, some vortices are formed as shown in Fig. 9.33(b). This 
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effect is a consequence of the displacement of the continuous phase at the gas inlet due to 

the gas injection. At the top of the column, where the whole boundary is an outlet set to 

zero gradient BC for velocity, a near-boundary effect can be observed. It is widely known 

that the farthest the BC is the better the simulation results are. Hence, in the present case 

BC numerically affects the simulation, resulting in unrealistic velocities for the Pbl5.7Li. 

Dispersed phase velocities are affected because of the numerical error induced by the BC 

proximity, as well. 

PDP phase's void fraction and mean radius are shown in Fig. 9.34(a) and Fig. 9.34(b). Bub

ble residence time is so small that bubbles do not have time enough to grow. In addition, 

He concentration is so close to the saturation concentration that absorption of He can be 

neglected. Bubbles are in contact with fresh Pb15. 7Li with a higher concentration of dis

solved He at the external region of the plume, and as a result, void fraction is slightly 

higher in this region. Despite this latter fact, bubble growth happens mostly due to the 

change in hydrostatic pressure, as bubbles rise along the column expanding themselves, 

specially at the center of the plume. Plume shape is not affected by hydrodynamics or in

stabilities as bubbles do not interact significantly with the Pb15.7Li, resulting in a straight 

plume. 

It must be noted that the lack of experimental data on small bubbles rising, or moving, in 

LM with low viscosities and high densities makes impossible to validate the model results. 

Despite this limitation, code shows promising predictive capabilities. 
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Figure 9.33: Plume velocity fields. 
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9.3 T related models 

9.3.1 OD He nucleation in Pb15. 7Li with T absorption into He Bubbles 

Coupled T transport has been verified for a single CV containing Pb15. 7Li , u sing the MRA 

algorithm with T absorption into He bubbles. Velocities are set to zero (no convection). 

Atomic He and T generation rate are set to a constant value of 10- 7 mol/(m3s); pressure and 

temperature are set to constant values of 2 bar and 450 °C. Diffusivities and solubilities of 

T and He, together with other material properties, have been taken as presented in App. A 

at HCLL breeding blanket operation conditions. 

The same conditions and nucleation parameters as in Sec. 9.2.1 are used in order to com

pare both results and analyse the T absorption effect on the bubble size. 

Sievert's coefficient for T in Pb15. 7Li has been taken from Reiter [119] and Aiello et al. [ 4] 

experiments (see App. A.4). There is a large discrepancy in the T law derived from these 

two experiments, so both have been used and compared. 

T absorption is highly dependent on Sievert's coefficient as shown in Figs. 9.35 where mass 

transfer coefficient has been set to a constant value of 105 m/s [129]. Even for the lowest 

Sievert's coefficient, with very long residence times, the amount of absorbed T does not 

have a significant impact on the bubble volume. Mean radius is only increased by less than 

a 15% with respect to the nucleation case without T absorption (see Figs. 9.36). 
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Sensitivity of T absorption to the mass transfer coefficient has been analysed, assuming 

the process is diffusion limited, using both Reiter and Aiello solubility values. Comparing 

Figs. 9.37 and 9.38, it can be observed that results are quite different: k:,!f~"pbLi is two 

orders of magnitude higher than Reiter's so that, with Aiello's data, the equilibrium T 2 

concentration in the gas phase is significantly lower, along with the rate of absorption into 

the bubbles. As a result the amount of absorbed T for Reiter's solubility is three orders 

of magnitude higher than that for Aiello's. The variation of km ,T - LM has no significant 

effect on T absorption for neither Reiter's nor Aiello's solubility values, as the process is 

completely controlled by the solubility. 
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Figure 9.38: Evolution ofT2 gas concentration for 
SOLE's data. 

These behaviours can be observed, as well, when comparing the mean radius of the bubble 

population. For for Reiter's solubility value mean bubble radius stays almost unaffected 

since very little T2 is absorbed (Fig. 9.39). Mean bubble radius evolution figure for Aiello's 

solubility has been omitted as the amount of absorbed T is much smaller than that for 

Reiter's, so that no significant change is observed with respect to Fig. 9.39. It must be 

noted that the impact of the absorption process on the bubbles volume does not become 

significant even after a long residence time. Residence times in nominal conditions of a 

LM BB (e.g. HCLL) are much shorter. Hence, bubble swelling by T 2 absorption can be 

neglected in the simulation of a HCLL BU. 

IfT absorption is assumed to be a recombination limited process, it shows to be sensitive to 

the recombination coefficient despite that the amount of absorbed T is very low, as shown 
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in Fig. 9.40, which means a negligible impact on the bubbles's volume. 
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Conjugate transfer model implemented in BelFoam"' with the FFSB and SFFB algorithms 

can be easily validated for some very well known conjugate heat transfer analytical solu

tions. 

Firstly, the solver is validated for a 2 domain case consisting in two infinite slabs with 

different boundary conditions and material properties (i.e., thermal resistance) as shown 

in Fig. 9.41. 

Analytical solution at steady state is given by the following expressions: 

Ts, In, - Ts, lr = -qk ( Xo k~, x,) 

Ts1 101 ~ 'l~ull..· = _/q 
io 

(9.1) 

(9.2) 

(9.3) 

where T is temperature, :i, are the coordinates of each surface n or interface r, q is the 

heat flux in W/m2
, k, are the thermal conductivities in in W/mK and h, are the convective 

coefficients in W/m'K. 
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51 52 51 52 

(a) 2 Domains, sam properties and fixed (b) 2 Domains, different properties and 
BCs. fixed BCs. 

' 
Sl I S2 

T bu1k 

Ts1 I r ~ IT.I, 
(c) 2 Domains, different properties, Fixed and 
Robin BCs. 

Figure 9.41: 2 domains validation configurations 

The following BCs and parameters are set: 

Common parameters and BC: 

x o = Orn 

X 1 = 0.05 ffi 

x2 = 0.1 m 

Ts1 I = Ts2 I r , r 1 

8Ts, I _ 8Ts2 1 as, --;:;-- - as2 --;:;--ux r, ux r, 

Case 1: 

a s, ,s2 = 5.35 10- 6 m2/s (Eu'97) 

Tn, = 750K 

Tn 2 = 720 K 

Case 2: 

Case 3: 

123 

as , = 5.35 x l0- 6 m2/s (Eu'97) 

as2 = 8.901 x 10- 6 m2/s (Pb15.7Li) 

Tn , = 750 K 

Tn2 = 720 K 

a s, = 5.35 x l0-6 m2/s (Eu'97) 

a s2 = 8.901 x l0- 6 m2/s (Pb15.7Li) 

hn, = 5050 W/m2K 

Tn, = 720 K 

Tn2 = 750 K 
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As shown in Fig. 9.42 all three cases fit perfectly in with the analytical solution. Hence, 

conjugate transfer is validated for two-domain cases with fixed and Robin BC at steady 

state. Note that Fig. 9.42(c) has been set up differently, so as to check that the solver has 

no preferential direction and can solve the case regardless of the order of the domains and 

BC positions. 

750 ·-...-... "' ., 
conjugate solver (CHT) 

,, 
conjugate solver (CHT) 

"' '""· analytltlll solution 745 r .......... -........ ~nalytlc~I solution 

" .. ., 

'" " '" 
,, . ,, 

;;' " ;;' ·, 
;:: "' ·,, ;:: "' "·· '•. 

"' 
~, . ..._ 

730 r '"· • '... . .. 
"' ~"' 

725 r 
-..... ..._ ..... 

"' "' o,oo 0,02 0,04 0,06 0,08 0,10 0,00 0,02 0,04 0,06 o,os 0,10 

x [ m] x ( m] 

(a) Same properties and fixed BCs. (b) Different properties and fixed BCs. 

"' ...----...-···· .· 
conjugate solver (CHTJ // 

"' analytjcal soluUon .• 
// 

/ 

"' ,• 
/ 

;;' 
/ 
/ 

;:: "' _/ 

·' ,/ 

'" .. 
"' / 

/ 
•' 

'" o,oo 0,02 0,04 0,06 0,08 0,10 

x (ml 

(c) Different properties with Fixed and Robin BCs. 

Figure 9.42: 2 domains validations 
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The next step is to add a third domain in order to validate BelFoam® in its multi-domain 

mode at steady state. 

Tsilm 

(a) Different properties and fixed BCs. (b) Different properties and Robin BCs. 

Figure 9.43: 3 domains configurations 

The following BCs and parameters have been set: 

Common parameters and BC: 

xo =Orn 

XJ = 0.05 Ill 

a,:2 = 0.1 m 

X3 = 0.15 m 

r,, I = 1:s-, I 
rl r1 

Case 1: 

o:s1 ,s3 = 5.35x10-6 m 2 /s (Eu197) 

Case 2: 

<>s2 = 8.901x 10-5 m2/s (Pbl5.7Li) 

70, = 720 K 

To, = 750 K 

a-s1,s3 = 5.35x10-6 m 2/s (Eu'97) 

as,= 8.90lxl0- 6 m2/s (Pb15.7Li) 

hn 1 = 5050 W/m2 K 

'1lnt11..-,n 1 = 720 K 

hn 3 = 5050 W/m2 K 

1bv11..-,n 3 = 750 K 

Analytical solution can be found the same way as for the two-domain cases. As shown in 

Fig. 9.44 both cases fit perfectly in with the analytical solution. Hence, conjugate transfer 

is validated for multi-domain cases with fixed and robin BC at steady state. 

As has already been pointed out in Sec. 8.3.4 a law has to be complied at the interface 

between two domains. Following the same heat transfer analogy used in the previous 

validations a law is set at both interfaces of the most complex case (see Fig. 9.43(b)) as 

a heat transfer resistance due to a thermal gap. No analytical solution exists for this 
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'" 

x[m] 

(a) Different properties and fixed BCs. 

'" 
~ 735 r 
>-

• conjugate solver (CHT) 

--~ ana!ytkat so1uUon 

,~//' 

730 /'// 

725 r ..-"_... .......... .. 
_. ......... .. 

,...,,.. ... ...-····· 
/ 

/ 

'''~~~~~~~~~-~~~~~~ 
0,00 0,02 0,04 0,06 o,os 0,10 0,12 0,14 

x[m] 

(b) Different properties and Robin BCs. 

Figure 9.44: 3 domains validations 

case, however, temperature at robin BC's surfaces have to match those of Fig. 9.44(b) and 

temperatures at the interfaces have to comply with the imposed laws. As shown in Fig. 9.45 

solver's solution meets the imposed laws at interfaces and BCs, hence, solver is validated 

for multi-domain cases at steady state. 

750~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

T,. ............. ···"" 745 Laws: 

740 

735 

730 

conjugate solver (CHT) 

1.005 T,.=T1b 

1.005 Tl
0
=Tlb 

T 

725 ..................... . 

720 _L _L 

0,00 0,02 0,04 0,06 0,08 0,10 0,12 0,14 

x [ m] 

-

Figure 9.45: 3 Domains with different properties, laws at the interfaces and Robin BCs. 

To this point the conjugate transfer solver has been validated for steady state, but it is also 

coded to be transient. Some transient conduction problems may be treated approximately 

by considering the body to be initially at a uniform temperature and suddenly changing 
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the temperature of one of its surfaces. Conjugate solution for three domains with the same 

properties, no thermal gaps and the same initial conditions has to match that of a single 

domain. Therefore, BelFoam® can be validated against a single domain transient heat 

transfer in a semi-infinite body analytical solution. 

The following parameters and BCs are set for the validation case: 

Parameters: 

xo = Orn 

X1 = 0.05 ffi 

X2 = 0.1 ffi 

X3 = 0.15 m 

as1,S2,S3 = 6.25 x l0- 6 m2/s (Eu'97) 

To= 720 K 

BCs: 

The analytical solution approximation for the transient case is given by the following ex

pression: 

T(x, t) -T03 = er f(-x-) 
T0 - Tn

3 
J4(ri 

(9.4) 

where er f () is the Gaussian error function and t is time. 

750 

CHT Analytic time 
100 s 

745 200 s 
300 s 

740 
500 s 

1000 s 

~ 

::.: 735 
..... 
I-

730 

725 

720 
0,00 0,02 0,04 0,06 0,08 0,10 0,12 0,14 

x [ m] 

Figure 9.46: 3 Domains transient validation. 
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Note that as time increases the error at the zero gradient BC ('21 ) may also increase because 

of the use of the er f(), which is numerically evaluated, and due to the proximity of the BC 

(i.e the farthest the BC is the more accurate the solution becomes). Despite this slight 

errors, the solver solution is in perfect agreement with the analytic solution. 

9.3.3 ID T adsorption and permeation through Eu'97 

Once the solver has been validated for conjugate transfer a mass transport case is chosen 

for verification and validation in equilibrium. T adsorption onto Eu'97 SM and diffusion 

through the Eu'97 are verified against analytical solution for a non-convective case in equi

librium. Three conjugated domains are simulated as a lD problem, where atomic T in a 

central Pb15.7Li domain is depleted by diffusion through two layers ofEu'97 placed at each 

side. lD mesh consists of5 cells for each Eu'97 domain and 40 cells for the central Pb15.7Li 

(see Fig. 9.47). Central domain has been refined at the Pb15.7Li -Eu'97 interface in order 

to calculate the mass fluxes with a better accuracy and to avoid numerical instability. 

f SM~ LM 
• • ~ • 9 • • • I I 

Figure 9.47: Scheme of the three domains and nodalization (simplified for central domain 1:2). 

For t=Os T concentration is set to 10- 3 mol/m3 in the Pb15.7Li and to zero in the Eu'97. Con

centration at the CSC surface is set to a constant value of 10-s mol/m3 • System will evolve 

and T will be depleted from the Pb15. 7Li until the system reaches equilibrium. Diffusiv

ity and solubility, together with other material properties, have been taken as presented 

in App. A at HCLL breeding blanket operation conditions. Reiter's Sievert's coefficient is 

used for the simulation and Eu'97 T Sievert's coefficient is taken from Esteban et al. [34]. 

Eu'97 surface in contact with Pb15.7Li is assumed to be clean. 

Depletion by diffusion, as expected, shows to be an extremely slow process: system reaches 

equilibrium after 107 s with a concentration profile which is in good agreement with im

posed equilibrium BC (CT,Eu=2.46-' mo1Jm3
, CT,Eu/CT,PbLi =0.048), as presented in Sec 8.3.4. 
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6.0x10·7 

SM LM SM 

5.0x10'7 

4.0x10" 

"e 
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' u 2.0xlO"' 1x10• s 
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1.ox10·1 4x105 s 
5x10' s 
6xto' s 
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0.0 
0.01 0.03 o.os 0.07 0.09 0.11 0.13 0.15 
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Figure 9.48: 3 domains conjugate transport profile. 

9.3.4 ID sensitivity analysis for T adsorption with He bubbles at the in
terface 

In this section, the capabilities of the implemented code are presented together with sensi

tivity analyses to the percentage of area covered by He bubbles an,,io as defined in Sec 8.3.4.1. 

Moreover, two cases, one assuming that bubbles are in equilibrium with Eu'97 and Pbl5. 7Li 

and another for a surface limited process at the Pb15. 7Li -gas bubble and gas bubble

Eu'97 , are analysed. 

The same configuration as in Sec 9.3.3 is used: three conjugated domains are simulated 

as a lD problem, where atomic T in a central Pb15. 7Li domain is depleted by diffusion 

through two layers ofEu'97 placed at each side (see Fig. 9.47, 1:4 scale). lD mesh consisted 

of 20 cells for each Eu'97 domain and 80 cells for the central Pb15. 7Li , each domain 0.05m 

width. Central domain was refined at the Pb15. 7Li -Eu'97 interface in order to calculate 

the mass fluxes with a better accuracy and to avoid numerical instabilities. 

Material properties have been taken as presented in App. A at typical HCLL breeding 

blanket operating conditions. 

T diffusivity and solubility in Eu'97 are taken from Esteban et al. [34] at 450°C. Reiter 

[119] solubility is used for Pbl5.7Li. 

1.119 x 10-• m 2/s 

l.82f, x io- 2 mol/(m'Pa1i 2
) 
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9. MODELS VALIDATION, VERIFICATION AND ANALYSIS OF RESULTS 

T gradient at the Eu'97 external boundary has been set to zero. This configuration also 

allows to verify mass conservation, as the total mass in the system must be constant for all 

simulation times. At t =0 s T concentration is set to 1x10-5 mol/m3 in the Pb15. 7Li and to 

zero in the SM. System evolution is calculated as a transient simulation until equilibrium 

is met. Note that there is neither He nor T generation due to nuclear reactions. 

Bubble concentration and size is calculated as exposed in Sec 5.2 so as to have the ade

quate a,."''°' He concentration is set to a constant value slightly above the He saturation 

concentration in order to prevent both bubbles redissolution and bubble growth. 

6.0x10·7 

s.ox10·1 

4.0x10·7 

"e 
' 0 3.0x10.7 

E 

u 2.0xl0-7 

1.0x10"7 

0.0 

SM 

a,.,,0 = BQD/o 
recombination 

limited 

t 

lx10• s 
2x10• s 

3x10" s 
4x10° s 
5x105 s 
6x10• s 

1x10
6 

s 

0.01 0.03 0.05 

LM SM 

a,.,.
0 

= QD/o 
equilibrium 

0.07 0.09 0.11 0.13 0.15 

x [ml 

Figure 9.49: Concentration profiles at different times for a.ratio =0% right and cinit.io =80o/o left. 

T concentration profiles at different run times for am''° =0%, assuming bubbles in equilib

rium, and a,atia =80% assuming recombination limited, are shown in Fig. 9.49. Note that 

simulations have been made for SM-LM-SM giving symmetric results. In Fig. 9.49 only 

half of the simulation results is shown for each arn,.io case so as to compare results at a 

given time with clarity. 

For a,atfo =0% case, T is removed from the Pb15.7Li and accumulates in the Eu'97 until 

equilibrium is met. Process is mass conservative and at equilibrium system complies with 

the imposed law at the interface. IfT in the bubbles is assumed to be always in equilibrium 

with Pb15. 7Li and Eu'97 a sensitivity analysis to a,·atio shows the exact result as in Fig. 9.49 

right side. Hence, bubbles do not act as a permeation barrier. 
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If mass transfer is surface limited, which is a more realistic case, the amount of permeated 

T can be dramatically reduced. For T homonuclear recombination reaction at the inter

faces, that is T+ T-+T2 , with a recombination constant of 4.lO x 10- 4 m4/(mol s) (Esteban 

et al. [34]) at the Pbl5.7Li -gas bubble interface and l.8l x l0- 2 m4 /(mol s) (Pisarev et al. 

[114]) at the gas-bubble-Eu'97, Figs. 9.49 left side and 9.50 show the effect of the bubbles 

on the permeation process. 

T concentration profiles at different run times for aratio = 80% are shown in Fig. 9.49. T 

is removed from the Pb15.7Li and accumulates in the Eu'97 until the same equilibrium 

as in Fig. 9.49 right side is met. Process is also mass conservative and equilibrium com

plies with the imposed law at the interface as well. Comparing both cases, aratio = 0% and 

aratio = 80% it can be observed that bubbles at the interface slow down the permeation 

process significantly. 
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1.ox10·• 

9 .0xlO" 

8 .0xlO" 
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Figure 9.50: Concentration profiles at different aratio for t = 2·105 s . 

A sensitivity analysis to different aratio is shown in Fig. 9.50. The more the bubbles cover 

the interface the less T permeates to the Eu'97 at a given time. Bubbles act as a permeation 

barrier. Note that mass is conserved for all simulated cases. 

It must be noted that the Pb15.7Li -Eu'97 interface has been assumed to be always in 

equilibrium following the ratio of solubilities law. As a result, even with a recombination 

limiting process at the gas-bubble-SM interface, the permeation through the Pb15. 7Li -
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Figure 9.51: Example domains and interfaces. 

Eu'97 interface controls the mass tr ansfer phenomenon. However, when a ratio reaches high 

values, up to 90%, Pbl5. 7Li -Eu'97 weight on the permeation process is reduced r apidly. It 

can be concluded, under the simulated conditions, that mass transfer is Pb15.7Li - Eu'97 

controlled unless most of the surface is covered with bubbles. For a ratio = 100% the process 

is r ecombination limited and permeation is dramatically reduced. Fig. 9.50 shows the 

aforementioned effects. 

9.3.5 2D analysis for adsorption with a micro-phase at the interface 

Following the connectivity graph in Sec. 8.3.4.2, Fig 8.9, a representative configuration 

(Fig 9.51) has been chosen in order to show the capabilities of the algorithm and to verify 

the results. 

All domains have been chosen to be solid phases for simplicity. The following proper t ies 

are set : 
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Dn, = 1x10-s m'/s 

Initial conditions and BC have been set as follows: 

de[ 
dn, r ,, 

'--

dC I 
dn I' :>,l 

~~[, 
"' 

= 0 

de[ =o 
dn r 

" 

de[ -o 
dn r -

4,2 

9.3 T related models 

Two cases have been simulated to test the algorithm: a case with no micro-phases at any 

interface and a second one with a micro-phase, which consists in spherical cap bubbles 

attached to the surface, at the r 1 , 1 interface. Bubbles, with a mean radius of 5 10-1 m, are 

set to cover a 90% of the interface. 

Concentration fields at equilibrium for n1 are shown in Fig 9,52 after 500 s, When com

paring the two simulated cases, Fig 9,52(a) and Fig 9,52(b), the micro-phase reduces mass 

transfer towards n, significantly, resulting in a higher concentration in n1 • 

Concentration field in n, without micro-phase (Fig 9,53(a)) shows a higher concentration 

than that with bubbles (Fig 9,53(b)). Concentrations at the r 2 ,,1 and r,, 5 comply with the 

imposed laws, 

Concentration fields for 0 3 and n,1 (Fig 9,54) show a perfect continuity at the f 3 ,3 - r,,, 
interface, as both domains have the same properties, which verifies again the imposed 

solubility law, 

System reaches equilibrium with the following homogeneous concentrations in each do

main: 
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c1moe1m'J C(mol l m'J 

2.230£-07 U3SE.()7 
2.2021!.()7 2.SHE..07 
2.174£.()7 2.542E-07 

2.147E-07 2.49SE.07 
2.119!..07 2.4411£.07 
2.0111£.07 2.4102£-07 
2.0UE.07 2.35SE.07 
2.03SE.07 2.308E-07 
2 .008E..07 2.261£-07 

1.HOE..07 2.215£-07 

(a) No bubbles. 

Figure 9.52: ni concentration fields (t=500s). 

C (mollm ' J C ( mol l m'J 

2.17SE·06 2.310E·06 
1.984E-06 2.103E· 06 
1.794E·06 1.898E· 06 
1.603E· 06 1.689E-06 
1.412E-06 1.482E·06 
1.222E·06 1.275E•06 
1.031E·06 1.068E·06 
8.403E·07 8.606E·07 
6.497E·07 6.S36E·07 
4.S90E·07 4.465E-07 

(a) No bubbles. 

Figure 9.53: nz concentration fileds (t=500s). 

Cn1 
8 x 10-s moJ/m3 

Cn2 8 x 10- 1 moJ/m3 

Cn3 1.2x 10- 6 moJ/m3 

Cn. 1.2 x 10- 6 moJ/m3 

Note that concentrations fully meet the imposed laws at the interfaces. 
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C(mol l m 1 ) 

6.590£-07 
6.016£.()7 
5.442E.()7 

4.S&aE.07 
4.294E-07 
3.721£.()7 

3.147E.07 
2.573E-07 
1.999E-07 
1.425E-07 

(a) No bubbles. 

C(mol t m>J 

6.400E-07 
5.828E-07 
5 .256 E·07 
4.683E·07 

4.111E·07 
3.539E·07 
2.967 E·07 
2.394E·07 
1.822E-07 
1.250E·07 

t 
I 

9.3 T related models 

Figure 9.54: D3 and D4 and concentration fields (t=500s). 

9.3.6 2D axisymmetric analysis for T absorption into He bubbles 

Once the sensitivity to the most important parameters regarding T absorption has been 

assesed, a 3D case, simplified due to its geometry to a 2D axisymmetric case, is presented. 

As has already been mentioned, the mass transfer model does not affect significantly the 

amount of absorbed T, which is very low for most of the cases. In a zero-dimensional case, 

hydrodynamic effects as well as possible permeation related effects cannot be observed, so 

the present case is exposed in order analyze how hydrodynamic structures like vortices 

may have a significant impact on T inventory and to show the code capabilities. 

A sudden expansion in a Pb15. 7Li flowing pipe has been chosen in order to show the ef

fect of the well-known vortices or recirculation zones that this type of geometry generates. 

Many authors, e.g. Buhler et al. [18], who studied the magneto-hydrodynamic (MHD) ef

fects ofLM in a sudden expansion and Guo et al. [56] or Biswas et al. [14], have exten sively 

studied and modelled these types of geometries. In addition, sudden expansion backward 

facing step (BFS) is a widely used benchmark problem for CFD validating purposes, so the 

vortices in these systems are well known structures. In the present analysis no MHD or 

thermal hydraulic (TH) effects are considered so as to show only the effect of T absorption 

into He bubbles. 
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Figure 9.55: Case geometry. 

Case geometry, meshed in .-vl05 wedge type cells, and boundaries are shown in Fig. 9.55. 

An expansion ratio of 1.5 has been chosen in order to have a significant recirculation zone. 

A constant temperature of 723.15 Kand 2 bar pressure is set together with the same pa

rameter values as in Sec. 9.2.1. Hydrodynamics are simulated with an standard turbulent 

k-w SST OpenFOAM® solver, suitable for low-Prandtl LMs, at a O.Olm/s inlet constant ve

locity (Re=200). He and T concentration in the Pbl5. 7Li at the inlet is set to a constant 

value of 0.0004 mol/m3 and 0.001 mol/m3 respectively. He concentration is set to a value 

slightly above saturation in order to avoid bubble collapse and to keep bubble growth due 

to He diffusion very low. 

Regarding He bubbles, a constant inlet bubble concentration of 105 bubbles/m 3 with a mean 

radius of 4.5x 10- 5 m is set, which corresponds to a void fraction of 3.5 x l0- 5
• Note that in 

the present case no nucleation will occur, however, the exposed implementation is able to 

solve such type of systems. Bubbles enter the system T free. 

The hydrodynamic steady state solution is shown in Fig. 9.56. Despite the fact that it is not 

the aim of this work to analyse the hydrodynamics of the presented system , it should be 

noted that the simulation shows the formation of the well-known vortices or recirculation 

zones at the BFS. Note that this type of sudden expansions will be present in fusion reactor 

LM cooling loops. 
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Figure 9.56: Velocity stream lines over velocity magnitude field. 
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Figure 9.57: Void fraction. 
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Figure 9.58: T2 concentration in the bubbles. 

Once the hydrodynamic steady state solution has been found, He and T transport simu

lation is run for 4000s as a post-process, but no steady state solution is found as bubbles 

will keep growing inside the vortex. Hence, such bubbles keep absorbing T, but with a non

significant impact on the void fraction as shown in Fig. 9.57 (with an increase ofless than 

1% due to T absorption and ofless than 10% due to He absorption, as CHe,LM > C:t;,LM). 
Fig. 9.59 shows the evolution of T concentration inside the bubbles and the void fraction 

at the vortex centre, both with similar tendencies. Despite the fact that Fig. 9.59 tendency 

seems to evolve towards an steady state, it is never reached as bubbles will keep grow

ing by absorbing T and He from the inlet stream. The amount of absorbed T may have 

a significant impact on the T inventory as shown in Fig. 9.58 (concentration is expressed 

per LM volume); the longer the bubbles stay in the vortex, the more T will be removed 

from the bulk liquid. Moreover, as the vortex is very close to the pipe wall, there may be 
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a substantial effect on the T permeation through the pipe's structural material. Note that 

T concentration is higher for the bubbles placed at the lower wall. Quantification of such 

phenomenon is out of the scope of the present work. 
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Figure 9.59: Molecular T2 concentration in the bubbles and void fraction at the vortex centre. 

The present case shows from a qualitative and quantitative viewpoint how vortices may 

have a significant impact on T inventory in the presence of He bubbles for the presented 

case. This fact has to be taken into account for HCLL TBM design, safety and operation 

purposes. 
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10 

BelFoam© Capabilities and 
Applications for Fusion 
Technology 

10.1 Introduction 

Once the implemented models in BelFoam© code were validated or verified, the code has 

been used to simulate some fusion technology systems, being the BB channels the main 

subject. The performed simulations can only be analysed from a qualitative point of view 

in order to show BelFoam© capabilities due to the lack of experimental data, needed to 

fully validate the code. Despite this limitation, validations and verifications of the code 

presented in previous chapters, show that the code is suitable and reliable to perform 

qualitative analyses and to detect design key parameters, problems and behaviours of the 

simulated systems. 

In addition to HCLL BU channel simulations, the code has been applied to an ancillary 

system, like the T extraction system (TES), and to an orifice plate to assess the pressure 

driven nucleation .. 
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10.2 HCLL breeding blanket channels 

10.2.1 HCLL channel simulation 

The high complexity of a full 3D HCLL-BU requires a high resolution simulation; i.e. a very 

fine mesh. At the present day, and with the current available resources at the Thermal

Hydraulics Studies Group in the UPC, a full HCLL-BU simulation is computationally un

affordable. So a simplified case, consisting in a single channel, is chosen as a first step. 

Simulation of a simplified case may not only save computational resources and time, but 

allow the detection of errors as well as the analysis of key parameters. 

In a second step a C-shape channel is simulated in order to take into account the 180° turn 

at the section closest to the first wall, where thermal deposition and T generation is higher. 

This simplification corresponds to the inlet and outlet channels closer to the stiffening plate 

of a HCLL-BU. 

10.2.1.1 Mesh, parameters and BCs 

HCLL-BU layout has a main C-shape rectangular section conduit divided in horizontal 

parallel channels by cooling plates (see Rampal et al. [118] for more details on the layout). 

The simulated single conduit consists of an inlet-flowing channel 0. 7 m long and 0.04 m 

wide, which corresponds to any of the HCLL-BU inlet channels between cooling plates. 

Channel has been meshed using OpenFOAM's blockmesh mesher into 44800 control vol

umes, conforming a rectangular uniform structured mesh. 

" J: 

FW 
csc 
t t t t t t t t t t 

--~~----------------------------------------- ----- ----- - ------------------------------------

j LM ... 
-·52 ·--------------------------------------------------------------------------------·-----

l l l l l l l l l l l l l l 
csc 

Figure 10.1: Single channel scheme. 
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For the C-shape conduit an inlet and an outlet-flowing channel, both 0. 7 m long and 

0.004 m wide, joined by a 0.005m wide C-shape turn is simulated. Channel has been 

meshed into 82000 control volumes, conforming a rectangular unstructured mesh refined 

at the interfaces (see Fig. 10.3). 

" ::i: 
I/I 

:5 .. 

Figure 10.2: C-shape channel scheme. 

Solid SM region (Sl & S2 in Fig. 10.2) is simulated as a 0.002 m thick homogeneous 

medium with constant properties along along the LM fluid channel. 

Conjugate transport between domains (both cases) is numerically unstable; hence, LM 

mesh has been refined at the LM-SM interface. Material properties have been taken from 

the Pb15.7Li database for nuclear fusion technology [94]. Note that CV at both sides of the 

interfaces match perfectly, which will prevent numerical instabilities and flux calculation 

errors. 

Figure 10.3: C-shape channel corner mesh detail. 

Thermal hydraulics of both channels is solved with the OpenFOAM® CDF code. Magneto

hydrodynamic (MHD) effects have not been taken into account for simplicity. For the LM 

velocity a no-slip boundary condition at the walls is set, together with a homogeneous inlet 
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velocity of 0.001 m/s and fully developed flow at the outlet. Laminar flow is assumed and 

buoyancy effects are modelled with the Boussinesq approximation. LM-SM interface heat 

transport is simulated with the conjugate heat and mass transport algorithms (CHT and 

CMT) as presented in this thesis. SM-CSC interface is modelled with a convective BC and 

LM inlet is set to a fixed and homogeneous temperature of723.15 K. 

At the LM-SM interface a solubility ratio law has been set. Solubility in the SM has been 

arbitrarily set to 7e-5x10-' value in order to show the behaviour ofa low T solubility SM 

and the code capabilities for fusion technology applications. Note that this SM solubility 

value will lead to low T concentration in the SM and a higher T concentration in the L. 

Pb15.7Li T diffusivity and solubility [119], together with other material properties, have 

been taken as presented in App. A. 

Convective coefficient at the SM-CSC interface is set to 5050 W/(m2s) (Laffont et al. [76]) 

and CSC bulk temperature is set to 720 K. 

Values for heat deposition, and He and T generation, which decrease exponentially from 

first wall (at x = 0) are taken from Gabriel et al. [ 45]. 

The atomic volume of He v 0 , has been set again to l.7x 10-29 m 3 in order to show the 

solver capabilities as previously justified. Radiation induced nucleation is simulated by 

arbitrarily setting a barrier lowering parameter to 0.5, which corresponds to the barrier 

height of a spherical cap (contact angle 0 = 1T rad). This parameter should, though, be 

adjusted to experimental data in the future. Pre-exponential factor S 0 has been set to a 

value of 1021 bubbles/(m3s). 

Neither Soret effect nor T trapping in SM have been simulated. It is out of the scope of the 

present thesis to perform a detailed modelling and analysis on such topics. 

10.2.1.2 Single channel MRA results 

Solver's MRA transport model has been tested for the single channel HCLL configuration. 

Results of the simulation at steady state are shown in Fig. 10.4, Fig. 10.5 and Fig. 10.6. 

At the end of the channel (i.e, x = 0), where the heating power is higher, a vortex appears 

due to the temperature effect on flotation. It must be noted that vortex formation might 
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be a numerical error effect due to the proximity of the outlet BC. Atomic He concentration 

increases as the LM approaches the first wall; when concentration is about 9.2 c;;:,',,, radi

ation induced HON in the bulk LM begins. Immediately after, atomic He is depleted and 

concentration tends to c;,";,,,. The concentration ofbubbles (which shows a maximum value 

of l.8lxl010 m- 3
) is shown in Fig. 10.5(a). Even with a low concentration of active sites, 

bubbles are produced at the end of the channel; this means that bubbles will be present 

after a few reactor cycles from start-up if there is no high efficient He extraction system 

(Note that current Pb15.7Li loops for HCLL TBM designs implement a He extraction sys

tem, which is still under development). The presence of vortices or stagnant zones may 

cause system performance problems (e.g hot spots can damage the SM; see Fig. 10.4(c) at 

er= 0). Bubble nucleation at the end of the channel could have a significant effect on atomic 

T concentration, affecting T overall inventory and making difficult its extraction by means 

of a permeator. 
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Figure 10.4: HCLL BU single channel thermal-hydraulics. 
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Figure 10.5: HCLL BU single channel He gas phase. 
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Figure 10.6: HCLL BU single channel concentrations. 
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10.2.1.3 Single channel MRA wall nucleation analysis 

Base case in Sec. 10.2.1.2 is simulated taking into consideration wall nucleation. Bubbles 

on the interfaces are assumed to be spherical caps with a contact angle (} = n rad. Pre

exponential factor S0 has been set to a homogeneous value of 1021 bubbles/(m 2s) in all 

the interfaces. As there is no velocity due to the no-slip BC for the walls and bubbles 

are supposed not to detach, a gas film or a dense bubble distribution on the surfaces is 

expected, which may lower the permeation rate dramatically. Bubble nucleation in the 

bulk liquid has been calculated as exposed in Sec. 10.2.1.2. 
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Figure 10.7: Walls bubble concentration. 
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Figure 10.8: Walls T and He concentrations. 

Results are shown in Fig. 10. 7 and Fig. 10.8. Fig. 10. 7 shows the wall bubble concentration 

profiles for both surfaces of the channel. Bubble concentration increases towards the out

let, which is the channel section closest to the first wall. Vortex impact at the lower surface 

leads to less nucleation than that on the upper wall. Note that He and T generation rates 

due to nuclear deposition follow an exponential law and, therefore, nucleation at steady 

state should have a logarithmic profile in the absence of hydrodynamic perturbations. Note 

also that the deviation may be induced by the nucleation onset, as nucleation begins earlier 

close to the first wall. This tendency is shown in Fig. 10.8, where only the nucleation in 

the region under the influence of the vortex differs from the expected exponential law(Note 

that Y-axis in Fig. 10. 7 is in logarithmic scale). 

Bubbles end covering all channel surfaces resulting in a significant increase of the bubble 

concentration. Fig. 10.9 and Fig. 10.6(d) comparison shows that T concentration in the SM 

is dramatically affected by the change of adsorption mechanism onto the walls; permeation 
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Figure 10.9: HCLL BU single channel T concentration in the SM 
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is almost completely inhibited. The formation of a gas film or dense bubble distribution on 

the surfaces act as an effective permeation barrier. The existence of this film implies that 

thermal-hydraulics must be coupled to He nucleation or at least be taken into account 

through a wall function. Gas phase onto the walls may cause two main effects on thermal

hydraulics: no-slip BC will no longer be valid and heat transfer will be largely reduced. As 

a conclusion, wall nucleation may have a noticeable impact on HCLL-BU operation and it 

should be taken into account. 

The modelling of wall nucleation- thermal-hydraulics inter action and the resulting wall 

function or dispersed phase two- phase implementation deserves a dedicated research due 

to its complexity and can be of paramount importance regarding HCLL-BU design. Hence, 

it is completely out of the scope of this work and it might constitute the main aim of a 

thesis itself. 

10.2.1.4 Single channel PDP results 

Solver's PDP two-phase transport model has only been tested for the single channel HCLL 

configuration in order to asses its performance and qualitatively determine the possible 

impact of this model on the results. Schiller drag model as presented in Eq. 7.44 has 

been used for simplicity as the aim of the present section is only to show BelFoam® code's 

capabilities. Note that there is no nucleation at the walls. Particle-particle interaction is 

assumed to be negligible and the rest of properties an parameters are set as in Sec 10.2.1.2. 

Once nucleation has begun, the system is let evolve for 4 s in order to see the bubbles 

behaviour. It should be noted that 4 s of simulation needed 2 weeks of run time; PDP two

phase solvers are so complex that many computational resources are needed. As expected 
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from results in Sec. 9.2.8 bubbles rapidly rise towards the upper wall. Immediately, the 

upper wall close to the end of the channel is fully covered by He bubbles as shown in 

Fig. 10.lO(b) and Fig. 10.lO(c). The rise velocity of the bubbles, shown in Fig. 10.lO(a), is 

so high that bubbles that bubbles accumulate at the upper wall leaving the bulk liquid 

almost free of bubbles. From this results it can be assumed that bubbles will mostly exist 

attached to any wall in the system resulting in a huge impact on on thermal-hydraulics 

and T permeation. Despite the fact that the model is not validated due to the lack of 

experimental data or analytical solutions, simulations show the importance it may have 

a fully implemented, reliable, and robust PDP two-phase solver, and how BelFoam@ has 

proven to be a first step towards this goal. The development of the aforesaid code is a 

complex task and it is out of the scope of the present thesis. 
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Figure 10.10: HCLL BU single channel PDP simulation fields 4 s after nucleation. 
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10.2.1.5 C-shape channel MRA results 

Thermal-hydraulics simulation show again the formation of vortices near the FW where 

the heating power is higher, due to the temperature effect on flotation and duct geome

try (see Fig. 10.ll(a)). Note that C-shape channel results agree with those of the single 

channel; hence, mesh induced errors on the solution and outlet BC proximity may be neg

ligible. The vortices have a significant effect on temperature distribution (Fig. 10.ll(c)): 

temperature is higher where LM local residence time is longer. Fig. 10.ll(d) shows how 

the temperature distribution in the Pbl5.7Li is conjugated to the SM. 

Atomic He concentration increases as the LM approaches the first wall. Nucleation occurs 

first inside the vortices, which are closer to the first wall and where He accumulates. As 

a result, void fraction is higher in the vortices (Fig. 10.12(c)), where bubbles stay trapped 

and growing. Note that just after the C-turn, Pbl5.7Li velocity is high, so bubble concen

tration is low at the vortex edge. Even with a low concentration of active sites, bubbles are 

produced at the end of the channel; this means that bubbles might be present after a few 

reactor cycles from start-up. 

T, like He, also accumulates in the vortices (Fig. 10.13(a)) and when nucleation begins T is 

absorbed into the He gas phase (Fig. 10.13(c)). The amount of T absorbed stays one order 

of magnitude below Pb15. 7Li 's T concentration because nucleated bubbles are small and 

the Sievert's constant for T is high. Despite the fact that the effect of T absorption is low, 

it may have an impact on T inventory. 

The averaged dissolved atomic He and T concentrations at the duct outlet are 2x10- 3 mol/m3 

and 3.14x 10- 3 mol/m3 respectively while the averaged He and T concentrations in the gas 

phase at the duct outlet are 1.4x10- 3 mol/m3 and 1.61 x 10- 4 mol/m3 respectively. It should 

be noted that concentrations are expressed per volume of LM. Absorbed T may also reduce 

the efficiency of T extraction systems by permeation. T permeates through the SM to the 

He CSC; Fig. 10.13(b) shows the atomic T distribution inside the SM. 

T permeation is not significantly affected by absorption (see Fig. 10.13 and Fig. 10.14). In 

the present case, less than 10% of the duct channel surface has bubbles attached to it, 

so t he barrier effect due to a He gas film on the surface is negligible for the simulated 
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Figure 10.11: HCLL BU C-shape channel thermal-hydraulics. 
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Figure 10.12: HCLL BU C-shape channel gas phase and He concentration, 2 bar. 
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Figure 10.13: HCLL BU C-sh ape channel T concentrations, k~dano, 2 bar. 
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Figure 10.14: HCLL BU C-shape channel T concentrations, recombination limited, 2 bar. 
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A ZY plane cross section at O.lm is shown in Fig. C.2. Concentration inside the SM stays 

below 2 x l0- 4 moIJm-3 all over the duct, which is lower than that in the gas phase. Nucle

ated bubbles residence times are long enough to absorb more T than the mobile T inside 

the SM. The amount ofT desorbed to the He CSC can be found by integrating the T fluxes 

along the SM-CSC interface. For a total area of 4.5 m2 per BU a total amount of 2.43 x 10- 3 

g/day is permeated to the CSC. 
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Figure 10.15: T concentration cross section profile at x=O.lm. 

Regarding T concentration, both in the LM phase and in the solid phase, it should be 

pointed out, that concentration distribution is far away from an homogeneous field , which 

implies that lD simulations with a system code or other computational tools like TMAP7 

(see Longhurst et al. [86]) may be unrealistic leading to inaccurate averaged solutions for 

2D or 3D thermal-hydraulic cases. 

10.2.1.6 C-shape channel MRA pressure sensitivity analysis 

Bubble nucleation is highly dependent on the Henry's law, which is a function the sys

tem pressure. As pressure increases, saturation concentration also increases, letting the 

Pb15. ?Li keep more dissolved He. As a result, nucleation takes place at higher concentra

tions and therefore onset is delayed in the present simulated system. 
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Figure 10.16: HCLL BU C-shape channel gas phase and He concentration, 5 bar. 
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10.2 HCLL breeding blanket channels 

Increasing the pressure 3 bar from respect to the base case in Sec. 10.2.1.5 nucleation is 

significantly reduced as shown in Fig. 10.16. Bubble concentration maximum is reduced 

in two orders of magnitude and void fraction maximum in four orders of magnitude (see 

Fig. 10.16(a) and Fig. 10.16(c). He concentration in the liquid phase (Fig. l0.16(d)) is twice 

that of the 2 bar simulation (Fig. 10.12(d)). 

It should be noted that bubbles concentrate at the outlet channel vortex rather that at the 

inlet vortex close to the C turn. As onset is delayed more residence time is needed in order 

to have nucleation: at the outlet vortex these conditions are met first. Another interest

ing effect is the nucleation inside vortices. Vortices are hydrodynamic structures where 

stream lines are closed. This stagnation effect leads to an accumulation of He, favoring 

nucleation, which may have a significant impact on system operation as bubbles will be 

probably pushed towards the top of the channel by buoyancy forces. Bubble behaviour in

side vortices and it interaction with the Pb15.7Li is a complex phenomenon that needs a 

specific modelling which is out of the scope of this thesis; however, the fact that bubbles 

accumulate is well reproduced by the implemented solver so far. 

Absorbed T concentration decreases with pressure as a result of the lower specific area of 

the He bubbles. Permeated T is slightly affected when comparing 2 bar and 5 bar due to 

the little impact of absorption on dissolved T concentration. These effects are shown in 

Fig. 10.17. 

For a 10 bar Pb15. 7Li mean channel pressure nucleation is completely inhibited. T per

meation for this case is that of the absence of He bubbles in the system, therefore, it is 

the maximum permeating process. When all three cases (2 bar, 5 bar and 10 bar) are com

pared, it can be seen that nucleation has a noticeable effect on T concentration, but the 

impact may be neglected in a qualitative analysis ofT inventory; for quantitative analysis 

it is necessary to take into consideration the absorption into He bubbles. Like for the OD 

case in the previous chapter, void fraction is not significantly affected by T absorption and 

it can be neglected. It is worth to be noted that the 10 bar case may correspond to the 

hydrostatic pressure of those HCLL-BU placed at the lowest part of the breeding blanket; 

Pb15.7Li has a density of9660 kg/m3 and reactor blanket is about 10 m height, depending 

on the design. 
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Figure 10.17: HCLL BU C-shape channel T concentrations, recombination limited, 5bar. 
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Figure 10.18: HCLL BU C-shape channel, 10 bar no nucleation. 
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10.3 TES FusKite© permeator against vacuum (PAV) 

10.3.1 Introduction 

T self-sufficiency requirements of future DT fusion reactors involve large T production 

rates in the BBs. A dedicated T Extraction System (TES) is needed to accomplish T fuel 

self-sufficiency and to ensure a low net impact on safety design. 

Different systems for T extraction from liquid Pb15. 7Li have been studied and proposed 

during the past years. Among them T extraction by means of a permeator is an attractive 

solution. In the present section a rolled non-porous metallic homogeneous membrane based 

design is analysed. The conceptual design, carried out by CIEMAT (Tecno_FUS®), consists 

of a rolled membrane placed along the flow direction at the exit of a BB. Main flow coming 

outside a BB, with a significant T concentration, reaches the permeator and by means of 

an expansion is distributed among the spiral channel of the membrane. Dissolved atomic 

T permeates through the metallic membrane in contact with the Pb15.7Li and desorbes 

into vacuum. 

The aim of this section is to make a rough estimation of the performance of the permeator in 

order to know whether this technology is worth developing or not. A preliminary analysis 

of the permeator design, together with a simplified CFD simulation is presented in order 

to assess the performance of such type of TES. 

10.3.2 Conceptual Design and Problem Definition 

T, like H and D, is well known to easily permeate through metals. Therefore, T can be ex

tracted by permeation through non-porous homogeneous metallic membranes. BBs based 

in LM will produce significant amounts of dissolved atomic T that will have to be ex

tracted. A conceptual design of a permeator for Pb15.7Li BBs, developed by CIEMAT 

(Tecno_FUS® ), is analysed as an attractive TES solution. 

Once the Pb15.7Li has gone through the BB a significant amount of dissolved atomic T 

has been generated by nuclear reactions. Right after the BB a permeator is placed to 

remove T from the Pb15.7Li main stream. The permeator consists of a rolled metallic 
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Possible 

Figure 10.19: Permeator sketch. 

membrane placed along the flow direction, with one side in contact with the Pb15. 7Li and 

the other facing vacuum. Main stream is distributed with an expansion across the spiral 

horizontal channel of the membrane. As Pb15.7Li passes through the system T permeates. 

See Fig. 10.19 for more details. 

Palladium (Pd) membranes are widely used to extract H with proven high efficiency, but 

there are other refractory metals with higher permeability and lower costs like niobium(Nb), 

tantalum (Ta) and vanadium (V). The main disadvantage with these highly permeable met

als is their poor surface properties that reduce transport dramatically. One possible solu

tion is a Pd coated Nb membrane (Makrides et al. [87]), that solves the transport problems 

and takes advantage of the high permeability of Nb. Similar membranes have been suc

cessfully used for long periods of time removing H from the coolant of metal-cooled nuclear 

reactors Hill [64]. 

The complexity of the geometry makes it impossible to find an analytical solution for the 

T permeation and makes very difficult to model the phenomena with CFD. In order to 

simulate the process many assumptions and simplifications have to be made. 

10.3.3 Preliminary analysis and geometry simplification 

For a preliminary approach a representative 2D domain is needed in order to save compu

tational time. However, the actual design has a spiral cross section, making it impossible 

to represent it with a 2D domain. As the simulation is to be preliminary and a rough ap-
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proach, the domain can be represented by a series of concentric annular channels, that can 

be reduced due to symmetries to one half of the domain. 

The use of metallic membrane permeators as TES has already been studied for a multi

tubular permeator. An analysis of these kind of configurations is presented in Sedano [127] 

where a 8081 tubes permeator with a hydraulic diameter of 10 mm is studied for different 

metallic membranes at a constant inlet velocity of 10 emfs. 

For a 2 m length multi-tubular permeator the total area in contact with the Pb15.7Li is 

254 m2
• In a rolled permeator, assuming the annular simplification, with 45 annular chan

nels (value chosen to have computationally affordable simulations) with r,x, - r,,,, =5 mm, 

1 mm vacuum separators and 1 mm membrane thickness, the contact area is one tenth 

of the multi-tubular permeator's area. These mean that with ten rolled units a similar 

efficiency than that of the multi-tubular permeator may be obtained at the same operation 

conditions. The height of the simulated permeator is then of 0.36 m. 

The permeator analysis presented in [127] has been reproduced in cylindrical coordinates 

and corrected for an inlet velocity of 1 mm/s, a diameter of 5 mm and a tube length of 2 m. 

Assuming steady state the microscopic mass balance in a differential radial volume of the 

membrane reads, 

with the following BCs: 

~~[rdC]-o 
r dr dr -

{ 
r = r1 C(r) = C(r,) 
r = r2 C(r) = C(r,) 

After integration, the concentration profile is found. 

C(r) - C(r2 ) 

C(ri) - C(r2 ) 

ln(r/r2 ) 

ln(r, /r2 ) 

(10.1) 

(10.2) 

The molar flux through the membrane wall facing the LM can be expressed as follows: 

Therefore, the molar rate reads, 

dC 
]= -DT

dr 

. dC 
S = -2nrLDr

dr 
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Substituting the concentration profile eq. 10.3 in the molar rate expression eq. 10.4 and 

assuming equilibrium through the solubility ratios eq. 10.5 an expression for the molar 

rate is found: 

(10.5) 

C(ri) _ (k'.,T-LM) C(r,) 

S' - -2 LD k,,T-m - 7r T 
ln(ri/r2 ) 

(10.6) 

The overall mass transfer coefficient including mass transfer resistance at the LM-m km 

and the resistance due to the membrane thickness can be expressed as follows: 

(10. 7) 

Combining eq. 10.6 and eq. 10. 7 an expression for the molar rate per length of permeator 

is found. 

8= (10.8) 

Note that C(r1 ) is assumed to be that of the LM bulk. 

Mass transfer coefficient km has been suggested to be expressed through the following 

correlation (Harriott et al. [58]): 

Sh = kD".nd = 0.0096Re'i."'' Sco.346 
T 

(10.9) 

where dis the tube inner diameter, Sh, Re and Sc are the Sherwood, Reynolds and Schmidt 

dimensionless numbers. 

For an inlet temperature of lOOOK, laminar flow (Re~65), and a low Sh, the mass trans

fer coefficient is of 1.63x10-0 m1s. Diffusivity and solubility, together with other material 

properties, have been taken from the Pb15.7Li database for nuclear fusion technology [94] 

and for Tin Nb from [127] and references there. Efficiency of this 2m length tube is around 

99.5%, which is very high for a laminar flow. Note that the efficiency is much higher than 

that exposed in Sedano [127] due to the fact that initial conditions and assumptions are 

different. The present calculation shows that with a smaller permeator high efficiencies 

can be achieved. 
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In the present work a 2 m long permeator with 45 concentric channels has been chosen for 

the CFD simulations. Membrane thickness is set to 1 mm with a vacuum space of 1 mm. 

Channels are 5 mm thick. See Fig. 10.20 for more details. It is also assumed that an inlet 

expansion distributes the flow among channels perfectly. Hence, constant velocity profile of 

1 mm/s and is set at each channel inlet. Spacers are needed to preserve structural integrity 

but, for simplicity, all the spacers in the domain have been removed (see Fig. 10.19). 

Figure 10.20: Permeator scheme. 

Domajn has been discretized using a coarse structured non-orthogonal mesh with a max-

imum cell volume of 1 mm3 . The whole domain has been divided into a fluid domain and 

a solid domain, coupled with an iterative procedure for temperature and T concentration. 

The iterative procedure is very sensitive to the gradient calculation at the interface bound-

aries so the mesh h as been refined to a minimum of 10-sm cell length normal to the bound-

ary. 
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10.3.4 Assumptions and parameters 

An axisymmetric simulation has been carried out with a 2 domains mesh with wedge type 

cells (see Fig. 10.21). The metallic membrane has been chosen to be made of pure niobium 

with no coatings. 

Figure 10.21: Mesh detail. 

Atomic T is assumed t o be adsorbed onto the walls following the solubility ratio law eq. 10.5 

and that system is at a constant temperature. 

Thermodiffusion or S6ret effect might have an impact on T mass transport. However, this 

effect is slow and its contribution to species flux is some orders in magnitude lower than 

that due to diffusion by a concentration gradient itself. As it is assumed that there are no 

thermal gradients, S6ret effect is neglected. 

Again, diffusivity and solubility, together with other material properties, have been taken 

from the Pbl5. 7Li database for nuclear fusion technology [94) and for T in Nb from [127) 

and references there. 

10.3.5 BCs 

Hydrodynamics are solved with the OpenFOAM® CDF code using a transient laminar 

solver. T concentration is solved using BelFoam® CHT and CST subroutines. 
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Fluid and solid domains (see Fig. 10.20) are set at a nominal constant temperature of 

lOOOK in order to avoid buoyancy effects. At the permeator inlet a fully developed flow 

with a mean velocity of lmm/s is set and T concentration of lxlO-' mol/m3
• No slip BC is 

set for all the walls in the system and zero mean pressure is set at the outlet. 

At the Pb15. 7Li -Nb interface the following equilibrium BC is used: 

Cr,PbIAlr 

ks,T--PblA 

Cr,Nblr 

ks,T-Nb 
(10.10) 

where ks,r-Pb1.; and ks,T-Nb are the Sievert's coefficients and C1.,Pbu and CT,m are the T 

concentrations at the interface I'. 

T desorption at the Nb-vacuum side is implemented as a convection or Robin BC with a 

recombination coefficient higher enough (l0- 2
) to be a non-limiting process. As a result, 

little resistance to desorption exists and most of the T is desorbed as it reaches the SM

CSC wall. 

10.3.6 Results and analysis 

10.3.6.1 Hydrodynamics 

A standard OpenFOAM® laminar solver for incompressible fluids has been used to simulate 

the flow through the 45 channels of the permeator (see Fig. 10.22). Parabolic velocity profile 

at steady state is shown in Fig. 10.23. Despite the fact that solid surface area in contact 

with the Pbl5. 7Li changes from channel to channel, very little differences in velocity exist 

among channels. 

10.3.6.2 Permeation 

The high solubility ratio between Nb and Pb15.7Li (0 ~10- 5 ) increases the efficiency of 

the extraction process in comparison to other membrane materials. T is extracted almost 

completely (Fig. 10.27) in less that 2 m of permeator with an efficiency of 99.5%. Concen

tration in the bulk liquid is extracted in each channel asymmetrically, due to the bigger 

surface area of the external wall with respect to the internal one. This effect can be seen 
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Figure 10.22: Velocity field detail at inlet. 

in Fig. 10.24, where T concentration decreases more quickly as approaching the north wall 

than when approaching the south wall. The same effect is observed for all the channels, 

but only channel 5 is shown for simplicity. 

Even with a laminar flow, T solubility in Nb is so high that most of the the dissolved T 

is removed; the mean diffusion length, i.e. the characteristic length scale for diffusion 

processes (L0 = V47rD), is 2 x l0- 4 m and the mean diffusion time, i .e. the characteristic 

mean time needed for the diffusion process to have an effect on the system at a certain 

length, is 2.5 x 107 s. Tat the center of the channel needs around 100 s to reach the walls 
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Figure 10.23: Velocity Cross section profile at x=lm. 
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Figure 10.24: T concentration in the bulk liquid. Channel 5 Detail. 
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Figure 10.25: T concentration along Nb south membranes. 
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Figure 10.26: T concentration along Nb north membranes. 
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Figure 10.27: T concentration along liquid bulk 
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T concentration in the solid domain is higher than in the bulk liquid (see Fig. 10.28) in 

good agreement with the imposed solubility ratio. Overall T molar rate to the CSC channel 

is of 10- s mol/s, which is also in good agreement with the non-limiting boundary condition, 

resulting in high concentrations at the SM-CSC channel (Fig. 10.25, 10.26). 

1.0e-04 

O.Oe+OO 

Figure 10.28: T concentration in the bulk solid. Channel 10 detail. 
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Figure 10.29: Channel 15 laminar and turbulent velocity profiles at x=l m 

10.3.6.3 Turbulen t Case 

Some fusion reactors are designed for higher LM velocities (e.g. DEMO). As a result the 

velocity at the TES inlet is around lm/s. At this velocity the flow regime inside the per

meator channels is turbulent. LMs have a high specific heat conductivity (low Prandtl 

numbers) which yields in numerical simulations to many problems, since the viscous and 
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the thermal length scales separate. In the present work the k-w SST is used (see Gordeev 

et al. [53], Lefhalm et al. [79] and Carteciano [20]). 

Channel number 5 of the rolled perm ea tor has been simulated for an inlet velocity of lm/s 

with a laminar solver and the k-w SST model. Laminar solver does not reach the steady 

state, but reaches an oscillatory regime. On the contrary, turbulent solver reaches the 

steady state. Velocity profiles at x=lm are shown in Fig. 10.29. 

T concentration profiles along the channel are not shown as the concentration is almost 

unaffected, with an efficiency below 1 %. 

10.4 Orifice Plate 

A possible solution to avoid nucleation and, therefore, its negative impact on hydrodynam

ics and the efficiency of the TES, may consist in keeping the LM loop at a relatively high 

pressure, while providing a purge for He (He Extraction System, HeES, in Fig. 10.30). He 

will otherwise accumulate in the loop and eventually nucleation will occur. IfT is extracted 

with permeators, its efficiency may be diminished by the accumulation of bubbles on their 

surfaces. In addition, bubbles will prevent T permeation in HCLL channels, which may be 

a desired effect as has already been mentioned. 

T+He+H, 

TES 
He ES 

He+H, 

Pb15. 7Li+He+ T 

Pb15. ?Li 

FW 
HCLL 

Figure 10.30: He and T extraction system. 

Pressure driven nucleation could be an efficient way to form He bubbles in the purging 

system; nucleation could be achieved simply by lowering the pressure by means of an orifice 

plate. Bubbles could then be extracted using liquid-gas contactors with a free surface, like 
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a stirred tank (Fig. 10.31). This way, sudden decompression of LM at the stirred tank 

would be avoided, increasing He purge efficiency. 

Pump 

He 

Orifice 
Plate 

Main Stream 
Pb15.7Li 

Stirred 
tank 

PRESSURE 
DRIVEN 

NUCLEATION 

Figure 10.31: He extraction system with an orifice plate. 

A transient simulation of a orifice plate geometry (Fig. 10.32) has been carried out. Proper

ties an parameters are set as in Sec 10.2.1.2 with an initial T concen tration of 3x10- 3 mol/m3 • 

Results, 3 s after nucleation began, are shown in Fig. 10.34. The cavitation like phenomena 

at the orifice, observed in Fig. 10.34(c), is sufficient to trigger nucleation; the lower pres

sure after the orifice (see Fig. 10.34(b)) keeps bubbles growing and stable. Void fraction in 

Fig. 10.34(d) shows how bubbles accumulate at the exit of the orifice and towards the walls. 
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ORIFICE PLATE 

Figure 10.32: Geometry for the orifice plate simulation. 

Symmetry BC 

Figure 10.33: Mesh detail for the orifice plate simulation. 
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Figure 10.34: Orifice plate simulation. 
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Conclusions and future work 

11.1 Conclusions 

As has already been exposed, the aim of the present thesis is, on one hand, the study of 

the transport phenomena in LMs under neutron irradiation, focused in fusion applications, 

specially for LM BBs like the HCLL design and, on the other hand, the coding of a CFD 

tool able to simulate the aforesaid phenomena. It should be pointed out that the final aim 

of this thesis is the development of a computational tool rather than the results simulated, 

that have been presented in Chap. 10 as to show BelFoam® code capabilities. The pre

sented CFD solver has been validated and verified when possible in Chap. 9 in order to 

ensure that implemented models behave correctly, which does not mean that simulations 

are realistic. It is almost impossible to obtain reliable, realistic and quantitatively correct 

simulations of the exposed phenomena due to the lack of experimental data. However, the 

implemented code lets the user change all model parameters without programming; just 

by changing the solver's input. Hence, simulations can be run in order to validate the im

plemented models once experimental data exists, and results would be suitable for design 

and operation purposes. 

Many improvements regarding the code implementation, algorithms and models can be 

done out of the scope of the presented thesis. In the present chapter the detected limita

tions and future improvements are summarized, together with a proposal of some experi

ments needed to validate the exposed models. 
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He nucleation, growth and transport models in LM have been studied and developed in or

der to be implemented in a CFD code. As fas as the author knows it has been the first time 

that a nucleation theory has been adapted to an open CFD code resulting into a novel algo

rithm. Regarding He bubble transport, four different models with two different approaches 

have been developed and implemented: PSA (MRA, MC, nucQMOM) and PDP. Novel im

plemented algorithms for the aforementioned models and a novel nucQMOM model solve 

the He bubble transport taking into account nucleation, which has been always a major 

problem for the CFD codes. Models have been verified an validated whenever possible and 

applied to different fusion technology related systems with satisfactory results. 

The following aims have been fulfilled: 

• CNT model for CFD implementation. 

• He bubble growth model formulation and implementation. 

• He EoS implementation for He bubbles and adaptation to CNT model. 

• CNT wall specific model for CFD implementation. 

• He bubble detachment model for CFD implementation. 

• PSA transport model CFD implementation including nucleation. 

• PSA mean radius approach model development and CFD implementation with nucle

ation. 

• PSA MC CFD implementation with nucleation. 

• PSA nucleation embedded QMOM (nucQMOM) model development and CFD imple

mentation. 

• PDP two-phase model development and CFD implementation with nucleation. 

• CFD implementation of a slip model wall function for LM due to bubbles nucleated 

on surfaces. 

• Verification an validation whenever possible of the implemented methods. 

• Fusion technology application simulations with the implemented code. 

Tritium transport complex phenomena that take place in LM BUs, with models for T ab

sorption into He bubbles, and for T adsorption onto and desorption from SM surfaces (fac

ing both LM and cooling channels) have been successfully developed and implemented. 

Conjugate T transport between different domains (liquid-solid, liquid-gas, gas-solid) has 
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been modelled with an adapted conjugate heat transfer solver taking into account wall 

nucleation and transport resistance (GCMT). Tritium transport models have been success

fully implemented with novel algorithms for He nucleation, growth and transport models 

into a CFD code. 

The following aims have been fulfilled: 

• Absorption models implementation into a CFD code. 

• Adsorption models implementation into a CFD code. 

• He-T mixture EoS implementation for He bubbles and adaptation to CNT model. 

• Multidomain conjugate scalar transport (GCMT) models development and novel al

gorithm CFD implementation. 

• Specific adsorption CFD boundary condition (BC) for T permeation with He bubbles 

attached to the interface. 

• Verification an validation whenever possible of the implemented methods. 

• Fusion technology application simulations with the implemented code. 

The following interesting main results have been found: 

• He nucleation may occur under fusion conditions. 

• He nucleation models have a large sensitivity to the surface tension and the volume 

of the He atom. 

• He bubbles accumulate in vortices, which affects mass and heat transport. 

• He bubbles reach very high upward velocity values in the HCLL channels and accu

mulate at the upper walls. 

• He bubbles nucleated on surfaces tend not to detach, so bubbles on bottom walls will 

accumulate on that surfaces. 

• MRA turns out to be a good and computationally affordable method with qualitatively 

significant results. 

• T absorption strongly depends on the T solubility in the LM. 

• He bubbles absorb very low amounts ofT. 

• T concentration inside bubbles is in most of the cases in equilibrium with the LM T 

concentration. 
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• He bubbles may be a significant permeation barrier when they are attached to LM

SM interfaces. 

All models have been implemented in OpenFOAM® as a novel solver under the name 

BelFoam® , which has proven to be a useful numerical tool for fusion technology appli

cations and analysis. Due to the lack of experimental data, BelFoam® has no been fully 

validated, however, results and sensitivity analyses show key parameters and may be used 

for experimental device design purposes. 

11.2 Future Work 

11.2.1 BelFoam© implementation 

Presented CFD solver BelFoam© has been implemented following a scalable procedure that 

lets the programmer upgrade the code or modify the models easily; code debbuging is sim

ple as well due to OpenFOAM® 's implementation. Modular implementation of the exposed 

models lets the programmer test each model separately or run complex cases in order to 

test model interactions. Moreover, a set of tools for data extracting have been coded with 

the aim to facilitate code development and data analysis. 

To the present date, many work has been done in order to integrate all model phenomena 

in one single code, but the code itself has not been fully optimized from the computational 

point of view. Solving procedures and algorithms can be improved by recoding them in a 

more efficient way or by replacing the implemented methods with better and faster ones. A 

good example of the latter possible improvement is the integration method used to calculate 

the stiff ODE needed to solve gas absorption into He bubbles (see Sec. 8.3.2). The RKF54 

implemented method can be replaced by other more efficient or accurate methods like Gear 

[47] or any suitable Rosenbrock [120] method. 

BelFoam® has proven to be fast even for 2D cases up to lOOk cells, but the computational 

resources needed for a 3D case are huge and need code parallelization. Programming 

was not done thinking in a future parallelization upgrade; however, as BelFoam® is mod

ularized from the models standpoint and OpenFOAM® can run parallel cases, upgrading 
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BelFoam© should not be a very difficult task. Parallelizing such a complex code may itself 

constitute an independent project or thesis. Resulting optimization may improve by far 

present code version efficiency and may expand its application to more complex cases. 

11.2.2 Models improvements and experiment proposals 

Implemented nucleation model (Sec 5.2) was based on the CNT, which is known to under

estimate nucleation under some conditions. Due to the lack of experimental data and the 

fact that even with this data the model might not be validated, other models can be im

plemented, e.g. the Self-consistent Nucleation Theory (Girshick et al. [49]) or the spinodal 

nucleation theory (Monette et al. [104]). It should be noted that for simulation of oper

ating conditions, the implemented CNT, with the adjustable parameters set to express a 

constant generation rate or tuned to fit future experimental data, may be suitable enough 

to yield reliable, accurate and realistic simulations. In order to validate the nucleation 

model for Pb15.7Li , as exposed in Sec 5.2, two kind of experiments may be made, for 

HON and for HEN. These experiments may consist of a pressurized He supersaturated 

Pb15.7Li volume in contact with an inert gas plenum. Once the volumes, previously at a 

pressure that makes supersaturation be below onset, are depressurized, nucleation shall 

be detected. Radiation induced nucleation may also be detected and analysed provided a 

neutron source focused on the Pb15.7Li volume. Bubble detection methods and nucleation 

rate inversion may be very interesting research topics as well. 

In Sec 5.3 a simple model for He bubble growth has been exposed. Other models can 

be implemented; however, bubble growth depends, among other issues, on the nature of 

the fluid surrounding the bubbles, which makes necessary to invert experimental data in 

order to have reliable models. A He supersaturated Pb15. 7Li column with a He injector at 

its bottom may be a suitable experiment to determine how bubbles grow and to invert or 

adjust a model. 

Bubble detachment from surfaces and its behaviour have not been studied for Pb15.7Li 

systems as fas as the author knows. Detachment models as exposed in Sec 5.4 depend on 

the bubble shape and a detachment criterion. Other models for different bubble shapes 

and more advanced detachment criteria may be studied and implemented. An experiment 
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like the one presented in Hans-Josef et al. [57], which studies the influence of buoyancy on 

bubble formation at submerged orifices, but adapted to the present study case, may be a 

good experimental data source. 

Despite the fact that T impact on He bubbles volume is negligible, as shown in Sec 9.3.1, 

an experiment to determine an EoS for He-T mixtures for engineering purposes could be 

very interesting and can be applied to other research fields. 

PBE methods other than those exposed in Sec 8.3.3 can be implemented. However, this 

kind of models are very difficult to validate as bubble detection techniques are not fully 

developed for LM systems (e.g. Lebaud et al. [78] or McKnight [97]). One possible ex

periment, provided bubble detection is accurate enough, is the flow through a backward 

facing step (BFS) geometry: Silva et al. [133] validated the DQMOM method for this kind 

of geometry with very good results. Other possible experimental device and flow detection 

techniques configurations are those of Saito et al. [122] and Mishima et al. [102]. 

Regarding PDP two-phase model (Sec 7.3) many other improvements can be done as this 

topic is a full research field itself. For instance, PDP drag coefficient, lift forces and vir

tual mass coefficient models can be improved, either by reformulating the model by tak

ing into account more force contributions or by inverting experimental data. Zhang et al. 

[156] studied the motion of single argon bubbles rising in the eutectic alloy GainSn under 

the influence of a direct current induced longitudinal magnetic field with a rather simple 

experimental device where bubble motion was detected with ultrasounds. A similar ex

perimental device can be used to determine the aforesaid coefficients in Pb15. 7Li. Bubble 

flow and bubble distribution can be studied by setting up a plume experimental device as 

presented in [121, 70, 136, 62] among others. 

Many research is being done in tritium transport which may lead to better parameters or 

even new transport models. Some examples are Soret effect, trapping, recombination coef

ficient determination and permeation barriers. An experimental device has been proposed 

by CIEMAT, within the Tecno_FUS® and simulated with BelFoam© by the author within 

this thesis' scope. The experimental device, under the name FusKite© , will be designed 

and physically implemented by CIEMAT, bFUS, UPC and SENER® in order to test the 

in-line vacuum permeation principle for fusion applications. Data would be then analysed 
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and inverted so as to validate BelFoam© solver among other things. 

A Pb15.7Li loop able to integrate different in-line experiments will also be necessary for 

research purposes. It should be pointed out that, since many of the phenomena may happen 

at the same time, phenomena interactions have to be experimentally determined. One 

clear example that illustrates the importance of this later fact is the bubble nucleation 

on surfaces of a permeator that act as a permeation barrier. Bubbles will interact with 

the system's hydrodynamics by reducing the friction between liquid and solid walls at the 

same time that they will dramatically reduce the T permeation. An in-line permeator 

with induced nucleation capabilities will be a valuable source of data for the purpose of 

validating BelFoam© and study phenomena interaction. 
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Appendix A 

Properties and Parameters 

A.I Pb15.7Li 

HCLL breeding blanket operating conditions: 

]°pbLi = 723.15 K 

]JP&Li = 2 bar 

It has to be noted that TP&Li corresponds to the HCLL inlet temperature. This temperature 

has to be understood as the mean temperature over the whole HCLL Pb15.7Li volume, at 

which properties and parameters are calculated when taken as constants. 

Material properties have been taken from Mas de les Valls et al. [94] Pb15. 7Li database 

for nuclear fusion technology. 

PPbLi 10.52 (1 - 1.13 x 10-0 
TPbLi) g/cm3 (A.1) 

µPbLi 
1.87 X 10-4 C11640/HT/'tif,, Pas (A.2) 

Cp,PbLi 0.195 - 9.116 x 10-6 TPl,u J /(g I<) (A.3) 

kPl>Li 1.95 X 10- 2 + 19.6 X 10-'TPbLi W/(mJ<) (A.4) 

j3 F'bf;i 1.124 x 10-' + 1.505 x lo-s TPbLi J{-1 (A.5) 
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Properties and parameters at HCLL breeding blanket operating conditions: 

Mp,u = 0.17316 kg/mol 

(Jl'bLi = 9660 kg/m3 

!",,"" = 1.294xl0-3 Pas 

Cp,PbLi = 0.1884 J/(g K) 

krb1~;. = 0.1612 W/(mK) 

PPbLi = 0.000123 K-I 

A.2 EUROFER'97 

HCLL breeding blanket operating conditions: 

TBu = 723.15 K 

It has to be noted that TEu = TPbLi· This temperature has to be understood as the mean 

temperature over the whole HCLL Eu'97 volume, at which properties and parameters are 

calculated when taken as constants. 

Material properties have been taken from Mergia et al. [98]. 

2.696 TE,, - 0.00496 r:u + 3.335 x 10-0 T~u 

0.08381 + 6.00691 x 10- 6 T1,,, - 5.092Ll 7~~" 

J/(kgK) 

crn'/s 

Properties and parameters at HCLL breeding blanket operating conditions: 

(JBu = 7750 kg/mol 

Cp,Eu = 616.9 J/(kgK) 
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A.3He 

0:1;u = 6.1569x10- 2 cm2/s 

Convective coefficient at the Eu'97 -CSC interface is set to 5050 W/(m2s) (Hermsmeyer 

et al. [61]). 

A.3 He 

HCLL breeding blanket operating conditions: 

Tu,= 723.15 K 

It has to be noted that T11 , = Tp;1,; as He gas phase is assumed to be in thermal equilibrium 

with Pb15.7Li. 

Material properties have been taken from [94] Pb15. 7Li database for nuclear fusion tech

nology. 

Cluc,PbLi 0.52 - 0.11 x io·- 3 Tu, N/rn (A.8) 

Properties and parameters at HCLL breeding blanket operating conditions: 

Mu,= 0.004 kg/mol 

CYHcJ'bLi = 0.46 kg/s2 

A.4 T 

HCLL breeding blanket operating conditions: 

Tr = 723.15 K 
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It has to be noted that Tr = T,'" = TPbJ,; as T-He gas mixture phase is assumed to be in 

thermal equilibrium with Pb15. 7Li . 

T diffusivity in Pb15.7Li has been taken from [94]. 

Dr.~P1ir,1. = 2.50 x io-1e-21000/RTr mol/(rn 2 /s) (A.9) 

Sievert's coefficient for Tin Pbl5,7Li has been taken from Reiter [119] and Aiello et aL [4] 

experiments. There is a large discrepancy in the T law derived from these two experiments, 

so both have been used as presented in Gastaldi et aL [ 46]. 

kSOLE = Q.237e·-12844/RT'l' 
·s,T-PbLi 

kHciter 
S,1-FbLi 

mol/(m3 Pa0
'), 

rnol/(m3 Pa0
''). 

(A.10) 

(A.11) 

The recombination coefficient at the Pb15. 7Li -He interface (eq. A.12) has been taken from 

Pisarev et aL [114]. 

k,.,r.PbLi-IIc = 4.087 x 10-1 m'/(mol s) 

T solubility and diffusivity in Eu'97 have been taken from Esteban et aL [34]. 

DT···Eu = 4.57 X 107
e-2Z:l/RTr mol/(m2/s) 

Properties and parameters at HCLL breeding blanket operating conditions: 

Dr-Pbu = l.26x 10-s mol/(m2/s) 

k.~.'.1'."~'b'·' = 2. 799x10- 2 mol/(m'Pa1i
2

) 

k,-,1\PbLi-IIe = 4.087x 10-·4 m''/(mol s) 

k,,,:r-POLi = 4.5x 10-0 m/s 

Dr-Du = l.119x 10-s mol/(m2/s) 

ks:r-Eu = 1.825x10-2 mol/(m3Pa1i 2
) 
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A.4T 

Empirical coefficient k,,,,r-PbDi is taken from Sedano et al. [129], who analyzed LIBRETT0-

3 data assuming that mass transfer is diffusion limited. 
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Addendum 

C.1 C-shape channel MRA results for Eu'97 as SM. 

In addition to the results presented in Sec. 10.2.1.5, the C-shape channel case has been 

simulated with Eu'97 as SM because of its significance; Eu'97 will most probably be the 

selected RASM for the EU-HCLL TBM. Present appendix simulation was carried out after 

thesis' deposit. 

Atomic T concentration in the Pb15.7Li is shown in Fig. C.l(a). When Fig. C.l(a) and 

Fig. 10.14(a) are compared, it can be seen that T concentration in the Pb15.7Li close to 

the Eu'97 walls is lower. This effect happens due to the fact that Eu'97 has a larger T 

solubility than that used for Sec. 10.2.1.5 case. A higher amount of T permeates to the 

Eu'97 (Fig. C.l(b)), which reaches higher T concentrations than those in Fig. 10.14(b). The 

T concentration in the gas phase, shown in Fig. C.l(c), is also affected. T concentration in 

the gas phase stays around two orders of magnitude below that in the Pb15.7Li, which is 

a smaller amount of absorbed T than that shown in Fig. 10.14(c). 

The averaged atomic T concentration at the duct outlet is 2.Slxl0-3 mol/m3 while the 

averaged T concentration in the gas phase at the duct outlet is 3.15x10-7 mol/m3
• It 

should be noted that concentrations are expressed per volume of LM. 

A ZY plane cross section at O.lm is shown in Fig. C.2. Concentration inside the SM stays 

below 7.62x10· 3 mol!m- 3 all over the duct, which is much higher than that in the gas 
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phase. The amount of T desorbed to the CSC can be found by integrating the T fluxes 

along the SM-CSC interface. For a total area of 4.5 m2 per BU a total amount of 4.27x10-3 

g/day is permeated to the CSC. 

It must be noted that even with a much higher concentration in the Eu'97, the total amount 

of T permeated to the CSC is only twice when compared to that in Sec. 10.2.1.5. Eu'97 to 

CSC desorption process is recombination limited. 

x 
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 

0.092 -I--'--..__ ........... __..__.__~.....__.__~ ..................... __._ _ _.__.__.__..__ .................... __.__~_.__.__..__ .................... ~-~ 

-- ~----- - --
-< 0.046 

01---......::..,.;_;~...;._--------------..... 
CT, "'" [ mol / m ' J 

CT, """ [moll m ' ) 

0 
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-< 0.046 

0 

0.1 

CT,o [ mol/m • I 

O.OOE+OO 8.97E-04 1.79E·03 2.69E-03 3.59E-03 4.48E·03 5.38E-03 6.28E-03 7.18E·03 

(a) T concentration in the Pb15.7Li phase 

x 

O.OE+OO 8.3E-04 1.7E-03 2.5E-03 3.3E-03 4.2E-03 5.0E-03 5.SE-03 6.7E·03 7.5E-03 

(b) T concentration in the Eu'97 phase 

x 
0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 

O.OOE+OO 1.89E-07 3.78E-07 5.67E-07 7.56E-07 9.45E·07 1.13E-06 1.32E-06 1.51E·06 

(c) T2 concentration in the gas phase 

Figure C.l: HCLL BU C-shape channel T concentrations with Eu'97 as SM, recombination limited, 2 
bar. 
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C.1 C-shape channel MRA results for Eu'97 as SM. 
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Figure C.2: 'l' concentration cross section profile at x=O.lm with Eu'97 as SM. 
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